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Forward
This 5oth Reunion Panther Tracks is about Boulder High School and you, the
classmates from the Boulder High School Class of 1969. Except for this Forward
section and the long section that has the most recent classmates’ information,
this Panther Tracks was completely written before our reunion weekend July 19,
20, 21. This Forward section arrives late because questions and comments
during the reunion revealed that some things remain to be told that provide
additional texture to our weekend together.
A great turnout of 215 people attended at least one event. As odd as it sounds, it
is not perfectly clear how many people were in the Boulder High School Class of
1969. The graduation list had 467 names but we know that some classmates
graduated early and that some left prior to their senior year, still feeling that they
were part of our class. After extensive comparisons of student directories,
Odaroloc yearbooks, and the graduation list our best guess is that we had 551
total classmates. Of that total we show 72 classmates on the list of deceased
classmates, leaving 479 candidate classmates to be contacted about our 50th
Reunion.
Starting in January 2018, well over a year ago, an extensive effort was made to
contact every classmate to let everyone know that their 50th Reunion was coming
and that everyone was very welcome. Besides the BoulderHS69.com web site
being designed so that it would show up at the top of Google and other searches,
classmate location efforts included sending emails to hundreds of candidate
email addresses, text messages sent to hundreds of phone numbers, and
hundreds of phone calls made. Databases, both free and paid for, were used to
track down classmates. Of the 479 candidate classmates, confirmed email
addresses, or confirmation that no email was being used, were found for 352
classmates. In the end, 127 classmates remained on the missing list because we
could not get direct confirmation from the classmates that the person had been
located. Some people simply chose to maintain privacy and not communicate.
For example, for some cases the outgoing message for a phone number voice
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message system was certainly the voice of the person we were trying to reach and,
even after several messages were left, none were returned. In other cases we
simply ran into deadends. We also had very friendly chats with classmates who
told us that they were completely uninterested in the reunion or sharing contact
information, but thanks for calling.
Of the 352 classmates for whom we either had email addresses or confirmed that
no email was being used, we received contact information, often with
biographical sketches, from 244 classmates. That information is in the second
section of this Panther Tracks.
Including walk-ups and accounting for a few no-shows, we had 142 classmates
attend at least one event. Including guests we had 215 people attend at least one
event.
The Boulder High School Class of 1969 web site, www.BoulderHS69.com, has
photographs of the events. Below is an example photograph that shows the
classmate group
photograph and
illustrates a few of
the wonderful
times had by those
who were able to
make the reunion.
The three of us who
organized and
pushed this
reunion forward
and through
completion very
much appreciate
the many sincere “thank yous” that have been sent our way. Later, in the “Tracks
to Our 50th Reunion” section, we attempt to acknowledge those who helped
make this reunion the success it became.
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A huge unexpected bonus that we organizers experienced was getting to know
many classmates through phone calls and emails whom we simply had not known
before or had not spoken with for decades. That was great good fun for us.
As you will see below, many classmates sent biographical sketches. With few
exceptions those biographical sketches are exactly as they were sent. When
classmates misspelled their names, or, even more curious the spouse’s name, we
made corrections (yes, name misspellings occurred more than once). Other
examples of corrections made are when the bio-sketch referred to this reunion as
the 40th Reunion. We were unsure whether to ask where the Fountain of Youth
was located or to change the number to 50th and we elected to go with the
number change. It was no chore to read the bio-sketches because every one of
them is fascinating and absolutely worth reading. Thank you to everyone for
sending in contact information, bio-sketches, and photographs.
To respond to questions of allocation of effort, Ernie Anderson had an uncanny
ability to find historical information about the Boulder High School Class of 1969
and facts from the past of our school. Later in this Panther Tracks is an
extensive, and we believe, for the first time, accurate and complete description of
the history of Boulder High School. Those facts and photographs came from
Ernie’s extensive archives. His meticulous research also produced the
comprehensive list of classmates described earlier. Finally, the sad task of
confirming the passing of our deceased classmates frequently was carried on
Ernie’s shoulders.
Also regarding allocation, Barb Butler Steiner was amazing. She tirelessly
tracked the dollars and cents, and would have tracked tenths of cents if needed.
Barb’s extraordinary attention to detail led to her identifying over two dozen
candidate venues for our 50th Reunion events and screening through them to
select the wonderful venues we enjoyed so thoroughly. Barb then coordinated
with all of the venue operators so that all that we needed to do was show up.
Among the other tasks Barb took on was the thankless job of proofreading and
improving the class website pages and the major emails that went out. Barb’s
thoroughness and friendly nature served the 50th Reunion well as she worked to
track down contact information for missing classmates.
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Finally, the important allocation of blame for goofs and mistakes arrives. Every
grammatical error, misspelled word, incorrect punctuation mark, mangled
presentation, and failed attempt at levity on the web site or in emails or in this
Intro section of Panther Tracks is the fault of Warren Heim as he created every
word and punctuation mark of that content on his computer. We jokingly
referred to the crack IT team supporting our class that brought up and
maintained the web site and its automated updating as classmates registered, set
up the email systems, automated the registration data
collection process, and managed data processing, knowing full
well that Warren was that team. Being the IT department, he is
to blame for the assorted oddities that emanated from
computers and the web site because he was responsible to carry
out the incantations and sacrifices needed to get proper
electron behavior. For those annoyed by persistent emails or
phone calls you may blame Warren’s engineering distaste for loose ends forcing
him to doggedly track missing classmates and mercilessly pester decent people to
register for our 50th Reunion and enter information for Panther Tracks, often
with terrific support from Ernie and Barb. When things needed to be done
Warren made sure that ample round tuits were available whenever someone
needed to get one. He also conjured the reunion schedule out of thin air and the
schedules that led to events occurring. If things did not happen or were missing
let Warren know and he will ignore all comments as he blissfully dreams about
how wonderful this reunion has been and that he will never do another 50th
Reunion.

Forward -- a direction to travel, such as the direction into a
50th reunion and the direction to travel after such a reunion.
Foreword -- a short introduction to a written work written by
someone other than the author.
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Schedule
Friday, July 19 6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.: Welcome Grazing
Gathering at the Millennium Harvest House
Saturday, July 20 11:00 a.m.-noon Tour of Boulder High and
noon-2:00 p.m. Catching Up Picnic: BHS Tour followed by
Catching Up and News and Story Swapping Picnic on the Patio by the
bridge over Boulder Creek
Saturday, July 20 5:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.: Premium Great to See
You Again! Banquet at Glenn Miller Ballroom, University of Colorado
Memorial Center
Sunday, July 21, 9:00 a.m. - ?: Until We Meet Again Breakfast and
Brunch at Millennium Harvest House
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Welcome!
How about that? We pulled it off and find ourselves 50 years later still moving
forward. Yes, we have made adjustments (notice the large font size type in this
edition of Panther Tracks) but, by golly, we launched into the world after our
years at Boulder High and now we can look back with wonder, joy, some tears
and regrets, and renew acquaintances and collectively enjoy our mutual
successes. Yes, mutual successes because we shaped each other from our times
together and we now move on to the next stages of our lives. We helped write the
owner’s manuals for living our lives and now we can share our joys, sorrows,
memories, and continued hopes for the future.
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History of Boulder
High
Just eleven years after the end of the Civil War, the
roots of Boulder High School started in 1875 as
Central School with the first graduating class in 1876.
That early start made this school the oldest
established high school in Colorado.
The school became State Preparatory School on
September 5, 1877 as a preparatory school for the
University of Colorado. With the remarkably
ordinary nickname "Prep," this school held its classes on the CU campus until 1893 in the
building now known as Old Main and then at Highland Elementary School followed by
another move onto the CU campus into the Hale Scientific Building until Prep had its
own building in 1895. To distinguish Prep students from university students, the Prep
students were given class names: "Onies," "Toots,” "Trips," and "Quads." To preserve
the tradition of annoying first year high school students by calling them “Onies” or the
even more annoying “Dumb Onies,” the Onies appellation was kept for sophomores
when the school later became a three year high school.
In the fall of 1895, Prep moved to Pearl Street between 17th and 18th Streets. The school
expanded in 1898 with the addition of an east wing. Curiously, for a time that wing
housed Jefferson Grade School. Later, the State Preparatory School occupied the entire
building.
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Dr. Henry White Callahan served as headmaster of the school from 1895 to 1906. He
instituted the office of Head Boy. The office of Head Girl came later with that person
being "Senior President" until students in 1950 ratified a constitutional provision
separating the positions of Head Boy and Head Girl from the office of class president.
The Preparatory School moved forward in 1908 when the North Central Association of
Schools and Colleges admitted Prep, allowing its graduates to enter most tax-supported
colleges and universities without entrance examinations. Boulder High School continues
as a member in good standing of the Association, a reign of 111 years.
Major changes came between 1935 and 1937 with a new building and a new name. The
school needed a new building and groundbreaking for that building occurred on
December 12, 1935. In 1936 the school’s name changed from State Preparatory School
to Boulder High School. The 1938 Odaroloc stated that the old building needed to be
replaced because “the working conditions were unfavorable” including the “one main
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building, which had been condemned by official inspectors several times, and the
classroom equipment was poor.”
Boulder High School’s big move to its current location occurred in 1937 when the school
opened to students on September 7, 1937 at the corner of 17th and Arapahoe. The
dedication occurred on November 11, 1937 and the “Dedication Program” pamphlet

stated “First purchase of site made in 1921” so the vision for Boulder High School on its
current site was at least 16 years old when the building opened. Architectural magazines
featured the new building in the two years that followed its opening, honoring its
architects, Frank Frewen, Earl Morris, and Glen Huntington.
The 1938 Odaroloc praised the new building for “the best school equipment which can be
had – the fine science
laboratories; the public
address system; the
beautiful auditorium,
gymnasium, cafeteria,
and bandroom; the
complete vocational
facilities; the heating
and ventilation system;
and the modern
classrooms.” Those
facilities led to “the
new agricultural course
which deals with
animal husbandry,
farm management,
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stock showing, and crop raising” and “the industrial arts department” noting that “its
courses are open to both boys and girls” and “A class in training drum majors.” Clubs
expanded and new ones for
the Class of 1938 included
“the Commercial Club, the
Ski Club and the Aviation
Club.” From the 1938
Odaroloc the news comes
that with the new building
“Dances are no longer held at
an outside dance hall, but are
given in the gymnasium or
the cafeteria.” That
gymnasium would have been
the same gymnasium that
later classes, including ours,
would affectionately refer to as “The Pit.”
The Art Deco flagstone structure that forms the core of the current Boulder High School
building cost $582,327.92 for the site, landscaping, and building according to the
Dedication Program from
November 1937. The school was
built to accommodate 1,000
students in 54,520 square feet of
floor area. The Art Deco
auditorium, which remains today
in that style, had a seating
capacity of 1,450 and the
gymnasium had a seating capacity
of 1,500.
The new building had 167 rooms
on five floors with 16 rooms in
the basement, 82 rooms on the
first floor, 46 rooms on the second
floor, and 21 rooms on the third
floor. In addition to those 165
rooms the new building placed the fan room for the auditorium on the fourth floor and the
fifth floor tower housed the final room. The school required three janitors working 10
hours to clean the building.
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Controversy came when two large sculptures were installed above the front doors of the
school on April 17, 1937. Now known as Minnie and Jake, with the formal names of
Minerva and Jupiter, the sculptures represented Wisdom and Strength.

Sculptor Marion Martin created the two 6-foot by 6-foot cast concrete figures to depict
wisdom and strength but some community members viewed them differently. Within a
few days of being hoisted into place and mounted above the front doors the Art Deco
sculptures caused heated debates. Evidently not worried about whether either of the two
5,000 pound sculptures may fall down upon students, many community members
criticized the figures as vulgar and expressed concern that they would corrupt the moral
character of the students. Comments included calling the sculptures "obscene and
contemptible." The school board voted 4-3 to recall Minnie and Jake from their perches,
four days after the statues were installed. The following day, sculptor Martin successfully
pled his case, convincing the school board to allow the pair to remain to "protect and
guide" the school. Some citizens commented that the controversy did get the community
engaged in discussing art.
In 2015, the class of 1965 created and presented to Boulder High a plaque about Minnie
and Jake. That plaque remains mounted outside the school, just to the left of the
entrance. The plaque describes the long tradition of incoming students, the Onies,
engaging in a ritual ceremony of congregating en mass on the front lawn on a designated
day at a designated time and bowing to Minnie and Jake to signify official recognition of
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the new class and to boost class and school spirit and bonding by having an initial
common experience. The traditional bowing to Minnie and Jake stopped as it lost favor
with the end of the 20th century.

The statues may not be well clothed but the front of Boulder High School would be just
another boring and naked high school entrance without Minnie and Jake casting their
gazes for all who enter the front doors.
Another phase of Boulder High School came in 1956 with the construction of the south
wing and the auxiliary gym by Jones Construction Company. Just nine years later, in
1965, the math and science wings came and the combination of their walls with walls of
the original building formed a large interior square open to the sky. The original trees
remained intact and the square became the present courtyard. The completed construction
plan also included a separate art building.
The 1980s brought more changes. In 1983, a major project modernized the cafeteria and
added the Student Activities Center. In 1988-1989, with a population of 1,700 students
attending BHS, Boulder Valley School District successfully proposed a 7-million-dollar
bond. This fund provided for the construction of a new art and science wing, which
changed the western edge of the BHS campus. “Cancer Hill” (the smokers’ hang-out)
became a thing of the past, and the former art building, Sturtz and Copeland Florist Shop,
the Marine Street Apartments, and a near-by candy store all became history as their
removal provided space for the addition to the west. The last year of the 1980s saw the
Science Department move into the new wing while World Languages took over the
vacated third floor space, above the math classrooms.
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Boulder High’s softball team did not have a home field at the school until one summer in
the early 2000s. A new and dedicated softball coach and his team created a home field
on the south side of the school, along the east edge of the field between the school
building and Boulder Creek. That new field recycled fencing from Recht Field, which
was undergoing the conversion from grass to a synthetic field.
In 2010, Boulder High saw more bond-related construction. The main offices were
pushed out on the north side of the school. The small gym, which went by many names
throughout the years (“the girls’ gym” or the “auxiliary gym”), was replaced with a larger
gymnasium and team rooms. A state-of-the-art weight room was added to the upper floor
of the new gymnasium. To the west, closing off the second floor area on the south side
of “The Pit” created a dance and yoga room. A new kitchen was added to the Home
Economics room, now fashionably called Family and Consumer Studies. The east side of
the third floor also saw some reconfiguration to allow for several smaller rooms for the
Special Education Department.
In 2013, the Intensive Learning Center came from the conversion of a classroom and
several offices. Since then, Boulder High has had one of the school district’s largest
English Language Development programs, serving students from over 30 countries.
In 2015, Boulder Valley School District obtained another bond approval from its citizens.
Boulder High saw major improvements to its cafeteria and kitchen, library, band room,
and the refurbishing of many classrooms and bathrooms. The addition of an improved
security system, which included interior and exterior cameras, also came from these
renovations. The heating, ventilation, and air conditioning system underwent repairs and
upgrades so that it provides comfort throughout the building. On the other side of
Boulder Creek, a new press box on the north side of Recht Field, next to Boulder Creek,
provided a modern upgrade to the original press box that remains on the south side of the
field.
Starting with its time as Prep, Boulder High School has had traditions, some no longer
continued. One tradition, now part of history, was the ritual bowing before Minnie and
Jake described earlier.
Until it ended in 1947, Flag Rush was an annual event. Flag Rush started with a morning
chapel when students and faculty paraded down the auditorium aisles in pajamas (how
would that have looked when the Class of 1969 was at the school?). The main event was
the race between classes to the top of Flagstaff Mountain with 12 flags. The team getting
more flags to the top of the mountain was awarded school colors at the Trip Reception
dance. This tradition ended in 1947 because of injuries from the annual event.
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The talent show, Vodvil, became one of the old traditions at Boulder High with its start in
1927 to bolster school spirit and raise funds. The tradition continued as the Boulder High
Talent Show.
The official histories of Boulder High School remain silent on the well attended
traditional senior woodsies. Not being sanctioned by the school administration or other
recognized organization, these traditional gatherings to enjoy the outdoors have
demonstrated the organizational skills and planning prowess of students who have been
taught to engage in community activities and be self-reliant.
Even though 1969 to 2019 spans 50 years, the two Boulder High School classes have
almost the same number of graduating seniors. In May, 2019, 463 seniors graduated
from Boulder High, only four fewer than the 467 who graduated in the Class of 1969. In
1969 Boulder High enrolled about 1,466 students in grades 10, 11, and 12. The projected
enrollment for the fall of 2019 is 2,153 students in the four grades 9 to 12.
Prepared June 2019 by the Boulder High School Class of 1969 for its 50th Reunion, 2019
Sources include:
1. 1999 Boulder High School Alumni Book, Norfolk, VA: Bernard C. Harris
Publishing Company, 1999.
2. 2008 Boulder High School Alumni Book, Harris Connect, Inc., 2008.
3. Carol Taylor, “New Deal sculptures fueled art controversy,” Boulder Daily
Camera, August 13, 2017, pp. 1B, 3B
4. Boulder High School – Boulder CO,
https://livingnewdeal.org/projects/boulder-high-school-boulder-co/
5. Boulder High School Under Construction,
https://localhistory.boulderlibrary.org/islandora/object/islandora%3A68323
6. 1938 Odaroloc
7. “Boulder High School, Boulder, Colorado, Dedication Program,” November 11,
1937.
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Tracks to Our 50th Reunion
All of you made our 50th Reunion possible. You formed our class and the
memories that became the bonds to bring us back. Many of you made it back to
Boulder for the 50th Reunion Events. Others could not make it and shared
information that follows on the pages of this Panther Tracks. Thank you for
taking the time to get that information to us. Still others of us looked back upon
times at Boulder High with no enthusiasm and chose to remain invisible, a
readily understood decision because high school years have tough times for
everyone. Finally, more comments arrived than any other topic on the names
and number of our classmates remembered as no longer being with us later in
this edition of Panther Tracks.
Our 50th Reunion started coming together in January of 2018 and the
www.BoulderHS69.com web site went live in March of that year. The venues and
events were lined up and confirmed by the end of May, over a year before our
reunion year. And you started sending emails announcing your intentions to
arrive and signing up on the web site in 2018.
Three people joined together to coordinate the reunion starting in January 2018.
Barb (Butler) Steiner and Ernie Anderson were veteran reunion organizers and
they, perhaps because the years dimmed recollections of the enormous efforts
they put forth in previous reunion campaigns, again charged into a reunion for
our 50th. Barb and Ernie were joined by Warren Heim to form the coordinating
team. Ernie’s enormous efforts, resourcefulness, and his archives provided
extremely useful information when tracking down classmates and providing
history. His archives included Boulder High documents from the 1930s as well as
class lists and Owls from our years at Boulder High and later. Warren wrangled
computers, data, and planning and, using his terminology, flogged a multitude of
problems into submission. He certainly acted like he had things under control
and assured us that the worst thing that any of our mistakes could cause was the
earth suddenly stop spinning on its axis with the result that we would all fly off
into space. With that assurance, Barb coordinated finding and managing the
wonderful venues for our events as well as managed the finances for the reunion.
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The coordinating team and the resulting reunion benefitted mightily from the
contributions of Dartt Demaree, Sandy (Joyce) Atkins, Shirley (Ditzel) Schaller,
Emily (Vila) Haack, and Ken Bell.
Serious efforts and help also came from a team that attempted to contact
everyone in our class. We started in January 2018 so that serious efforts could be
made to contact almost 500 people in our BHS Class of 1969. Hundreds and
hundreds of emails were launched along with hundreds of text messages. The
emails and text messages were followed up with many dozens of phone calls and
searches for more emails and phone numbers. Of course, social media, including
Facebook, were also used as vehicles to contact our “missing” classmates. Among
the classmates who worked on these extensive contacting efforts are Scot Smith,
Steve Weaver, Sandy (Joyce) Atkins, Don James, Joe Vinson, Bob Perry, Robert
Fleming, Marty Wittstrom, Susan Bright Nguyen, Denis Kaufman, Hank
Windmoeller, Steve Weaver, and Emily (Chronic) Silver and the hard to get rid of
group of Barb (Butler) Steiner, Ernie Anderson, and Warren Heim.
The T-shirts for our 50th reunion came from Rob Jaeger’s enthusiasm to make
certain we had proper reunion attire.
Randy Sherman at the microphone followed by Roger Briggs on video and then
Emily (Chronic) Silver on the stage handing off to Warren Heim (some people are
really hard to get rid of) formed the quartet who spoke about Reflections and
Projections at the Saturday evening “Great to See You Again!” Banquet. Of
course, that evening was enlivened by Pat Hubbard and Rick Zier as they brought
The Moon is Down back up into the sky for us to enjoy. Saturday Evening
finished with the audio/video program presentation of our years at Boulder High
that came from the superb efforts of Ken Bell and Ernie Anderson (someone else
who is really hard to get rid of).
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Looking Back At Our Senior Year
In many ways our senior year at the end of the sixties started at the beginning of
the sixties. We entered our senior year in the fall of 1968 after being shaped by
both dark and light events that came earlier. We sensed dark and tension from
“duck and cover” drills in elementary school, the Cold War, John F. Kennedy’s
assassination when we were in 7th grade, racial turmoil outside of the Boulder
island, and conflict in southeast Asia that culminated in the Viet Nam war. We
saw light and cheer from following the Mercury and Gemini space flights starting
with early mornings in elementary school in the early sixties, transistor radios
that liberated us from clunky plug in radios, the Beatles invasion and Ed Sullivan
along with the rest of rock and roll, and pushing out against established mores.
We knew that oldies music came long ago in the 1950s. Many parents knew that
nothing good would come from long hair on rock musicians, let alone The Rolling
Stones and Mick Jagger not getting satisfaction.
Culture and events moved rapidly during the final year in high school for the
Class of '69. The year had bubble gum rock'n'roll, Nehru jackets, mini-skirts and
kneeling on stairs with rulers held by school administrators, skin tight pants on
guys, Black Power gloves on the podium for the men’s 200 meter race at the
Mexico City Olympics, Tiny Tim squeaking with his ukulele, on-stage nudity in
the rock musical "Hair" causing people to revisit what constitutes theater, and
McDonalds proving that hamburgers can break innovative ground with its
culinary introduction of the Big Mac.
Our teenage culture had the KIMN glue. Niles and Farley never seemed to get it
quite right, or maybe they did, Jay Mack kept them going. The commercials
were hysterical, the call in dedications sometimes plaintive, and the disk jockeys
marvelous. Don Martin’s traffic copter reports of Denver traffic at the mousetrap
reinforced that the real world had messiness. The music resonated with us,
caused anguish with parents, and kept the real world at bay as we listened on car
radios and transistor radios.
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Magic came at the end of our senior year on July 20, 1969, with Apollo 11 and the
lunar landing and footprints on the moon, 50 years to the day before our 50th
reunion banquet. Before the magic of July 20, 1969, major events sandwiched
our senior year. Before our senior year started at BHS, the summer of ‘68
brought the assassination of Senator Robert Kennedy, the tumultuous
Democratic National Convention in Chicago with TV broadcasts of bloody
confrontations between demonstrators and police, and the Soviet Union leading
Warsaw pact countries invading Czechoslovakia. After our senior year ended,
besides walking on the moon, the summer of 1969 brought Senator Edward
Kennedy's Chappaquiddick scandal and Woodstock at a farm in New York.
In November 1968, Richard Nixon came back from the political dustbin by
winning the presidential election to become our nation's 37th president,
defeating Hubert Humphrey and George Wallace (and Pat Paulson and Snoopy).
During the 1968 Christmas vacation a dress rehearsal for the big event coming in
July had TV broadcasting Apollo 8 carrying the first men orbiting the moon. The
Paris Peace Talks stalled while the Vietnam War dragged on. Economic
prosperity had the unemployment rate at 3.3 percent, the lowest it had been in 15
years.
Collective emotions bounced during the months before our graduation in 1969.
National pride and apprehension for the safety and success of astronauts came
with Apollo missions 9 and 10 in March and May of 1969 as the final rehearsals
before the lunar landing in July. Bewilderment and tension came both nationally
and locally as students for a Democratic Society kept in the headlines, especially
as they gained a foothold at CU. In early spring, political militants led by the SDS
violently disrupted a speech given on campus by San Francisco State College
President, Dr. S.I. Hayakawa.
In the spring of '69 the Boulder Valley School Board decided that the high school
that took the overflow students who could not attend Boulder High School should
be located inside the city and approved $5.8 million for a new Fairview High
School building. Swollen waterways in May of 1969 caused extensive damage,
including in South Boulder, Boulder Canyon, and Lefthand Canyon. The raging
waters of Boulder Creek closed schools and caused $7 million damage, tearing
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out part of Boulder High's parking lot. BHS students pitched in to help sand-bag
and control water flows across the city. Schools closed a second time due to a
record-breaking windstorm.
Boulder became the destination for wandering youths. By graduation time,
tension had increased between University Hill merchants and the hippie "street
people", resulting in a wave of arrests, complaints, protests, and court actions.
As our senior year rolled along, computer access came to the math department
(not PCs, those did not make the scene in any affordable form until 1975 with the
IBM PC arriving much later in 1981). Evolution continued with plans for student
exchanges with Toluca and Tokyo and girls were allowed to wear "dress slacks" to
school. Scholarship flourished as 16 seniors graduated as valedictorians and 7
qualified for National Merit scholarships. The cafeteria moved cautiously toward
modern music when a Rockola jukebox took up residence in the cafeteria. The
decades long management of the school by Wendell Greer ended with our
graduation when he resigned as principal in June.
Events outside Boulder High did not interrupt activities inside the school.
Assemblies, concerts, club meetings, thespian productions, Sing In, Vodvil, and
Guys and Dolls went on. The JEP Valentine Sale occurred and weekly editions of
the Owl led to discussions among students. School spirit continued with BHS
sports events and pep rallies.
The television industry produced shows for the few networks that were widely
available. Being broadly watched and discussed, those shows provided common
cultural experiences for our class. Some were ordinary, some funny, some inane,
and others controversial. We watched The Dick Cavett Show, Get Smart
(s omething that viewers would never get with this show), Julia, Laugh In (#1 TV
show and introduced new language such as betting your sweet bippy and
introduced new personalities such as Goldie Hawn), Lucille Ball, Marcus Welby
MD, Mission Impossible (which brought self destruct references to ordinary
conversation), Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour (pushing the bounds of what
could get past censors if laid between the lines), and The Bill Cosby Show (how
far the mighty have fallen in 50 years).
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The professional football championship game between the best teams of the
not-yet-merged National Football League and American Football League was
called the Super Bowl for the first time. Broadway Joe Namath piloted the New
York Jets past the Baltimore Colts in a 16-7 victory on January 12 in a game that
remains among the biggest sports upsets. The game showed how times have
changed. Schlitz sponsored all four beer commercials, which means that as the
Colts lost the game, no Budwieser Clydesdales pranced across the screen. Only
four automobile commercials aired and no pickup truck commercials appeared to
foretell that pickups would become the leading type of vehicle sold 50 years later.
Eleven cigarette commercials demonstrated that a burning vegetable stick in
one’s mouth brought style, elegance, good feeling, and handsome men and
beautiful women into a person’s life.
The movie industry launched some ground-breaking movies. Some movies
launched careers and some also launched enduring cultural references. Hal will
never mean the same thing since 2001: A Space Odyssey, we learned that lots of
wheeled horses could drag people into theaters to watch Bullitt careen through
the streets of San Francisco, Bonnie and Clyde showed that good looking main
characters could get people to watch a movie that everyone knew was going to
end poorly, people learned that humped-back animals are not parked in a
Camelot, Cool Hand Luke i ntroduced us to determination and grit (lots and lots
of grit), Guess Who's Coming to Dinner i ntroduced a family to a new reality, and
Rosemary's Baby  introduced us to Mia Farrow having a problem with the
neighbors and that “chocolate mouse” sometimes leads to very close encounters
of the wrong kind. The Graduate showed us that “plastic” can be funny and that
a vixen can have a daughter who is a babe worth fighting for using both left and
right crosses. The Odd Couple proved that opposites attract large paying
audiences, and Yellow Submarine confirmed that the Beatles brought a cultural
revolution far more dominating than the redcoats’ invasion not quite three
decades shy of 200 years earlier. Oliver! got its hand on an oscar using an
orphan’s twisted tale by Dickens.
The music industry busily recorded hits across a full spectrum of musical tastes
and styles. "All Along the Watchtower" by Jimi Hendrix had him pushing
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musical revolution from the outside in. A range of personal relationship songs
struck chords with "A Time for Us" (Love theme from Romeo and Juliet), "Hair"
by the Cowsills, "Hey Jude" by the Beatles, and "I Heard it Through the
Grapevine" by Marvin Gaye. "In-a-Gadda-Da-Vida" by the Iron Butterfly filled us
in on drum solos, "One" by Three Dog Night allowed DJs to clue the audience in
on the benefits of dogs in cold weather, "Proud Mary" by Creedence Clearwater
Revival showed us that singing about the south does not require being from the
south, and "You've Made Me So Very Happy" by Blood, Sweat and Tears
confirmed that rock music can be more than guitars, keyboards, and drums. "Age
of Aquarius” by the Fifth Dimension demonstrated that well arranged and
performed songs have great staying power and large audiences. Tommy Roe left
many people feeling anything but “Dizzy” as they found that bubble gum can be
better from Fleer than from vinyl. The Who let “Tommy” and everyone else know
that a rock opera can pinball to major bonus points. The Zombies proved to be
very much alive with “Time of the Season” giving the low-down on the season for
loving and carefully screening for love by asking what’s your name and whether
your daddy is rich like me. Max Yasgur found out that dairy farming during
August in Woodstock, NY, is different with an audience of 400,000 baby
boomers, tuned in and turned on.
This brief history describes beginnings and endings. Years begin and end.
Movies and songs begin and end. Our senior year at Boulder High School had a
beginning and it ended. In June 1969 the Class of 1969 launched hundreds of
personal trajectories. Each trajectory created its own history for 50 years. Now,
our history together, summarized for one year here, gives us reason to come
together to share our individual histories and, once again, have common bonds
through new shared experiences.

Young man standing next to old man at a dusty bar in a small town,
“Well, old timer, what have you done with your life?”
“Well, young feller, I spent almost all of it chasing and carrousing
wine, women, and song. The rest I wasted.”
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Leaders
Head Boy: Chuck Wolzien
Head Girl: Amelie Buchanan
Class President: John Paddock
Vice President: D
 on Gibson
Secretary: Abigail Bridges

Royalty
Homecoming: “Scarborough Fair” Queen Tam Faulkner
Other candidates: Abigail Bridges, Carmen de Onis, Caroline Hall, Kathy Graff
Key Club Christmas Dance: “
 Peppermint Ice” Key Club
Sweetheart Dee Dee Engdahl
Other candidates: Barbara Brady, Kit Chivers, Suzanne Holloway, Ann Parmelee
Miss Merry Christmas: Barb Butler
Other candidates: Abigail Bridges, Carmen de Onis, Kathy Graff, Debbie

Gutzmer, Caroline Hall, Cyndie Holloway, Sandra Joyce, Chris Sells, Karen
Sproul

Cub Dance: “
 Warmth of the Sun” Cub Sweetheart Don Gibson
Other candidates: Mike Brundage, Danny Hughes, Bob Jaeger, Dan Talcott
Prom: “It’s The Time of the Season” Queen Karen Sproul
Other candidates: Abigail Bridges, Caroline Hall, Cyndie Holloway, Sandy Joyce
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Girls and Boys Of The Month
September: Amelie Buchanan, Chuck Wolzien
October: Tam Faulkner, John Cohagen
November: Diane Frank, Bob Buchanan
December: Linda Grebe, Mike Brundage
January: Jody Ardrey, Bill Coolidge
February: Jane Suzuki, Ken Bell
March: C
 indy McCrum, Roger Briggs
April: Roe Trigg, Rick Zier
May: Bev Klundt, Paul Marsh
June: Barb Tisserat
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Gone, But Not Forgotten
Sadly, we will no longer be able to enjoy the company of some classmates. We
have confirmed the passing of each of the following BHS ‘69ers.

Deceased Classmates
Page 1 of 2
Name

Year

Name

Year

Greg Affleck

2015

Timothy Fairbairn

1974

Diana Aldridge

2013

Terry Fromong

2001

Nancy Anstine

2018

Pat Galloway

2016

Charlie Arnberg

1984

Richard Gibbs

2006

Vickie Ashcraft

1973

Gary Giggey

2019

Barbara Barday

2003

Dan Gomez

2016

Barbara Barrell

1991

Tony Greb

2012

Paula Bloom

2007

Gene Gregory

1969

Christie Boulding

2010

John Hardin

1997

Leonard Broline

1996

Cristie Hatcher

2015

Dennis Buckner

1977

Diane Hauser

1986

Judy Campbell

2004

Paula Hawkins

2013

Phillip Clark

1998

Phil Heim

2001

Ronald Clark

1995

Charles Hill

1980

Ken Davidson

2016

Len Hoinski

2008

Carmen de Onis

2018

Gary Inscore

Dave DePuy

2015

Susan Irey

1981

William Dugan

2000

Robert Johnston

2015

Carolyn Jones

1975

Gerald Engh

2011

2013(?)
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Deceased Classmates
Page 2 of 2
Name

Year

Name

Year

Irene Lederer

1995

Brian Sailer

2015

Chuck Lucero

2009

Ellen Saiz

2016

Robert Lundeen

2018

Connie Sandrin

2017

John Martin

2006

James Schmitz

1975

Ed McGill

2018

Sondra Shipley

1987

Deborah Miller

2006

Kurt Shupe

2006

Susan Neavor

1968

Margaret Simons

2015

Dan Nykamp

2015

James Sipes

2005

Mary Lou Olivas

1986

Karen Smith

2017

John Paddock

2012

Phil Streamer

Peter Perez

2013

Barbara Tisserat

2017

Sally Pyles

2016

Thomas Topczewski

2005

Donald Randall

1997

Timothy Topczewski

2009

Rudy Resendez

1997

Donald Tripp

1969

Kim Richardson

2013

Philip Waters

1977

Gary Rippberger

2015

Total =

Steve Roach

2010

Ken Rose

2012

Clay Safford

1988

2017(?)

72
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Classmates List
Patricia Ackerson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Dennis Adams
(303) 522-2820 (Mobile)
P.O. Box 372
Darby, MT 59829 United States
After graduation I joined the Coast Guard and then worked at Ft St Vrain Nuclear
Power Plant for almost 39 years. Married and have two step children and one
dog. Retired early and moved to Montana. Got away from the rat race. Love it up
here. Enjoy gardening and fishing.
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Greg Affleck
Became a departed panther in 2015.
Based on Greg Affleck's obituary:
Greg was originally from Chicago, Illinois. His family
moved to Boulder, where Greg joined our class at
Boulder High and also attended a technical school. He
graduated with a specialty in Radio and went on to serve
in the United States Military as a Marine, earning a Purple
Heart in Vietnam. Greg was a Lance Corporal in Vietnam
from 1968-1972. He was known as “a tough Marine with
a gentle soul.”
He eventually returned to the Boulder area where he loved working outside. Greg
had a successful career in landscaping and construction. At home, Greg was an
excellent caretaker for his mother. He also loved animals, and had a special soft
spot for his dogs.
Greg passed away unexpectedly on October 4, 2015 at his home. He is survived by
his one son.

Clark Akers
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Diana Aldridge
Became a departed panther in 2013.
From Diana’s obituary:
Diana Aldridge, age 62, longtime resident of her
hometown Boulder as well as Washington DC and New
York City, passed away on December 13. A graduate of
the University of Colorado, Diana put her well-known
and highly respected communications talents to work on
a range of major public policy issues and causes, as well
as providing communications advice to prominent
national figures over a span of decades. Early in her
career Diana worked in the Washington office of
Colorado Senator Floyd Haskell. She served in President
Clinton's White House in 1992 as the Director of
Communications for the Office of National Service, responsible for creating and
launching AmeriCorps, viewed as the legacy of the Peace Corps and Vista
Programs. She was a Senior Vice President in the public affairs practice of Gray
and Company as well as Hill and Knowlton Public Affairs Worldwide under Frank
Mankiewicz, the former press secretary to Senator Robert Kennedy. She served as
the Communications Director for the 20th Anniversary of Earth Day in 1990 and
staffed the Presidential campaign of Senator Edward Kennedy and the California
Presidential campaigns of Michael Dukakis and Bill Clinton. In recent years
Diana was a freelance consultant to a wide range of media companies and
organizations, including ABC News and HarperCollins, where she helped with the
acquisition of books including Harmony by the Prince of Wales. She was one of
the early supporters and activists in Washington behind The Woman's Campaign
Fund, one of the first organizations dedicated to fundraising for women
candidates. Diana was known for her wit, which could command a room, her
master storytelling, and her unwavering commitment to the causes and people
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she believed in. She will be remembered with love and a smile by her many
friends.

Cassandra Allen
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Attempted to contact classmate via phone to have contact
information submitted and to register. Attempted to contact classmate via
postcard to have contact information submitted and to register.

Dennis Allen
Classmate requested information not be published.

Kenneth Allen
(720) 352-0271 (Mobile)
7775 Durham Cir.
Boulder, CO 80301-4118 United States
Email: ken@scimods.com
I actually started working for the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences
before I graduated from Boulder High. At that time it was part of the White
House. After the Nixon administration it was moved into the National
Telecommunication and Information Administration in the Department of
Commerce. I ended up spending my whole career there. My highest position was
as Acting Deputy Director in charge of the Spectrum Division. The Spectrum
Division provided support to all the other federal agencies in radio wave
technology. This included making measurements of radio spectrum occupancy
(how crowded was the radio spectrum), measuring and documenting the
emission spectrum of all Federal radio systems, resolving complex interference
problems, determining the viability of non-government and government radio
systems to share the same spectrum bands, measuring and modeling the impact
of the environment on radio waves, predicting the performance of radio systems,
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and planning radio communication systems for some Federal agencies. During
my career I published several articles in scientific journals and traveled to
numerous countries.
I received a B.A. and a M.S. in Mathematics and a M.S. in Electronics
Engineering.
In 1971, I married my high school sweet heart, Sherri Browning, who was two
years behind our class. We divorced after seven years. So I have been single for
the last 40+ years. We have a daughter, Jennifer, born in August 1973 and a son,
Christopher, born in August 1975. Through our daughter, we have a grandson,
Anthony, who is 27, a granddaughter, Mykalie, who is 19, and a granddaughter,
Isabelle, who is 17.
I retired in 2006 after which I started a small business with my son making and
selling Stirling Engines that will run off of just the heat of a human hand. After a
few years, I lost interest in the business and handed it over to my son. Since then
I have taken it easy. Most recently, I have developed an interest in psychology.
I still live in Boulder.

Rob Altschuler
(720) 309-5472 (Mobile)
742 Peakview Rd.
Boulder, CO 80302 United States
Email: roba@aabilityglass.com
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Dave Anderson
(303) 449-2511 (Landline)
3305 Euclid Ave.
Boulder, CO 80303 United States
Email: danderson569@gmail.com
I am retired from working at CU's Norlin Library
for three decades. I have been writing a regular
column on politics (every other week) for the
Boulder Weekly since 2012. Card carrying member
of Democratic Socialists of America. Our Boulder
County DSA is quite lively and growing.
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Ernie Anderson
(303) 444-2615 (Landline)
(303) 579-7771(other phone)
4080 Welsh Pl.
Boulder, CO 80301 United States
Email: e.anderson@juno.com

50 years . . . what a trip!! I’ve been in the Boulder area all of my life. As many
remember, I was into printing in High School, printing the spirit ribbons for the
cheerleaders, campaign buttons, the student directory, bumper stickers, etc. I
worked at several print shops in town while I was in high school. In 1970, I went
into the Army for 2 years, serving in Vietnam. I returned from the Army and went
back to my job at Empire Printing where I met my future wife, Sandy Crews (BHS
67). She was working there as a graphic artist. We were married in 1973 and have
been ever since. We have two children, Eric (BHS 94) and Kerry (BHS 98). Kerry
and her husband have our two grandchildren, Natalie 7, Nicholas 5. I worked at
Johnson Publishing as a 4 color lithographer for 13 years. I decided to get out of
the industry in 1985 after it felt like it was becoming a 24/7 job. I did a variety of
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things over the years doing early morning newspaper distribution, etc. The last 17
years before retirement, I worked at Target. I’ve been retired for 5 years now
trying to get caught up on things I should have done earlier. We enjoy getting out
camping, hiking, fishing and hunting when we can. We make trips back to New
Jersey often to visit those growing grandkids.

Patti Anderson
(720) 534-1272 (Mobile)
(970) 541-1957(other phone)
1030 Pratt St.
Longmont, CO 80501 United States
Email: patti3237@gmail.com
I am retired as a L.P.N. I am having a great retirement living in Colorado. I spend
time with my 5 grandchildren, which keeps me young in spirit. I became
interested in geology and live in the mineral belt, what could be better than that.
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Ray (Hyrum) Anderson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Nancy Anstine
Became a departed Panther in 2018.
From Nancy’s obituary:
Nancy Anstine Peer (5/10/1951 – 6/13/2018) passed
away on Wednesday, June 13. She was born Nancy Kay
Anstine, in Kearney, NE, to Robert and Jean Anstine.
Nancy was raised in Boulder, Colorado, where she spent
her youth hiking and camping the Front Range of the
Rocky Mountains. She graduated from Boulder High
School in 1969, and then studied at Colorado State
University, in Fort Collins. She earned her B.A. in
History, from Northern Illinois University, in Dekalb.
She was married to John Peer in 1971.
Nancy moved to Northern California in 1977. She worked as a paralegal, among
other things. She had a daughter, Katherine, in 1981, and a son, Jeffrey, in 1983.
Nancy committed many years to raising her children, working as a stay-at-home
mom and volunteering extensively at their school, Kensington Elementary, where
she was even the PTA. president. Nancy later found her calling as an elementary
school teacher, a profession that allowed her to share her profound love of
learning with so many.
Nancy was a beloved teacher at J.O. Ford Elementary School in Richmond for
over two decades, where she touched the lives of generations of students. She had
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a passion for teaching American History and California History, for leading field
trips and introducing young people to the history and beauty of their state. Even
after retiring from teaching in 2014, she continued returning to Ford to work as a
substitute teacher. She felt a deep affection and dedication to her school and she
was truly cherished by the whole community.
Nancy had lived in the East Bay since 1983, looking out on the water from the
hills that she loved so much. She will be remembered for her infinite kindness,
her generosity of spirit, her sparkling smile and her sweet laughter. She was a
good friend to all; a devoted sister, aunt and cousin to her family; a loving and
patient mother of her two children; and an adoring grandmother and tireless
playmate for her grandson, Ethan.

Jody Ardrey
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Dave Arentz
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Ben Armstead
Classmate requested information not be published.

Norman Armstead
Classmate requested information not be published.

Rhonda Armstead
(719) 849-0585 (Mobile)
2558 230th Ln.
Prescott, IA 50859 United States
Email: cross9cowgirl51@yahoo.com
I moved to Iowa in 2011 to be with my then future-husband, Mike. We were
married in 2013. We run 900 mother cows, so we are not retired by any means.
In fact, we work harder now than we did when we were younger, but love what we
do.
I have 2 daughters, 4 grandchildren and 2 great-grandkids! Hard to believe I’m
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old enough to have great-grandkids, but apparently I am, and they’re wonderful!

Charlie Arnberg
Became a departed panther in 1984.
Submitted by Sarah (Snow) Williams for the 20th Reunion
Panther Tracks:

I first met Charlie in the sixth grade at Sacred Heart. He
was a class clown and seemed to be in trouble a lot. He
used to wink at girls in class and make them blush; then
the teacher would think the girls had done something
deviant! Charlie was very friendly, energetic,
sincere, and had a great sense of humor all the years I
knew him. Charlie loved the outdoors and spent a lot of
his free time in the back country hiking and camping. I
remember one time the summer after graduation Charlie
led a few of his friends on a "bush wack" in the area
where he grew up in Four Mile Canyon. We had no trail, map, or compass and I
was concerned that we could get lost. Charlie kept his bearings the entire time
and led us directly to where we had parked our cars. It was an adventure
cherished in my memory. Charlie had enthusiasm for life and a positive attitude.
He was also honest, a loyal friend and so much fun. His tragic accident on
Arapahoe Glacier cut his life short, but Charlie would want us all to have a great
time at our 20th reunion and to call to mind the fond memories that his many
friends have of him.
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Vickie Ashcraft
Became a departed panther in 1973.
Submitted by her sister, Sharren Sund for the 20th Reunion
Panther Tracks:

After graduation, Vickie lived in New York, then San
Diego, Boulder and Fort Collins. She liked to travel and
worked at many different jobs. Unpretentious and
natural, Vickie lived in the present with a style all her
own. She tended her relationships with love. She valued
the genuine more than the material. Whether growing a
garden or making a gift for a friend, these things were
done with creativity and care. She knew how to make
herself happy when she needed to, and was always a
friend that offered acceptance and gentleness. Her smile,
her eyes, and her happy manner continue to bring wonderful memories. Perhaps
because her sojourn was to be brief, the transformations that form the circle of
life were rapid for her. Birth - Life - Death - Spirit all seemed to telescope in her
short time here. Another's inner progress is often very private, but Vickie's
seemed to shine through her. In her last years, more and more her physical life
became mfused with the spiritual, without dogma or artifice. Vickie was killed in
an automobile accident in September, 1973. Our lives have been graced by
knowing her.

Barry M. Athearn
Name Today: Burt Athearn
Classmate requested information not be published.
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Steven Atherton
(503) 798-2295 (Mobile)
P.O. Box 997 Lewistown, Mt.
P.O. Box 65 Depoe Bay, OR 97341 United States
Email: Dumpitydog@gmail.com

Sid Axelson
(970) 217-9853 (Mobile)
118 Locust St.
Windsor, CO 80550 United States
Email: saaxels@netscape.net
Sid and I have been married for 18 years. We have three boys and two girls
between us and six grandchildren. We are both retired and travel as much as
possible.

Steven Baber
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Bonnie Bailey
Name Today: Bonnie Arroyo
(509) 633-7061 (Landline)
PO Box 239
Elmer City, WA 99124 United States
Email: memabon57@yahoo.com
Hello Panther
Classmates! I am
glad so many of you
will be joining
together to celebrate
the best BHS class
ever even though I
won't be able to
attend. This severe
COPD has really put
a damper on my
ability to travel. I
am, however, still in touch with some of you on Facebook and by phone and love
every minute of it! Since the last reunion I married my BHS sweetheart, Dan
Arroyo BHS 67 in 2012, moved from MT to WA and live in a barn. Dan and I are
the only human residence of the barn and share it with one little dog, Dinky. We
are in a little mountain valley and love the clean air, peace and quiet, and the
breezes rustling through the pines. If you ever get up this way please stop in and
say HI. We're only a few miles from Coulee Dam, Roosevelt Lake, and the
Columbia River. HAVE FUN AND MAKE SOME MORE PRICELESS MEMORIES
to tell the grand kids!
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Richard Bailey
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Carol Baily
(970) 846-2232 (Mobile)
PO Box 771877
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477-1877 United States
Email: carolbaily1@gmail.com
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Martin Ball
(928) 639-4278 (Landline)
989 S. Main St.
Unit A-104
Cottonwood, AZ 86326
Email: myatch9@gmail.com
Greetings from the Verde Valley of Arizona. I arrived in Sedona in July 1993, then
lived a year in the Village of Oak Creek, moved to Cottonwood, and have lived at
locations here since then. I've made friends with local river conservation and
recreation folks; and piloted my IK from Sycamore Creek to Beasley Flat on
Verde River, clearing flood debris and trash. The float between Glen Canyon dam
and Lees Ferry on the Colorado has been great, twice, each with two overnights.
My search for truth and divine love led me to ECKANKAR in 1991, and I'm still
pursuing the path to spiritual freedom. As we on Earth/Gaia evolve past 3ddimensional awareness, through 4th (astral/emotional) into 5th (Causal
{memory} Plane), we will experience MUCH illusion-shattering and
belief-clearing, unique to our sector of the universe, after which we will be
honored guests at the most amazing party ever held. I'm looking forward to it.
Happy Landings! It is our destiny to learn to give and receive divine love, which
is itself the universal currency.

Barbara Barday
Became a departed Panther in 2003.
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Donald Barday
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks.
Attempted to contact classmate via phone to have contact information submitted
and to register. Attempted to contact classmate via postcard to have contact
information submitted and to register.

Tom Barday
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks.
Attempted to contact classmate via phone to have contact information submitted
and to register. Attempted to contact classmate via postcard to have contact
information submitted and to register.

Richard Barnes
(970) 213-2903 (Mobile)
2527 Eugene Dr.
Loveland, CO 80537 United States
Email: paparichard8@gmail.com
Married for 37 wonderful yrs. Wife passed away 4 yrs. ago from breast cancer. I
am single, living alone. I have 4 children, 2 boys and 2 girls, with 8
grandchildren, 7 girls and 1 boy ages 3-18, all live close by. I have been a machine
shop supervisor for the same surgical products company for 42 yrs. Thinking
about retiring some time this year.
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Lorn Barnica
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register.
Attempted to contact classmate via postcard to have contact information
submitted and to register.

Barbara Barrell
Became a departed panther in 1991.
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Ann Beach
Name Today: Ann Smith
(719) 330-0663 (Mobile)
3015 Veneto Ct.
Highlands Ranch, CO 80126 United States
Email: annmsmith9@yahoo.com
I’m retired. Married to Robert for 17 years. I have three grown kids. They live on
both coasts. We have 2 grandchildren...14 and 12. We love traveling and all
manor of water activities. I have to get to a beach at least once a year...after all it’s
my maiden name. So excited for the reunion.

Brent Bean
(303) 579-2397 (Mobile)
2502 Walters Dr.
Erie, CO 80516 United States
Email: mxbean185@icloud.com

Claudia Bean
Name Today: Elmdea Adams
(443) 742-7226 (Mobile)
1623 Pious Ridge Rd.
Berkeley Springs, WV 25411 United States
Email: Elmdea@ElmdeaAdams.com
First: in high school, you knew me as Claudia
Bean. About 20 years ago, I adopted my
great-grandmother's first name: Elmdea. A
little over 8 years ago, I remarried, becoming an
Adams. I now identify as Elmdea Adams.
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I had fully planned on being at this year's reunion. However, my husband, John,
was diagnosed with Stage 4 cancer in February, went for chemo, then radiation,
and is now enrolled in Hospice because his body is just worn out and tired from
treatments and the cancer. It's hard to watch and witness. And there's no place
else I'd rather be. We have no idea how much time he has left, so we take things
day by day, moment by moment.
In many of those moments, I pursue some creative interests.
As with the year, the wheel of my life has brought me back around to my first
love: writing. This year, I've also taken up weaving, My mother is a weaver and I
apparently have it in my blood, it's just taken awhile to discover this. At this
point, I'm focusing on rugs and tapestries. Soooo much fun ... and it helps me
stay centered and present.
I've completed the first draft of a about life on Earth some 2,000 years in the
future. Humans are still human: loving, hating, disagreeing, learning, growing,
and seeking ways to improve their lives. Technology as we know it is utterly
forgotten. The earth and her much reduced population have adapted to the
changes wrought by climate change, rising seas, pollution, and the depredations
of the past. Some still bear the burden of mutations that began in our current era.
There have been rapid and curious evolutions of land and animals. Through it all,
our descendants live rich lives, honoring Mother Earth and the Spirits of place
and life. Or most of them do. Therein lies the story.
I've had a short story published, another one accepted for an anthology, and
several others in the works or submitted. Time will tell where they'll end up. I'm
enjoying the writing and learning the craft.
One of my fond memories of Boulder is the old library. More than half a century
later, I still see the gleaming wood floors and stately, polished wood bookcases;
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smell the mix of polishing wax and aging paper; hear the occasional soft voice
absorbed by wood and books. That library was magic incarnate and it fed my
imagination..
I began writing when I was nine: a simple short story. Over the years, I've written
journals, poetry, procedures manuals (somebody had to), short stories, and
non-fiction. I'm now focusing on short stories. I have a completed fantasy novel
that's ready to edit. It's sitting on the back burner because life.
I graduated from Metropolitan State College with a Bachelor's in Human
Services. Creative Writing were my favorite courses, but I couldn't see how to
make a living from writing. Instead, I worked for many years as a counselor of
delinquent teens. This was followed by work in the Fortune 500 corporate world.
In my late forties, a health crises propelled me to do some deep soul searching. I
turned my life upside down and around. I became a certified Past Life Regression
Therapist and, in 2009, published Liberating Incarnations: Twenty-Five Stories
of Past Life Regression about the experiences of twenty-five of my hundreds of
clients.
My library (shelves and shelves and more shelves, many double-stacked) happily
includes the writings of such folk as Ursula K. LeGuin, Diana Gabaldon, Anne
McCaffrey, Marion Zimmer Bradley, Diana Paxson, Robin Hobb, Frank Herbert,
Adyashanti, Hank Wesselman, Ellis Peters, and Hyemeyohsts Storm. There are
also the non-fiction shelves, which I find equally interesting.
I live outside Berkeley Springs, West Virginia, thoroughly enjoying
semi-retirement and the long views of mountains and ridges, dragon's breath fogs
creeping up the valleys, and the ever-present winds.
I have a website that I occasionally update: www.ElmdeaAdams.com
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Lisa Bearwald
Name Today: Lise McCarthy
(860) 212-5797 (Mobile)
123 Lakewood Cir N
Manchester, CT. 6040 United States
Email: lisethorwall@yahoo.com
Greetings from Connecticut! I ended up here after living and going to school in
Vermont and California- And then married a Yankee and ended up here in
Yankee and Red Sox country. My family are die hard Yankee fans. I was married
for 40 years but lost my husband 4 years ago. I have 3 wonderful children and 4
grandchildren who bring great joy! I was a Special Education teacher also for 40
years and retired 3 years ago. Currently, I work with adults to earn their HS
diplomas- Life is good - I am sorry I am not able to attend but would love to hear
from old - literally- friends.
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Sherry Beatty
Name Today: Sherry Stroh
(970) 351-0819 (Landline)
(970) 396-3379(other phone)
1312 38th Ave.
Greeley, CO 80634 United States
Email: strohgreeley@q.com
Current status: married 39 years, 3 dogs, volunteer at North Colorado Medical
Center and Meals on Wheels.
Bridge fanatic, camping, fishing and gambling. Own cabin in Drake along the Big
Thompson River. Work part time for American Greetings. Keep busy with
rentals. Stage 4 melanoma cancer survivor. Big garden....fresh veggies, yummy.
Life is good!!!

Judith Becraft
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Julie Beer
(650) 328-5097 (Landline)
334 College Ave. Apt. E
Palo Alto, CA 94306 United States
Email: rutledgesteve@yahoo.com
Wow, I just looked at some of our old BHS yearbooks and can't relate to being so
young and naive. I definitely don't believe that Panther Tracks will not be
complete without my information! I'm sorry I'll miss seeing the courtyard again
since it was so pretty. It's just so sad that so many of our deceased classmates
died way too young. They will always be missed.

Dave Beeson
(720) 237-4835 (Mobile)
9626 Williams Ct.
Thornton, CO 80229 United States
Email: dbeeson@ix.netcom.com
After BHS spent 4 yrs in Navy on submarines,then CU Boulder for Biology
degree, worked a while for Zeiss microscopes, back to graduate school, worked at
Univ. of Maine Botany Dept. 1 year then on to Park Service as ecologist for a few
years followed by 30 yrs ecological consulting with various companies. Have twin
daughters, 40 yrs old now, and a combined 5 grand kids. Am retired and
catching up on trying to play guitar, more fishing, traveling a bit, living in Denver
area for the present time, and seeing a lot of my good friend Amy from Univ. of
Maine days!
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Edie Bell

(720) 282-9545 (Mobile)
PO Box 222
Niwot, CO 80544 United States
Email: bellmade1@gmail.com

Kenneth Bell
(401) 477-3016 (Mobile)
(401) 885-1519 (other phone)
40C Eagle Run
Warwick, RI 2818 United States
Email: kbell@abc6.com
Retired after 48-years as a sportscaster on radio on television. Spent 35 years as
Sports Director at ABC6 in Providence. Highlight was covering Patriots Super
Bowls and Red Sox World Series wins. Still grateful to the late Wally Schneider
for helping to launch my career. I have four grandchildren, all in Rhode Island
and all a delight. Mom still lives in Boulder and I love coming home to hike the
Rockies.
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Barbara Benton
Name Today: Barbara Hill
(410) 889-0642 (Landline)
212 Lambeth Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21218 United States
Email: bbh@docgreg.com

I retired from working full-time in 2010. I was the CEO of a national managed
behavioral health company called ValueOptions; we had 40 million members
around the country. Since then, I have worked part-time as the health care
operating partner for a private equity firm in New York City (I do that remotely
from our home in Baltimore, although I go to NYC a lot). That role means I help
evaluate companies we are interested in buying, and then chair the boards of
directors of the ones we acquire. Right now, there are seven of those companies. I
also sit on the boards of three publicly traded companies.
My husband, Ancelmo Lopes, and I have three kids and four grandchildren, ages
13, 12, 11, and 10. We love traveling and happily do a lot of that, sometimes taking
kids and grandkids with us. I am including a recent picture of me, and one with
our kids, their spouses and our grandchildren, along with my 95 year old mother
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(I hope that means I have good genes!).
Sorry I can't be there for the reunion but I have board meetings I can't change.
My brother lives in Boulder, though, and I hope to get back soon to do some
hiking. Maybe I'll get lucky and run into some of you -- let's see if we recognize
each other. Have fun at the reunion!

Sherry Bergman
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Kevin Bergseid
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register.Atte mpted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Barbara Berry
Name Today: Barb Davis
(304) 546-7369 (Mobile)
(304) 757-7369(other phone)
306 Beechwood Est
Scott Depot, WV 25560 United States
Email: bbdavis01@hotmail.com
My husband Bruce and I have
lived in Utah, Colorado and
West Virginia. We raised three
incredible children. Katie is an
architect and lives with her
husband Jacob in Vancouver,
BC. Jonathan is a manager at
Costco and brewmaster. He
lives with his wife Christine and
a house full of rescue critters in
Pittsburgh. Our dear son
Michael passed away from
brain cancer ten years ago. He
was a second year medical student at the time. We miss him every day.
I got my graduate degree in special education and had a variety of jobs in the
field. I then worked at home herding kids and doing graphic artwork for various
companies. Now Bruce and I are enjoying retirement in Wild Wonderful West
Virginia!
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Nancy Bibler
Name Today: Nancy Ceridwyn
(510) 531-8402 (Landline)
45 Chelton Lane
Oakland, CA 94611 United States
Email: nancy.ceridwyn@gmail.com
After a career in services for older adults
(Longmont Senior Center and Boulder
Senior Services), I married my current
husband and moved to California. For 13
years I worked at American Society on
Aging until 2009. Ready for a change, I
returned to community college and ignited an outdoor education career. After
teaching ranger/naturalist classes at the local community college, I still sit on the
advisory board. I currently work for East Bay Regional Park District leading
kayak, canoe, biking, and hiking trips. I also work at an agricultural park
coordinating and leading elementary school field trips through our organic,
sustainable farm.

Sally Bircher
Name Today: Sally Black
(303) 358-0219 (Mobile)
1101 N Chipper Ln.
Wichita, KS 67212-4269 United States
Email: quiltsaccomplished@gmail.com
50 years after BHS and where am I? I recently had the disturbing realization that
I am probably now on the other side of the generation gap! Does that make me
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elderly or just a Senior citizen? How did I get here? I can only think that it was
through much loving, learning and living! I am so glad to have traveled through
this life with my family by my side.
I’ve lived in 18 homes in 8 states (CO, NE, TX, OK, OR, WY, AK, KS) and I
learned that happiness is not where you are living, but who you are with.
2 marriages - 1991-forever, Allen Black (Littleton HS '65), blended family of 5
daughters.
1969-87, John Cosgrove (BHS '68), 3 daughters
Many careers - Daughter, Wife (2 x), Mother (5 x), Grandmother (17 x), Odd jobs
(13 yrs) Banking (3 yrs), Purchasing Manager (18 yrs), Small Business Owner (3 x
over 16 yrs), now RETIRED.
Travel & Family- If we aren't at home in KS or at our winter home in TX, we are
on the road visiting 17 grandchildren (13 boys, 4 girls) in CO, GA, KS, TX. They
range in age from 5 to 21. This year 5 of the grandsons turn 14 years old! There
has been some world traveling to Taiwan, Guatemala, Mexico and Canada. But, I
find exploring the USA , enjoying my heritage and history has been the best.
Hobbies - cake decorating, knitting, sewing, quilting. I guess taking all of Mrs
Church's BHS home economics classes was an indication of what I really love to
do. Whenever I can work it in, I am busy making quilts or attending quilt groups.
For Christmas 2 years ago, I was able to give 26 quilts that I made to family
members.
The reunion was great. I attended all of the events. It was so good to see so many
friends. Hi to those that I missed in that amazing crowd of alums. I so missed my
BF's that have passed, Diana Aldridge, Nancy Anstine and Connie Sandrin.
Thanks to Barb, Ernie and Warren and all those who contributed to such a
memorable weekend. A job well done.
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Joyce Bisignano
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Susan Blackmer
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Jeffrey Blondeau
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Paula Bloom
Became a departed panther in 2007.
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Monica Bogenschutz
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Robert Boland
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Fred Borchardt
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do
not have valid street address.

Charles Borst
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do
not have valid street address.
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Christie Boulding
Became a departed panther in 2010.
From Christie’s obituary:
Christie A. Boulding, 58, died unexpectedly Wednesday,
Sept. 22, 2010 in Wayland, Mass. She was born Oct. 21,
1951 in Ann Arbor, Mich. the only daughter of Kenneth
and Elise (Biorn-Hansen) Boulding. She was known as
the pickle in the middle in the family of two older and
two younger brothers. She moved with her family to
Boulder, Colo. in 1967 where she was often involved in
Quaker work camp service projects and on the ski slopes
during her high school years. A lifelong history buff,
Christie graduated in 1973 from the University of
Colorado with a membership in the senior women’s honors society and a degree
in history. She spent several college summers in County Kildare, Ireland with the
Guinness historical project to save Castletown House, one of the county’s great
houses. Christie met the love of her life, Greg Graham, in 1975. They married in
Norwich, Vt. in 1981 and the family moved to Wayland in 1985. Greg, Christies
husband of 31 years, died in February 2010 after a short battle with lung cancer.
Gracefully combining career and motherhood, Christie completed her MBA in
Finance from Simmons College in 1981 and became involved in her daughters
school PTO, Girl Scouts and athletics as well as her husband’s passions for boats
and sailing. Family sailing trips in the British Virgin Islands were favorite
vacations for years.
Christie’s professional career spanned from her appointment at Bank of Boston to
her long held positions as Chief Financial Officer of Graham Contracting of
Wayland. They worked together for many years, specializing in green residential
and commercial renovations and their company gained a wide reputation for its
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innovative employee partnering management style. Christie had an adventurous
spirit. Archeological dives in her youth gave way to her passion for travel,
reading and gardening. A dream trip to Italy with her husband in 2000 and a
June 2010 cruise through Italy and the Riviera satisfied her love of history and
art. She was active in the Wellesley Friends Meeting for many years and served as
a Clerk of the meeting. Christie is survived by her daughters Meredith Elizabeth
Graham of New York City and Emily Barbara Graham of Wayland. She is also
survived by four devoted brothers; Russell of Bloomington, Ind.; Mark of
Englewood, Colo.; Philip of Olalla, Wash. and William of Durham, N.C.
Seventeen nieces and nephews, as well as six cousins, will also miss her. Christie
also leaves behind her dearest friend, Hope Morrissett of Boulder, Colo.

Michel Boynton
Classmate requested information not be published

Beth Bradford
(720) 298-8320 (Mobile)
PO Box 21395
Boulder, CO 80308 United States
Email: ebradford2002@yahoo.com

William Brady
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Teresa Brafford
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Tim Bridenstine
(512) 569-4843 (Mobile)
P.O. Box 40162
Austin, TX 78704-0003 United States
Email: tbridenstine@gmail.com

Abigail Bridges
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Roger Briggs
(303) 990-2787 (Mobile)
(303) 442-4307(other phone)
498 Canyonside Dr.
Boulder, CO 80302 United States
Email: rpbriggs17@gmail.com
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Susan Bright
Name Today: Susan Nguyen
(408) 772-4330 (Mobile)
13136 Regan Lane
Saratoga, CA 95070 United States
Email: susan@musikeys.com
I spend much of my time teaching private flute and piano lessons. I have also
taken up lever harp and play with a group of local harpists at Celtic events. I've
dabbled in coding and have an app "Scales Tutor” in the App Store as well as
some in app purchases for the "SuperScore" sheet music app. In addition to my
husband (designing for autonomous cars) and three daughters (two of whom
teach violin and cello here in the San Jose area, and the other does consulting
work in Santa Monica) I have a granddaughter, 13, and grandson, 11, who live
nearby. We are so lucky to be a part of their lives.

Leonard Broline
Became a departed panther in 1996.
Submitted by Karen Sproul Hassan, Lennie's niece, for
the 30th Reunion Panther Tracks:
Writing about my uncle after is clearly very sad but I
know Lennie (later known as Leo) would have wanted to
be remembered by some of his classmates. Lennie had a
remarkable but short life. He was truly a Renaissance
man. Lennie was not only a rocket scientist but he was
an accomplished writer/poet, astronomer, musician,
Stealth pilot, test pilot, humorist, husband, and last but
not least a devoted Grateful Dead fan. Just prior to his
death of a sudden heart attack he was promoted to
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Colonel and nominated as an astronaut mission specialist, a life-long dream.
Here's an excerpt from his writing about his life-long dream: "Several months
before this particular afternoon, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration announced that it would conduct a round of astronaut hiring. In
time, the Air Force announced it would accept applications for nomination to
same. Having submitted several applications before, I thought I'd do it one last
time, and frame the rejection letter for my retirement ceremony. My logic also
included getting a small bit of
closure on the matter. This
was a wildly optimistic stab
silencing the calling I've felt
for nigh on three decades.
"I say wildly optimistic,
because I did, after all, see
'2001: A Space Odyssey' 26
times. I did, after all, spend
one college spring break at
NASA, Houston, where I
crept onto the grounds at
night, and stole up to the
third floor of building four, the one the astronauts work in. I stared wide-eyed at
empty flμorescent-lit offices with government-gray desks. Name plates on the
desks read 'Neil Armstrong', 'Scott Carpenter', 'Jim Lovell', etc'.
"... and I did, after all, copy Alan Bean's words onto a card which I still keep in
my wallet, 'Put all these experiences together, and it's worth any risk, any
number of years, anything you have to do.' (Life Magazine, December 19, 1969 ).
"So there I was, at the end of a career -- wearing blue plastic pants, sitting at a
government-gray desk like the ones in Houston, shuffling papers under another
fluorescent light. I was pondering whether to dump a meaningless job with good
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money for the possibility of a meaningful or at least enjoyable job and not much
money. I was marveling how much houses, cars, and gas cost in the currency of
the soul. And then almost three decades have tiptoed through the door without
even knocking.
"So, I suspect that the
willingness to release a
dream somehow
empowers the dream.
('Pick up your china doll,
it's only fractured, and
just a little nervous from
the fall' - Grateful Dead).
I don't have a strong
expectation of being
selected for astronaut, nor
will I be crushed if I'm
not. That's not the point
anymore. The point is that
'It' reaches you right
where you are, regardless of how you're fiddling about with the little ragtag bits
and pieces of life . It touches you with a grace so powerful it waters your eyes.
You yourself have only to look at your beautiful children to know what I'm
talking about. Timing is everything."
Well put, Lennie.
(The picture is Lennie in his flight suit, a Grateful Dead T-shirt, in front of his
Stealth plane. A bit of an irony.)
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William Brooks
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Donald Brown
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Gary Browning
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do
not have valid street address.

Mike Brundage
(720) 357-5646 (Mobile)
1650 High St.
Boulder, CO 80304 United States
Email: mike.brundage2013@gmail.com
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Amelie Buchanan
Name Today: Amelie Buchanan Beall - as of 7/20/19
(303) 343-1148 (Landline)
(303) 564-4603(other phone)
7747 E 4th Ave.
Denver, CO 80230 United States
Email: aabuchanan@msn.com

Holy Moly!! It's been a thousand years. So much water under the bridge. After
graduating from Yale, I came back to Boulder. Not knowing what I wanted to be
when I grew up, I ended up helping my Dad in his campaign for Mayor of
Boulder. Happily he was elected!
Seeing up close how much can be accomplished at the local level, I decided to get
a Master in Public Management at C.U. After that I went to work in Longmont
working for the City Manager. Then I was recruited to work in Denver for an
in-house consulting firm to the City and County of Denver. We did a lot of good
work. But I got a little bored, and decided to go to law school. I went to D.U. at
night because there was no way I was going to let my parents pay for it.
I loved law school and really disliked working in a law firm. I was lawyer number
160 in a big firm here in Denver. Then my Dad died. It was devastating. He
always said that if you're not doing what you love, you're not doing what God
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wants for you. I quit the firm and went to work in the Romer Administration
doing economic development. I ended up at the Dept. of Revenue. I know it
sounds dreadful, but I spent eleven very happy years there. I was the Deputy
Director managing nine divisions. None of them were headed by women.
I met my husband at the Dept. of Revenue. Barry was with IBM selling large
computer systems. I was assigned to oversee the purchase of a new tax system,
about which I knew nothing. Long story short, we didn't purchase a system, but
Barry was the lucky man who got me, in his own words. We were married nine
months later and were ecstatic. Five years later Barry died suddenly. It shattered
me. I imploded and was unable to stay at Revenue. A whole other journey began.
That fall I enrolled at the Iliff School of Theology, not because I wanted to become
a minister, but because I wanted to figure out who and what this God was. It was
a long and tumultuous journey back. During that time, I went to St. Anthony's
Hospital here in Denver to train to become a trauma chaplain. The moment I
walked into the trauma room I knew this was "home." That's when I met Bradley
Beall. He was the senior trauma chaplain and my first mentor. We fell in love
then. But it was too early.
After I finished my training and had worked in the hospital as a trauma chaplain,
I applied to become the Flight Chaplain at Flight for Life CO, and as it turns out,
the first ever flight chaplain in the country! Much to my surprise, I was hired. I
was the youngest and the least experienced. It was quite an adventure. I flew and
worked with my crews for five years, and spoke at the annual national convention
for flight programs. Afterward I was bombarded by crew members around the
country who wanted to create flight chaplain positions. I then left Flights and
formed my own non-profit - The Assn. of Prof. Flight Chaplains. It is my passion,
my love and my calling.
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During this time, Bradley and I became great friends. We did all kinds of fun
things including going to CO Rockies games. We're crazy about baseball! Two
years ago the chemistry between us became undeniable and we fell madly in love
all over again. It's been joy ever since!!
As fate would have it, we're getting married on Saturday, July 20th. How is that
our wedding and the reunion are on the same day?! We'll miss you all, and I
know it will be a fabulous, wonderful reunion. WOWee...! Fifty years. Hard to
believe!!

Bob Buchanan
(720) 402-8086 (Mobile)
2 Williamsburg Dr.
Uxbridge, MA 01569 United States
Email: bobbuchanan51@gmail.com
My wife Nita and I have been married 42 years this
summer. We have two daughters and four
grandchildren. For the last 41 years, I've served as
pastor for evangelical churches in MN and CO. Along the way, I continued my
education obtaining a Masters Degree in Theology and a Doctorate in Biblical
Spirituality. I retired from the lead pastor position of our church in Parker, CO in
2015. But not ready to fully retire, began short-term interim pastor work for
churches in decline and "set the table" for a permanent pastor. Now, I'm serving a
church in Uxbridge, MA as the Associate Pastor for Spiritual Formation.
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Dennis Buckner
Became a departed panther in 1977.
From the 20th Reunion Panther Tracks
Submitted by Dennis Buckner's family:
After graduation from Boulder High, Dennis attended
Kansas State University and was graduated with a B.A.
degree from the University of Colorado. He had been
employed by Mountain Bell, and at the time of his death
he was employed by Albertsons. Dennis was a very
sensitive person. He always had a special sense of
humor and he brought much joy to his family during his
lifetime. We miss him very much, but we have many
happy memories.

Terri Burbridge
(970) 493-6025 (Landline)
(970) 231-4745(other phone)
3032 West Lake Street
Fort Collins, CO 80521 United States
Email: t.burbridge1050@gmail.com
Time does fly when you're having fun,
not older.. Plenty of trips in the
motorhome in Colorado and
Nebraska. pulling our boat and
fishing, having a blast! That catfish
almost had me out of the boat (no kidding) gave me a run for my money - biggest
fish we caught that day! Lots of gardening, walking, and reading - not too bad for
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a Grandma! I'm looking forward to seeing everyone who can make it to our 50th
class reunion, and wish you all the best for the coming years.

James Burger
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Jamie Burton
Name Today: Jamie Suitts
(303) 444-1234 (Mobile)
4434 Ashfield Drive
Boulder, CO 80301 United States
Email: jamiesuitts@comcast.net
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Michelle Bush
Name Today: Chel Courtney
(720) 220-5199 (Mobile)
PO Box 2015
Nederland, CO 80466 United States
Email: 88chel@gmail.com
Time it was and what a time it was; the good, the bad, the ugly…… Regrets??
Well, don’t we all! It is what it was. And now (as Joe Walsh sung) “Life’s been
good to me.”
God has granted me time to get my act
together along with decent health
(mentally, physically and spiritually),
blessing me to wake up every morning
with the love of my life and soulmate of
over 47 years and the tranquility knowing
all is well with my family. Still living in
the peaceful (pot-filled) mountains above
the little eclectic “old” town of quirky
Nederland as our home base we travel as
much as we can mooching off our families
(payback) either in Maui or Alaska or just
roaming the roads in our “Big Bertha Buck Truck” and trailer (“Wandawer”)
enjoying great times together, experiencing the beauty of God’s awesome
creations and meeting interesting people with their fascinating stories!
So if you see “Big Bertha Buck Truck” and “Wandawer,” please stop by and have a
glass of wine (or whatever). We’ll lift our glasses high and toast to the many years
gone by with a special tribute to all those BHS 69ers who really believed they
were the epitome of something back then!
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God’s blessings to enjoy life to the fullest while you can!
“Life’s journey is not to arrive at the grave safely in a well-preserved body, but
rather to skid in sideways, totally used up and worn out, shouting, ‘…man what
a ride!!!’” –George Carlin

Jane Bussey
Name Today: Jane Bussey Kreft
(305) 903-8910 (Mobile)
3333 Allen Parkway, 2009
Houston, TX 77019 United States
Email: jmbussey2012@outlook.com
I try to visit Boulder often. The years at Boulder High School seem close, except
when I receive an email reminding me it has been 50 years. I am looking forward
to seeing all of you in July.
In the past 10 years, I have been busier than I expected. I left the Miami Herald
after 17 years as a reporter just before the last reunion; did three years as editorial
director at Latin Trade and then accepted a great offer from FTI Consulting, a
global firm. It has been a challenging job for a great company and a very
unexpected second career. I moved from Miami to Houston more than three
years ago. A big change, always good.
And I also finally married John Kreft in 2017: we eloped after 14 years together. I
am now looking forward to working less, enjoying life more and travels with
John.
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Barb Butler
Name Today: Barb Steiner
(303) 956-4532 (Mobile)
(303) 447-9425(other phone)
839 13th St.
Boulder, CO 80302 United States
Email: barb.steiner@gmail.com
It’s actually a sobering exercise to give
an accounting of the last 50 years of
life! For starters, I have been married
to my Swiss husband, Beat, for 44 of
those years. We raised our three
children here in Boulder, but they now
are scattered from Washington, D.C. to
Tampa to the South Island of New
Zealand. We have four grandchildren,
who are the delights of our lives!
Recently (at that magic age of 65), I
retired from teaching elementary
school, a challenging, but rewarding job that I loved. Since then, I’ve been able to
travel with Beat, visit our far- flung children (we spend at least two months of the
year in New Zealand), lead women’s Bible studies at church, work in my garden,
and volunteer with Intercambio (an NPO that provides English classes to
immigrants in Boulder County.)
But it would be dishonest to paint a picture of a “happily-ever-after” life of 50
years. We also have had struggles that threatened to undo us. We have had
heartaches that almost sucked us under. We’ve clung to two powerful words: “But
God . . . “ By the grace of God, we are where we are today. And for that, my heart
is deeply grateful.
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Jim Byrne
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Richard Caldwell
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

William Caldwell
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Bruce Campbell
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Judy Campbell
Became a departed panther in 2004.

Joe Capps
(702) 429-6018 (Mobile)
285 Doe Run Circle
Henderson, NV 89012 United States
Email: vpjoe@aol.com
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Dave Carlson
(303) 981-5356 (Mobile)
7865 W. 95th Way
Westminster, CO 80021 United States
Email: swedecarlson@comcast.net
I have been blessed that my 45 year career in business (since graduating from CU
in 1973) has taken me to many spots in Colorado, and fortunately none of my
offices were ever outside of the Centennial state. My incredible wife Janay and I

have been together for 25 years and have two kids. Emily (21) is a Senior at
UCCS, and Drew (20) is attending Front Range in Westminster. I recall fondly
from our 30th reunion that Drew was the youngest of the '69 Panther offspring. It
has been an amazing ride being the "old Dad" and trying to stay young enough to
keep up with them. Our family continues to be tied closely to the beloved old
Boulder Boys and their families and supporting all things Panthers and Buffs. I
must say that the leader of that pack of Boulder folks is sorely missed, and we
don't have a day when we don't miss Bob Lundeen.
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Jon Carroll
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Norman Cecil
(619) 306-2087 (Mobile)
8652 New Salem Street, #36
San Diego, CA 92126 United States
Email: N2SAIL@AOL.COM
I am married,
living in San
Diego. I also reside
on a 41 foot
sailboat, which I
will be sailing off
the coast of New
England when you
are having the
reunion weekend.
I own a company
whose employees
provide compliance testing and internal audit services to approximately 50 credit
unions, mostly on the West Coast. These days I'm only working about 2 weeks a
month, sailing the other 2 somewhere on the East Coast - I call it 'stumblin'
toward retirement'.
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Cynthia Chapel
Name Today: Cynthia Boyce
(303) 452-9979 (Mobile)
128 FM 1499
Paris, TX 75460 United States
Email: cindyboyce51@gmail.com
To fill in the blanks between the 20th BHS Reunion
and now is to tell of sorrow and heartbreak, and joy,
healing and happiness.
I was married to my high school sweetheart, Mike
Carter, for almost 30 years when he choose to end his
life in 2000. He had been struggling with an alcohol
addiction for 15 years. Our son, daughter and
son-in-law helped me through this nightmare.
Through God's infinite love and fellow Christians, I
grew in my faith in Jesus.
In 2004, with encouragement from Mike's mother (the best Mother-in-law ever)
that I was too young to be 'alone', I signed up with Match.com, the on-line dating
service. I figured what the heck. I'd dated some which is weird when one is older.
There I met Steve Boyce, Artist. God has blessed me so much through Steve.
Then in 2010, my son died from an accidental drug overdose. Another tragedy
that again God surrounded me with people to get me through this also.
Steve and I love to travel with our camper, canoe, bikes, dogs, and cat. Me taking
pictures and Steve painting and drawing. Following in my Bio from our website,
boycefinearts.com. Please check it out.
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My Bio from Boyce Fine Arts:
Cindy Boyce, photographer, was born July 14, 1951, in Boulder, CO.
Cindy was always interested in creative arts, whether it be pottery, knitting,
crochet or cross stitch. Often times designing her own projects.
Her dad was a nature photographer. She remembers going with him on photo
shoots in the mountains and he would explain how to compose a picture into a
work of art. Moving a blade of grass ("do not pull it"), laying down on the ground
in the mud, waiting for the clouds to move in or move out so the lighting would
be just so. All this to achieve the desired picture.
Even though blue skies and white fluffy clouds make a pretty picture, Cindy
enjoys looking for the unusual subject matter, or different lighting that would
produce different moods and emotions.
After 30 years as a Certified Optometric Assistant, Cindy retired in 2017.
Cindy now resides in Paris, Texas where she enjoys walking or hiking around the
lakes in the area. She also enjoys gardening, canoeing, and camping. She enjoys
exploring the roads less traveled. She states, "There are so many gems out there
waiting to be found."
Through her marriage to Steve, her blended family, consists of three daughters, 11
grandchildren and 2 great grandchildren, along with two Shelties and a very
independent cat.
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Charles Chase
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Timothy Chesebro
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Emily Chronic
Name Today: Emily Silver
(707) 362-1708 (Mobile)
4278 Grizzly Bluff Rd.
Ferndale, CA 95536 United States
Email: esilver713@gmail.com
I was always kind of an arty kid and this carried forward at Boulder High when I
took all the art classes I could and band, band, band. In fact, it continued and
now I'm an artist who's a flute player in a community band.
After 40 years teaching drawing and painting in prisons and colleges this year I
retired so I could spend more time in my studio. My husband retired at the same
time, so what do you know, less time in the studio and more travels.
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After high school I
moved to California,
Washington, and
Nevada before
returning to California
for the last 22 years.
Definitely an avowed
West Coaster. Now I
live in the Eel River
Valley of Ferndale, CA,
where by husband
worked as a
veterinarian until he
retired two years ago.
He's not fully retired,
though; he still serves
the city of Eureka as the
veterinarian for the zoo.
I usually spend several months a year filling my creative well in the desert,
because I've turned into a major desert rat, usually artist residencies in eastern
Oregon, Nevada, and the Mojave. In fact, I was fortunate to spend last May in
Mojave National Preserve, which due to the wet winter, was awash with green
and flowers. I'm a dedicated walker, and back in the studio I make abstract water
media paintings mapping the psycho-spiritual quality of the walks. You can see
my work at www.emilysiver.com.
My husband and I have two wonderful sons, Lindsay and Dylan, who now live at
opposite sides of the country. Lindsay works in the tech aspect of Conde-Nast in
New York City, and Dylan is an underwater photographer in Monterey where he
lives with his wife. If we don't travel elsewhere, you can find us doing laps
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between these two places. As I write this got back from NYC.
I drove a 1956 Chevy in high school, and I've gotten interested in classic cars.
About five years ago I bought a 1978 El Camino from Bob Fisher. That was the
one time I returned to Boulder NOT for a reunion. Since then I've been
occasionally putting it in shows and constantly fussing with it.
PHOTOS: 1) our sons Lindsay and Dylan, 2) my sister Felicie and me winter
hiking near Grand Junction where she lived. Unfortunately, Felicie passed away
in 2015, 3) my 1978 El Camino 4) My painting "Pink Dirt Town (Boulder, 1966)"
72" x 45"

Charles Clark
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Jack Clark
(503) 757-4310 (Mobile)
2640 SW Sherwood Dr
Portland, OR 97201 United States
Email: h.jack.clark@gmail.com
Retired and spending my time between Portland, and Cannon Beach on the
Oregon coast. CB is the greatest town on the planet. My wife Janet and I have 2
cats and a collie.
We ski every winter, ride bikes and surf in the summer. We spend some winters
in Chamonix FR. All is well.

Phillip Clark
Became a departed panther in 1998.

Ronald Clark
Became a departed panther in 1995.
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Richard Clifford
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Randall Clifton
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Mary Cochran
Name Today: Gale Cochran
(303) 665-6113 (Mobile)
1370 Atlantis Ave.
Lafayette, CO 80026 United States
Email: galecochran@comcast.net

John Cohagen
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Ona Collier
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Curt Collins
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Sharon Collins
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Elaine Connelly
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Dana Conway
Name Today: Dana Conway High
(970) 948-2432 (Mobile)
PO Box 1611
Basalt, CO 81621 United States
Email: danahigh@mac.com

Bill Coolidge
(787) 710-3559 (Mobile)
71 Bubier Road
Marblehead, MA 1945 United States
Email: bcoolidge@pheasanthill.com
The best thing for me since our BHS graduation has been my marriage to Nancy
Norman. We met at the Cornell Hotel School and were married in Washington
DC in November 1979. Bob and Rose Lundeen came - he always reminded me
that Boulder was my home. At the time, I was with Four Seasons Hotels based in
Toronto and then five years later in Boston with ITT Sheraton Corporation. For
both, my job was to look after company-wide training which led at Sheraton to
managing their system for improving guest satisfaction. ITT's sale of Sheraton to
Starwood in 1997 marked the start of my next chapter. Nancy and I explored
several work and lifestyle options and wound up opening our house as a bed and
breakfast! Meanwhile I joined a company that specialized in training for
Microsoft products and a few years later to looking after technology at a school
here in Marblehead, Mass. For some time, like the last decade, we've toyed with
the idea of simplifying our affairs - closing the b&b - and spending more time in
Marco Island, Florida where we tend to go for winter respites and where Nancy
totally enjoys her painting and pottery and selling her wares at local shows. I'm
her mule. Right now, here in Marblehead we're in the midst of putting our house
on the market and then the plan is to get on the highway and see America.
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Pat Coolidge
(802) 451-8700 (Mobile)
PO Box 604
West Dover, VT 05356
Email: patriciacoolidge19@gmail.com
“If you want to catch beasts you don’t see every
day,
You have to go places quite out of the way.
You have to go places no others can get to,
You have to get cold and you have to get wet
too.”
...Dr. Seuss
I became familiar with this verse years ago after a camping trip on the St.
Lawrence with my husband and several friends. We were there to kayak with the
minke whales but got lucky and had belugas and blues among us as well. It was
an awesome experience and definitely something you don’t see every day! Since
Then this quote has become my personal proverb as it so nicely “sketches” the
most meaningful years of my life. I will forever be grateful for my husband who,
from day one, shared my wanderlust... and for my friends and family who are still
willing to travel with me.

Chris Cowan
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Dwight Crews
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Joyce Crews
Name Today: Joyce Sims
(303) 319-5963 (Mobile)
(303) 989-7513(other phone)
2496 South Fig Court
Lakewood, CO 80228 United States
Email: joelsi2@msn.com
Presently, I am retired, but still busy. In the last 40 some years I have put away
my violin and have been busy working as an interpreter for the Deaf. Learning
sign language from the Deaf community at church led me to work for them at the
EPA, MSHA, BLM, and U.S. West. I left my freelance interpreting in the early
1980s to become a certified Educational Tutor/ Interpreter for deaf and hard of
hearing students in the Jefferson County school district. I started out as a
"Demon" at Golden High school with one student, moving onward to the Deaf
and Hard of hearing center program as a "Saint" at Jefferson High School and
then transitioning to a "Farmer" at Wheat Ridge High school until my retirement
in 2011. I liked working with the high school students with Quite the mix of
classes...my favorites being History, English and the Science classes. Art, Spanish,
weight training, auto mechanics, and classes at Warren Tech were other classes
that taught ME a lot. After school sports (basketball, track, swimming and soccer
were fun to interpret for, even though we did not always have the winning
student or team. Outdoor lab and interpreting for graduations, parent meetings
and a whole range of events kept me busy. 1984 I was able to "shadow" (follow
and interpret a character) In a play that Fairview High School put on. George
Orwell's "1984" was a fun experience, except when one time the students who I
happened to walk in with (O'Brian) had a real rat in hand! And ... the rat had just
bit someone!
My husband was the Executive Director of Transportaion at Jefferson County
Schools until his retirement. As part of his job...He would make the call to cancel
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school, if there was too much snow on the ground or the temperature was too
cold!
We have had three children:
A boy born premature who lived only three days with no lung development. A sad
time in our lives.
A boy, who we adopted when he was three weeks old, who is now 42 years
old...married with two children...a son age 19 and a daughter age 17. Happy
times!
And
A daughter (who...I ...as a "human incubator"... grew...during a four month stay
in bed, head down and feet up, in the hospital after the "water" broke at 23
weeks) who is now 38 years old...married with two little boys...ages 3 years old
and 5 years old. Very happy times now! I take care of these guys while Mama is
working.
As a family we have enjoyed our times going to the mountains or trips to other
states 4-wheeling, camping, or just going places to see the sights. After the kids
were on their own, Dave and I continued traveling in our RV. Some favorite trips
have been to Alaska (twice), one time taking our RV on the ferry up the inside
passage, Nova Scotia. and some of the historical places back East -- like
Gettysburg.
Church...has been an important part of our lives...interpreting and singing on the
praise team and having friends and new people from church come to our home
has given us good times in our lives. I love cooking, so having Dinner groups with
karaoke singing after dinner, teas, and holiday meals with family are times we
cherish.
Dave and I have been married for 49 years now...working toward our 50th! Hard
to believe the years have flown by so fast. Dave learned he has Parkinson's, so our
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latest project has been to work on a ranch style house to live in, instead of our big
two-story home. He is doing all the work on the house himself as his physical
therapy (he says). I help when I can.
So...that is basically what has happened in my life since high school... although
much more has happened!
Will just see what the future brings!

Martin Crist
(602) 405-6804 (Mobile)
2202 Encanto Dr. NW
Phoenix, AZ 85007 United States
Email: martin.crist@yahoo.com
I was retired but started selling residential real estate in the Phoenix, Scottsdale
area several years ago. I wasn’t very good at retirement. Everyone in Colorado
should have a place in Arizona. So, to get any more information about my colorful
past 50 years you have to come here and visit!

Leigh Cronland
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Dorothy Crow

Name Today: Dorothy Crow-Willard
(303) 355-1835 (Landline)
(720) 979-5988(other phone)
6299 Lone Peak Dr.
Evergreen, CO 80439 United States
Email: crow-willards@msn.com
I recently retired as an attorney with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development and as Local President of the American Federation of Government
Employees Local 3972 and, with my husband of 43 years (Gary), moved from
busy Denver to the pastoral hills and meadows of Evergreen, Colorado. We have
two vibrant, grown daughters, Emma and Maya, who live respectively in Los
Angeles and Denver. In retirement, I am continuing as a steward in the union and
to play the violin, relishing chamber music with my friends; come play with us!

Fran Crow
Name Today: Fran Blyth
(970) 988-7145 (Mobile)
1527 Purple Sage Ct.
Fort Collins, CO 80526 United States
Email: fblyth884@gmail.com
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Cheryl Cruickshank
(303) 530-7894 (Landline)
4640 Almond Ln.
Boulder, CO 80301 United States
Email: cmcruickshank@msn.com
Life is good! I retired from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
in 2007, after 34 years of service, mostly programming computers. Highlights of
my life now include seeing the world, getting together with friends, taking photos,
and reading. Still in Boulder after all these years . . .

Laurie Csatlos
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Ellen Curtis
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Geraldine Cushing
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Richard Darby
(623) 535-7957 (Landline)
260 S. Old Litchfield Rd.
#124
Litchfield Park, AZ 85340 United States
Email: darbyphoto@q.com

Russ Dart
(720) 771-7537 (Mobile)
1602 Willow Dr
Berthoud, CO 80513 United States
Email: rbdart@yahoo.com
I retired a couple years ago and we celebrated that by taking a trip to Mexico. Still
married to Barb and this year will be our 47th anniversary. We enjoy spending
time with our kids and grandkids, getting out and hiking, fishing and
rockhounding, and spending time in our ministry as Jehovah's Witnesses.

Ken Davidson

Became a departed panther in 2016.
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Kim Davis
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Carmen de Onis
Became a departed panther in 2018.
Compiled from Carmen's Boulder Daily Camera
obituary:
Carmen was a Boulder native, born at the old
Community Hospital. After high school, Carmen married
Greg Kunkel, a member of the BHS Class of ’68. They
had two sons and four grandchildren before divorcing.
Carmen earned a bachelor’s degree from CU-Boulder, a
master’s degree from UC-Davis, and a doctoral degree
from
CU-Boulder.
She participated in CU Boulder’s BUENO
Center for Multicultural Education,
worked in Commerce City and Greeley,
and taught at the University of New
Mexico-Las Cruces. Her research on
bilingual education is published in
several academic journals and edited
collections.
Carmen loved the outdoors. She was a
mountain person and helped lead the
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BHS Ski Club trips. She was a champion alpine skier, who competed and medaled
against the US Olympic team. Carmen also was a competitive swimmer and an
exceptional breaststroker in her younger years.
Carmen is remembered as warm, generous, and fun—she always liked to laugh!

John deChadenedes
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Dartt Demaree
(303) 246-7166 (Mobile)
3946 W 98th Pl.
Westminster, CO 80031 United States
Email: darttdemaree@gmail.com
After retiring from the Air Force in 2002, I worked part-time doing personnel
law. In recent years, Caryn and I have traveled some in the U.S. and overseas,
visited family (we now have 11 grandchildren), hiked in Rocky Mtn National Park
and been active in our church. Caryn works 2 days a week as an R.N. at Denver
Health---my only contribution is seeing that she has 2 full travel mugs of coffee
when she heads out the door at 5:45 a.m.
Thankful to have made it this far. I now have a greater appreciation for the
benefits of living in Boulder in the 1960s, having a supportive family and going to
Boulder High. The things that are seen are transient but the things that are
unseen are eternal.

Barbara (Bobbie) Deno
Name Today: Barbara (Bobbie) Young
(307) 757-6730 (Mobile)
4820 County Road 214
Burns, WY 82053 United States
Email: bjyoung@rtconnect.net
Roy and I have been married 37 years. No children.
Rancher & Artist. In the 1970's I traveled to Europe and Africa, in 1982 we got
married and lived in Longmont on a farm, raised sheep. In 2012 we sold the farm.
Roy retired from XCEL and built a home in Burns Wyoming. We raise Angus
cattle and donkeys. We are currently building an art studio. We travel around
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Wyoming (RV) and enjoy the Wyoming life. Thanks, Bobbie

Cindy Dent
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Dave DePuy
Became a departed panther in 2015.

Dennis Dicker
Classmate requested information not be published.
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Shirley Ditzel (Ditz)
Name Today: Shirley Schaller
(303) 818-0120 (Mobile)
5054 N 51st St.
Boulder, CO 80301 United States
Email: shirleyschaller@live.com

Candace Divine
Name Today: Candace Maestas
(970) 799-6260 (Mobile)
PO Box 1491
Broomfield, CO 80038 United States
Email: Vipergal7@gmail.com

Sandra Donaldson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Suzie Donelson
Name Today: Suzi Blake
(970) 290-4654 (Mobile)
528 S 9th St.
Berthoud, CO 80513 United States
Email: RBLAKE175@msn.com
We have done an amazing job raising 3 boy babes into 3 fantastic men. We have 6
grandkids and 2 semi-grandkids, 2 boys and 6 girls. We also have 3 great
grandbabies. How does that happen???
I will be retired from the Longmont School District by the time this comes
out...34 years in the Nutrition dept....we feed the future. I also was in charge of all
the district catering from 10 to 350, snacks to meals....no wonder I am so tired.
Ron retired from 45 years of being a mechanic a couple of years ago but I got him
a job in my dept to keep him out of trouble. He is enjoying a pretty stress free part
time job being adored by the ladies in the kitchens.We would like to travel a bit
now.

Nelson Dorado
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Kathy Dougherty
Name Today: Kathy Springer
(303) 880-5698 (Mobile)
United States
Email: kathy.springer@hotmail.com
After a career as a physical education teacher I have been enjoying retirement for
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the past ten years. My husband, Joe and I met at CU and have been married 47
years. We have been in Lakewood for 25 years, and recently discovered that
winters in AZ are delightful. We have three successful daughters and four
fabulous grandchildren. I am an avid golfer while Joe is an avid fly fisherman. We
bike and hike together and enjoy time with family and friends.

Kathleen Doughty
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

James Dowding
Name Today: Jim Dowding
(575) 680-6215 (Mobile)
PO Box 1232
1105 Grand Ave.
Cloudcroft, NM 88317 United States
Email: jandpdowding@gmail.com
There has been a lot of changes in my life since
our 40th reunion. First and foremost is my new
significant other, Paula. By the time the reunion
rolls around we will have been married for 10
very happy years. She is a Las Cruces, New
Mexico lifer where we meet at Mayfield High School as we were both members of
the faculty. I most recently taught at an early college high school on the NMSU
campus. After 42 years teaching high school science (1 year in Nebraska, 30 years
at Regis Jesuit High School in Aurora, and 11 years in the Las Cruces Public
School System), I retired in June of 2017. I did not have to twist Paula's arm to
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much to have her retire with me. We quickly sold our home in Las Cruces and
moved to our cabin in Cloudcroft, New Mexico. I moved from Colorado in 2006
to escape the snow and find myself back at 9000 feet.
We have spent the last 13 months living in our cabin during a complete remodel
and enlargement. Cloudcroft is a very small town with about 700 full time
residents. We walk to town and get our mail each day. They say that Cloudcroft is
9000 feet above stress level. I now have 2 grandchildren living in Limon with my
youngest daughter, Lauren and her husband. My oldest daughter Annie just
bought a home in Arvada. Paula has 3 children and 5 grandchildren to round out
our blended family. Just got back from a trip which started in Tucson for a Joan
Baez concert and included stops at Lake Powell, Bryce and Zion national parks,
Salt Lake City to see my younger brother John, and Denver to see my kids (photo
taken at the White Fence Farm in Lakewood with my wife and granddaughter
Mikayla. In April and May 2018 we completed a circle trip to visit San Antonio,
New Orleans, Savannah, the Great Smoky Mountains, Nashville, and Chicago to
be with my older brother, Chuck who retired from Northwestern. We are
planning a AMTRAK train adventure in May 2019 beginning in Seattle, traveling
down the coast to LA to meet my daughters and grandkids at Disneyland, and
then hopping back on the train to travel back to New Mexico. Hope to see as
many of you as possible in Boulder mid July. Go Panthers!

Kathleen Downey
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Joanne Dreher
Name Today: Joanne Landolt
(720) 724-3990 (Mobile)
1802 Little Bear Ct.
Longmont, CO 80504 United States
Email: joannelandolt@comcast.net
I am now retired after a career in nursing. I retired from nursing administration
in 2013. Been married for 47 years, have 5 children and 5 grandchildren. Enjoy
traveling.

Douglas Dubus
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Bill Dugan
Became a departed Panther in 2000.
Submitted by Geoff Hoyl and Rick Geesaman
obituary information from the Daily Camera:
Two years out of Boulder High, Bill Dugan yearned for
big changes and adventure in his life. Instead of
enrolling in another quarter of classes at Mesa College,
he pocketed the tuition money and packed all his gear
into his beater pickup (no 4th gear, no reverse, burned
oil). Bill drove north until he ran out of gas and money
in the Stillwater Valley of southern Montana. He walked
to the nearest ranch house and offered to work for free,
an offer that was gladly accepted. Once Bill got a taste of
Montana, he never left.
Bill developed many skills over his next twenty-five years. He became a first-class
cowboy, ferrier, blacksmith, horse packer and guide respected throughout the
Stillwater country. He lived a simple life with his wife, Sherry, raising his son and
daughter in a log cabin he built with his own hands. His warmth, humor and
boyish bravado made him seem bigger than life
In 1995, Bill suffered a severe head injury while working cattle near his home in
Nye, Montana. Bill remained in a coma for five years, living day-by-day in a
hospital in Columbus, Montana. Finally, Bill passed away on March 27, 2000.
Bill was an unhesitatingly generous friend to his neighbors, and remains adored
by all that have been fortunate enough to know him.
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Barbara Dunn
(818) 434-8565 (Mobile)
PO Box 626
Morongo Valley, CA United States
Email: eldespejo@yahoo.com

I live in the Mojave Desert of Southern California, with my husband Christopher,
my two Australian Shepherds, my horse, and a host of desert wildlife. I work
from home as a freelance writer, and have for a number of years. Current
projects include a book on women who've dedicated their lives to protecting
America's wild horses; and a second volume of poetry. Over the years, I've
worked and lived primarily in California, with stints in Oklahoma, Arizona,
Colorado, Nevada, and Utah. I have a 39-year-old daughter, Michaela; and a 31year-old son, Matlock, both of whom live in Florida. Still no grandkids of my
own--yet- :) Christopher and I enjoy road trips together, and share a love of the
Pacific Ocean and its beaches. I pursue my interests in equine advocacy, writing,
art, spiritual enhancement, and making the world a better place. No matter where
I live or where I travel, Boulder will always be my home. Although I cannot
attend our 50th BHS Reunion, I will be there with you in heart and spirit.
Wishing each and every one of you the very best of life, today and always.
With love, Barb Dunn
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Heinz Ebner
(303) 589-1153 (Mobile)
19 Switzerland Trail
Boulder, CO 80302 United States
Email: heinzebner@msn.com
I am sure many of us are wondering how can it be 50 years since high school
graduation, and how did this time fly by so quickly? I have to say that I have
many fond memories of Boulder High.
What have I done since high school? Well, I stayed in Boulder and started a
business, Aspen Eyewear, from which I will officially retire this year. Raised three
daughters (all Boulder High alums), have one stepson and seven grandchildren.
Grandchildren are such a joy and just plain fun!
I still enjoy skiing, scuba diving and backpacking. I also enjoy building hot rods
and doing restorations and have three current projects. Ten years ago I got
hooked on 18 hour endurance car racing and have a team with my nephews. We
race once a year and rebuild the car the rest of the year.
I've been lucky enough to survive two avalanches (one in Switzerland) and one
moose attack by my house (on Switzerland trail)!
I happily remarried 15 years ago and my wife Holly Arnold and I enjoy our home
in Four Mile Canyon and vacationing in St.Croix. We have a great life together
and have been fortunate enough to have traveled a bit, South African Safaris
being the highlight. We also enjoy road trips with the hot rod and car shows.
In short, with all of its ups and downs, life has been good and I feel very lucky and
fortunate and I am hoping the same for all of you.
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Charlene Edgar
Name Today: Charlene Cappiello
(505) 412-8995 (Mobile)
PO Box 4371
Sunriver, OR 97707 United States
Email: char.cappiello@gmail.com
I worked for 30+ years at the Hanford reservation in Washington state and then
the Los Alamos National Lab in New Mexico. My husband, Mike, and I are
celebrating our 40th wedding anniversary this year. We currently live in Bend,
Oregon and travel to bicycle, ski and scuba dive. Our son and his wife are
currently at UC Riverside finishing their PhDs.

Bruce Elliston
(303) 442-3866 (Landline)
527 Hawthorn Ave.
Boulder, CO 80304 United States
Email: Bellliston@aol.com
I still live in Boulder. I am retired from Boulder Valley schools. I am married to
my wife of 25 years Bonnie.
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Gerald Engh
Became a departed panther in 2011.

Rik England
(520) 869-0421 (Mobile)
6400 Westshore Dr.
Oscoda, MI 48750 United States
Email: rikjack1@gmail.com
Retired and living in northern Michigan with my husband Jack Lewis.

Mike Englehart
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Steve Erickson
(303) 378-0591 (Mobile)
4902 29 St. 9C
Greeley, CO 80634 United States
Email: chclassic@yahoo.com
Judi and I are learning how to be snow birds Greeley, CO in the summer and
Mesa, AZ in the winter. I'm still buying and sell classic cars and playing some
golf. Our Family has grown 4 Kids,10 grandkids and 6 GREAT! Grandkids. All are
Healthy and doing well. Gramps loves them all!
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Scott Estes
(303) 229-5846 (Mobile)
8605 Rogers Way
Unit A
Arvada, CO 80007 United States
Email: bestesbunch@msn.com
50 years and counting
Well the facts of the matter are: 1 wonderful wife for 44 years and counting, 3
amazing kids and most assuredly not counting. Finally on the family front 2
terrific grandkids that keep me young.
I discovered the wonders of higher education: Bachelors of Social Work and
Masters of Social Work.
Work early on was a mixture of construction and painting. (So grateful for a
backup skill that paid the bills) That was during the Reagan years when the
government was trying to believe that if they didn’t focus on the folks that were
not able to make ends meet (personal/social/financial/mental difficulties), they
would just go away magically.
As the tables turned, I settled into the job that fully captured my attention and
effort. School Social Worker for Westminster Adams 50 School District. I loved
my time and people that I worked with over the 27 years.
Briefly on the FUN front my wife and I just achieved the wonderful objective of
visiting all 50 states, as well as Mexico and Canada several times and a variety of
locations in Europe. I also love pickleball, hiking, and watching wildlife.
As I said before, “and counting”. More to come, God willing!
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Janice Estey
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Douglas Evans
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Timothy Fairbairn
Became a departed panther in 1974.
Submitted by Arnold & De Fairbairn for the 20th
Reunion Panther Tracks:
It seems like only yesterday that I held our new son, Tim
Fairbairn. I thank God I was able to hold him and love
him while we had him. Although it's been fifteen years
since Tim was killed in a car wreck, we still miss and love
him. When you young people come back for a reunion,
we see the way you have grown up - the weddings, the
children, the different vocations. Also the growing
pains, the anxiety and the hurts that you've all had to
accept. As a parent, I realize it's not an easy path we
follow, but I also know the joys of watching our
youngsters grow, and the blessings we receive far
outweigh the hurts. I'm sure Tim is here in spirit. Some of you remember Tim as
a wild, ornery young man. Some of you don't know that about two or three years
before Tim died he made a new friend, for he met Jesus and his life took on a new
meaning. If he were able to talk to each of you today I'm sure he would encourage
you to find such a friend. As their Minister said when preaching Tim's funeral
message, "None of us know what journey our lives will take, or when; but as for
Tim, he had his bags packed." GOD LOVES YOU.

Brian Fairchild
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Thomas Farrow
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Tamara Faulkner
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address.
Attempted to contact classmate via phone to have contact information submitted
and to register. Attempted to contact classmate via postcard to have contact
information submitted and to register.

Janie Feierabend
Name Today: Janie Lewis
(720) 539-2971 (Mobile)
2261 E. 129th Ave.
Thornton, CO 80241 United States
Email: lewandjne@gmail.com

Donald Ferris
Name Today: ChunkyD (Its my rapper name) Donnisaures Rex
(407) 791-9374 (Mobile)
3408 Cypress Point Circle
St. Cloud, FL 34772 United States
Email: monsterdon2004@yahoo.com
Since last time...By the time reunion rolls around, we will have been happily
married for 43 years (well I'm happy she is long suffering and tolerant). We have
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two amazing children who, in spite of my influence, turned out normal and they
have married equally amazing spouses and blessed us with six beautiful
grandchildren.We followed them to Florida where my son-in Law and son started
a construction trash removal and safety rails business until the housing crunch in
'08 and they all ditched us and returned to Colorado. But enough about them,
this is all about me. I had been cruising right along. Retired from City of St. Cloud
in the fall of 2017, I had been putting off hip replacement surgery Monti (my
wife) said I was at that awkward weight, to heavy to be attractive but not big
enough to earn money in a side show. My pre-surgery physical revealed a sketchy
EKG. A heart cath. procedure revealed the need for a triple bypass (evidently
"fried" is not a food group.) Tried to get the surgeon to lean in for a selfie when he
had me cracked open for our Christmas newsletter but he wouldn't go for it.
Guess I should be happy some people chose to take their education seriously. So
with a rebuilt heart I went back to get my hip done. Apparently this guy was a
measure once, cut twice kinda guy because after my hip was replaced my left leg
is 1/2 inch longer than my right (he says it will even out over time). So now I can
walk without pain but only in a clockwise direction (lemonade from lemons, if I
should choose gender reassignment surgery I'll change my name to Eileen). For
some, as yet, unknown reason my ears quit working. My right ear in the fall of
2017 and my left following my bypass surgery. Both times doctors said it was
probably a result of an inner ear infection, no answer. So anyhoo, I now have
some amazing hearing aids that enable me to hear everything but what I want to
hear.
I was feeling rather used up until I saw the list of our deceased classmates and I
am embarrassed by how weak I have become but in 40 plus years of trying to live
for Jesus I have come to realize by the Grace of God..." when I am weak, then I
am strong.
My Grand Kiddos want to spend part of the summer with us in Florida, I guess so
they can learn about humidity, so I won't be able to make it to the reunion. Have
fun y'all.
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Nancy Fey
(303) 455-3437 (Landline)
3187 W. 40th Ave.
Denver, CO 80211 United States
Email: nfey@comcast.net
I will be retiring this spring from nursing at the state veterans home on the
Fitzsimons campus in Aurora, CO. I'm reluctant to leave my steadfast colleagues
and fine residents; however, it is time. Coincidentally, we are expecting a first
grandchild which is very welcome but will change intended travel and other
plans. I'm mostly looking forward to this new phase.

Neil Finch
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Brian Fischer
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Bob Fisher
(303) 667-7674 (Mobile)
28579 Mountain View Rd.
Conifer, CO 80433 United States
Email: bobfisherfr@gmail.com
I am living in Conifer, CO with wife Sue of 43 years. We have 3 children and 3
grandchildren. I retired in 2017 and now spend my time restoring 60's Buicks,
reading, enjoying the mountains and traveling.

Robert Fleming
(720) 300-0267 (Mobile)
3222 8th Street
Boulder, CO 80304 United States
Email: robert.a.fleming@gmail.com

Bill Flexsenhar
(571) 215-2983 (Mobile)
(703) 352-2452(other phone)
10725 West Dr.
Fairfax, VA 22030 United States
Email: flexvois@verizon.net
Semi-retired musician/music teacher in the Northern Virginia area.

Robert Floyd
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Pamela Followwill
Name Today: Pamela Followwill Brill
(303) 525-4364 (Mobile)
1464 Bergen Rock St.
Castle Rock, CO 80109 United States
Email: pkaybrill@aol.com

Cheryl Forsman
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address
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Diane Frank
Name Today: Diane Kasler
(307) 265-3255 (Landline)
(307) 262-1970 (Mobile)
2211 Trojan Dr.
Casper, WY 82609 United States
Email: djkasler@bresnan.net
Wow! Fifty years out of high school and I continue to wonder when I'll be "all
growed up." Post BHS I declared as a freshman that speech-language pathology
would be my vocation. I actually graduated with that degree and began my career
in the schools in Laramie, Wyoming. Eventually I moved to Casper, Wyoming
where I live today, and where I practiced my craft until November of 2019. While
I worked at the School for the Deaf, the Child Development Center, and the local
school district, the majority of my career was spent working in the local hospital.
After retirement from the hospital I worked at a nursing home and did private
therapy. It's been a terrific life's work that I enjoyed tremendously and hopefully
helped a few people along the way.
As life progressed I assisted bringing two young boys into this world who are now
quite successful. Out oldest son lives in Seattle, Washington and has blessed us
with two grandchildren. Our youngest son lives near us and works for the City of
Casper. His wife is an elementary teacher in our school district. They have two
dogs that we adore and care for occasionally. I said "No" to caring for their
chickens!
Both Jim and I are active in our church family singing in the choir and ringing
bells. Jim also is a lay pastor and travels around the state filling the pulpit where
needed for vacationing pastors or open pulpits. Other activities include singing in
the Casper Civic Chorale for many years. This has allowed us to travel with the
group to places like Italy, Germany, the Czech Republic, Ireland and Austria.
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Other travels have taken us to Israel and places in the US through Road Scholar.
Our next trip is to the east coast this fall for Lobsters, Wineries and Foods of New
England with an Alaskan cruise planned in August 2020. During the summer we
enjoy our one-room cabin on Casper Mountain - 20 minutes away in time and
hundreds of miles away in spirit where reading books, taking walks and grilling a
brat is about the best living any given day.
For the most part we are healthy and enjoying life in retirement wondering what
may come next. I wish all of my BHS friends the best as we look to our "golden
years" with eyes wide open and an eagerness to live each day to the fullest.

Brook Franz
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Larry Frey
(303) 447-0422 (Landline)
5061 Coventry Ct.
Boulder, CO 80301 United States
After College Larry married Julie Poulton (BHS class of 67). They were married
for 38 years until Julie passed away in 2013. They have two children, a son
Taylor, and a daughter Kelly, and two grandchildren. Larry was the Managing
Partner and CEO for the Flatiron Partnerships of Colorado. He is now retired and
living in Boulder.

Ella Frischknecht
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
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phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Kim Frobom
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Terry Fromong
Became a departed panther in 2001.
Compiled from Terry’s obituary:
Terry A. 'Frog' Fromong died Sunday, Nov. 11, 2001, at
the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics from
injuries sustained in a motorcycle accident. He was born
on June 29, 1951, in Burlington, Colo., the son of Tom
and Erma Fromong. He married Linda Jackson on Feb.
26, 1994, in Las Vegas, Nevada.. He was a veteran of the
U.S. Air Force, and worked at Ipsco Steel as a parts
coordinator. He enjoyed cars and motorcycles, racing,
traveling, especially in the mountains, and restoring his
69 Super B. He was a loving and devoted husband and
an understanding father. He loved his dog, Amber Lynn,
and cat, Kallie Ann.
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John Fruth
(303) 589-4426 (Mobile)
534 Donn Ct.
Boulder, CO 80303 United States
Email: john.fruth@comcast.net
BS degree in Civil Engineering at CU. Worked at a consulting structural
engineering firm in the Seattle area for 10 years. This time included living for
extended periods on projects in Vancouver BC, Montreal, and Kingston, Ontario.
Met my wife Carol in Montreal and we were married in 1978. In 1983 moved back
to Boulder and started a construction company and I am still active in that. Our
children Kate and Nick live in Boulder County and are in their 30's.
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Timothy Gablehouse
(303) 572-0050 (Landline)
410 17th St
Ste 275
Denver, CO 80202 United States
Email: tgablehouse@gcgllc.com
Married for 46 years to Dr. Barbara Gablehouse, also a
Colorado native. Three children - MD, DVM and
business/finance advisor - four grandkids. Received
JD, MBA and BA in environmental biology.
Practicing environmental law in Colorado and
internationally. This includes management of compliance and liability issues
surrounding hazardous materials accident prevention programs, emergency
planning, emergency response, community right-to-know programs, and
continuity of operations. Primary author of the UNEP handbook “Awareness and
Preparedness for Emergencies at Local Level”.
Active with several non-profits in this arena:
- Colorado Emergency Preparedness Partnership, Inc. - President and Board
member.
- Colorado Emergency Planning Committee - Appointed Member
- National Association of SARA Title III Program Officials - Immediate
Past-President and Board member.
- Denver InfraGard, Treasurer and Past Board member
- Member Technical Committee on NFPA 1600 re continuity of operations and
emergency planning
- Member ASTM E50 Committee focusing on Environmental Assessment, Risk
Management and Corrective Action
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Pat Galloway
Became a departed panther in 2016.

Bruce Gardner
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Rick Geesaman
(303) 444-7756 (Landline)
820 Pine St., Gold Hill
Boulder, CO 80302 United States
Email: Rcgeesaman@msn.com
Breida and I have been mostly retired for three years. I still occasionally do some
geologic consulting. All three of our sons got married in a 13 month span, and
now we are blessed with two awesome grandchildren. We are traveling a bit more
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now, and have a cool camper van for exploring the West.

Steve Gentry
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Gary George
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Richard Gibbs
Became a departed panther in 2006.
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Don Gibson

(903) 519-3213 (Mobile)
2912 Ervin Way
Mansfield, TX 76063 United States
Email: dongibson0302@gmail.com

Holy Cow!!! 50 years and so much has happened!!! For some reason high school
doesn't seem that long ago. I have often wondered why those years remain so
special and vivid. Maybe it was because we each knowingly (or unknowingly)
played a part in helping each other grow up. So many great memories and
fortunately not too many regrets.
As far as the last 5 decades - Bev and I have been married for almost 40 years. We
have three grown children and have been blessed with eight grandchildren. Our
two daughters and their families live in northern Idaho and our son and his
family live in Texas.
After high school I attended and graduated from CU, then went back to get a
mining engineering degree from the Colorado School of Mines. I was fortunate to
work for the same company, Consol Energy, my entire career. My job took our
family many places around the USA over those 35 years.
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I retired almost a decade ago and Bev and I split our time between Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho (summers and falls) and Mansfield, Texas (winters and springs). We're
blessed to have the opportunity to spend so much time with our kids and
grandkids (our grandkids at this stage are young enough that they seem to be
glad to see us). For spare time Bev and I do a little traveling, a little volunteering,
a little fishing, and together we spend a good amount of leisure time on the deck
(we call it wine-thirty).
Looking forward to seeing everyone. Don Gibson

Gary Giggey
Became a departed panther in 2019.
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Bob (George Robert) Gleason
(970) 708-2421 (Mobile)
104 Elkhorn CT
Telluride, CO 81435 United States
Email: bootdr1@gmail.com
My work life is
what many folks
would like in
retirement.
Owning
BootDoctors ski
and outdoor
shops in
Telluride and
Taos allowed me
to ski every day
of the winter. In
the summer I
operated rafting,
bike and SUP
tours in addition
to the retail
outdoor shop. So
work had me
running rapids and pedalling trails and passes all summer. We sold the
BootDoctors to Christy Sports a year and a half ago. My semi retirement lifestyle
has me fitting boots on weekend afternoons and evenings in the winter. I retained
ownership of the rafting business and the real estate which keeps me active and
connected. This past winter, my Ski Tracker shows I skied 132 days and
2,380,000 vertical feet.
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My wife, Penelope, and I have been married for 18 years. I have two daughters
from my first marriage that live in the Telluride area where we are. My older
daughter, Galena, is at the birthing center in Grand Junction to deliver our
second grand child as I write. My younger daughter. Kelli, is general manager of
the BootDoctors for Christy Sports. Penelope is involved in marketing and is
President of the Telluride Council for the Arts.
We love our life in Telluride. Beyond the amazing beauty of this place, the
community and culture here is extraordinary. We got here early enough to have
bought in before values went stratospheric. Perspective is liberally cutting edge
here. It suits us well.
We have a whitewater dory that we love for running big water. We have a
Sprinter camping van for travel freedom. Penelope's family has a summer place
in Mt Desert Maine where we pass around a month of each summer on the water.
We enjoyed Burning Man last summer.

Shirell Goldsmith
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Ann Gollin
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Dan Gomez
Became a departed panther in 2016.
Compiled from Dan’s obituary:
On April 11, 2016, Daniel Leonard Gomez of
Broomfield, Colorado, passed away in his sleep. He was
65 years old. Daniel loved his family and treasured the
time he shared with his sons and their families, as well
as his sisters and brother and their families. He was an
avid outdoorsman and enjoyed camping and hunting
near Monte Vista and Sugarloaf Hill, and fishing at
Marshall Lake. He was a member of the Louisville Rod
and Gun club and actively participated in the annual
fishing contests. Daniel was a fantastic cook and was
especially known for
his green chili and tamales. Daniel served in
the United States Air Force stationed in Texas.
He was honorably discharged after two years
and seven months of service. He worked for
the City of Boulder for 13 years in the Streets
Department and as a Meter Reader and
stand-by in the Water Department. He worked
at the Rocky Flats Weapons Plant as a truck
driver and retired as a dispatcher after 12
years of service. He is survived by his son John
Rual Gomez, of Broomfield, CO, his son Daniel
Thomas Gomez, his wife, Nicole Gomez, and
their two children Sophia Marie Gomez and
Olivia Eve Gomez of Longmont, CO.
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Severa Gonzales
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Jim Gorrell
(239) 633-8360 (Mobile)
(239) 433-4512(other phone)
412 Parkway Court
Fort Myers, FL 33919 United States
Email: gorrelljp@comcast.net
Married to Patti Gorrell for 25 years and have 2 children (Joseph now 22 and
Meliza now 19) I own Gulf Coast Precast which is a manufacturing company for
commercial construction here in sw Florida. My brother and I have patented two
products for the construction industry and these are working quite well for us. I
will back out of the day to day work April of 2020 when our house in Grand Lake
is complete. We plan on spending most (maybe all) of our time in Grand Lake
unless it gets so bitterly cold that we have to run to Florida for a week or two to
thaw out!! We do a lot of boating/fishing in the gulf of Mexico and enjoy island
hopping. We are both looking forward to doing a little traveling and scratching
some areas off our bucket list. We are both healthy, happy, and blessed with two
wonderful young adults that we have had the pleasure of watching them grow.
Now we look forward to another chapter in our lives!
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Kent Gould
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Donna Gowen
Name Today: Donna Gowen-Axelson
(970) 217-9853 (Mobile)
118 Locust St.
Windsor, CO 80550 United States
Email: saaxels@netscape.net
Sid and I have been married for 18 years. We have three boys and two girls
between us and six grandchildren. We are both retired and travel as much as
possible.

Kathi Graff
Name Today: Kathleen Edson
(707) 479-1243 (Mobile)
(707) 252-7049(other phone)
3954 Alexander St.
Napa, CA 94558 United States
kathleenedson@gmail.com
The first 45 years since graduation included college, marriage, career, raising
children, becoming empty nesters, traveling, caring for aging parents, losing
parents and sadly a sibling and a few friends. More recent history includes the joy
of seeing our children settle into their careers and find their significant others.
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Mikaela married last summer and is a manager at Facebook, and James works as
an engineer with the County of Marin. I can’t seem to stay retired so work part
time at Kathryn Hall winery booking special events. I am trying to open up my
creative side and have been studying painting for the past five years. I just had
my first show in a little café/gallery in Calistoga and sold two little paintings. Dan
and I continue to live in the Napa Valley and love to travel and spend time with
our children. I look forward to connecting with you.

Julie Graham
Name Today: Julie Heggen
(206) 240-7892 (Mobile)
15859 14th Ave. NE
Shoreline, WA 98155 United States
Email: khanti360@usfamily.net
I have retired myself right into the horticultural track that I last studied in
college. Living in the Pacific Northwest, we enjoy a huge variety of possible
plantings and my husband and I have amassed a special collection. I remained in
Boulder for many years after public school, enjoying working for the City of
Boulder Housing Authority and doing volunteer work, as well as catering as a
part-time stint. I visited Nicaragua during their war in '84, at the behest of their
government, which became a life-changing event for me. While the Seattle area
has been my home for many years now, hiking in the Rocky Mountains remains
my fondest of memories.
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Kathleen Ann Graham
Name Today: Kathleen Graham Fehrenbach
(408) 251-3743 (Landline)
(408) 202-6993 (other phone)
1798 Commodore Dr.
San Jose, CA 95133 United States
Email: mooomom@comcast.net
Kathleen G.
Fehrenbach
Retired
Paul Fehrenbach
Retired
Married 47 years
Parents deceased
Two daughters
o Teri Newton 42
 Two grandsons
 Ryan Newton 16
 Johnathan Newton
14
o Alicia Goins 37
Kathleen is not well enough to come to the reunion between back problems,
hamstring pull, and congestive heart failure. We still manage fairly well. Can’t
wait to hear from the rest of the class. I am so excited about the book and class
picture.
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Carol Graskewicz
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Celia Gray
(702) 802-3044 (Landline)
2900 S. Valley View Blvd.
Lot 13
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 United States
Email: cgrayvegas@gmail.com
After 50 years.... guess there isn't room for the
whole story. Went on to University of Denver and
got degree in Communications. Moved to Calif.,
worked as legal secretary for awhile, worked for
Stephen Wozniak as Director of the Technology Fair at the US Festivals. Went
into Sales for Univ. of Phoenix. Was Sales Manager and Certified Instructor for
Dale Carnegie Training in San Francisco. Was Sales Training Manager for Nextel
for a five state region. Left career to take care of senior parent, on and on. It was a
wild and woolly 50 years but guess I did it my way. Retired now, living in Las
Vegas for health reasons mainly. Making handcrafted beaded jewelry to while
away the time and sell on Etsy with spare time taking care of my little rescue
Chiweenie. Exciting huh? Hope you all are well, happy and enjoying peaceful and
prosperous lives. Have fun at the reunion and be kind to one another. We all went
through quite an era so to speak! And much thanks to Barb Butler Steiner and the
Reunion Team for all their hard work in bringing us all together over the years.
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Tony Greb
Became a departed panther in 2012.

Linda Grebe
Name Today: Linda Lockhart
(303) 803-0493 (Mobile)
811 Griffin Ave.
Cañon City, CO 81212 United States
Email: lindallockhart@yahoo.com
I'm still teaching high school/college English. Still married to Bob (40 years). We
have a daughter who has six children - fabulous grandkids!

Ron Greever
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Gene Gregory
Became a departed panther in 1969.

David Grenis
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Susan Grenis
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Mary Griffin
(303) 818-9991 (Mobile)
924 Hover Ridge Circle

Longmont, CO 80501 United States
Email: marygriffin775@gmail.com

Erika Grisham
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Steve Groenhoff

Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Mary Gross
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Sue Gross
(720) 645-3796 (Mobile)
153 Arapahoe Court
Lyons, CO 80540 United States
Email: ohthatsgross@gmail.com
I am retired from my graphic design career in
Sacramento CA after the death of my
long-time partner, Ken.
I moved back to Colorado in 2015 and live in
Pinewood Springs (on the way to Estes Park
on hwy 36) with an old friend from my days
as an artist in Boulder in the late seventies.
I find myself part time at Home Depot in Longmont, supplementing my income
and selling pipes to plumbers, lumber to carpenters and wire to electricians.
2 white dogs - german shepherd, Starr King and mini schnauzer, Dazee.
Single and no kids.
I get by with a little help from my friends.
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Brian Grossman
(303) 447-0837 (Mobile)
4706 Chatham St
Boulder, CO 80301 United States
Email: bgsartworks@comcast.net
In July of 1969 I enlisted
in the U.S. Coast Guard
where I served with
Search and Rescue for
four years. In the Fall of
1973, I began college at
the University of
Colorado in Boulder.
During college, I placed
in weight lifting
competitions and was a
top ranked bicyclist. I
graduated in 1979 with a BA degree in Fine Arts and English.
One day in 1984, taking out the garbage, I fell. While most of us would not
consider this momentous, life as I knew it was about to go out with the trash! At
the time, I was a competitive bicycle racer. I could not believe that my finely
tuned muscles and acute sense of balance that always assured me success on the
open road had failed me on a trip to the garbage can! Increasing symptoms and
many trips to the doctor soon confirmed the failing. I was diagnosed with
Multiple Sclerosis. Acute and incurable, I was told that I would slowly lose the
use of my body.
Somewhere in the dawning awareness that my life was changing forever I picked
up a chisel and began to carve. As I stepped onto the path of creativity, I also
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began a journey. The alabaster that I chose as my medium called to me despite a
rapidly debilitating condition. As I carved, I learned not just about how to hear
the story in the stone, but how to take care of my health. I discovered that by
changing my diet and lowering my stress levels my symptoms decreased and
became more manageable.
After 35 years, I am still able to live independently and most importantly, to
continue working in my studio. Over these years I have come to view this
situation as a learning opportunity. Not only has it opened up many new
pathways to me but it has broadened my perspective.
Each piece I sculpt is a revelation, encompassing and expressing the passions of
the soul’s journey. Most people who experience my work seem to perceive the
essence of that revelation and it resonates with their own journey. You can see my
work at briangrossmansculpture.com.
One thing I’ve learned for sure is this: The mechanism for learning is living. The
mechanism for living is learning. Simply put, I am alive because of my life’s
creative needs...the need for both sculpting and living outside the box.

Lynda Grothe
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Janeane Grotzky
Name Today: Janeane Golliher
(970) 535-0841 (Mobile)
(970) 535-0841(other phone)
242 Mulligan Lake Dr.
Mead, CO 80542 United States
Email: djgolliher@msn.com
When I look back on the last 50 years I know
how incredibly lucky I have been. I have spent
my life with people I love, worked in a
profession that both challenged and rewarded
me and have been able to enjoy my retirement
doing the things I like.
Not long after graduation I married Doug Golliher (BHS class of ’68) who has
always been the love of my life—he supports me and encourages me and can even
be coerced into traveling with me! This year we celebrate our 50th wedding
anniversary. Our sons have grown into good people that we like a lot, our
daughter-in-law is wonderful, and our three year old granddaughter is the pure
joy of our life.
I taught elementary aged children in the St. Vrain district for almost 30 years. I
specialized in helping kids make sense out of mathematics and taught math
education workshops and classes to teachers throughout the country. In 2006, I
retired from teaching. I will be forever grateful that I was able to teach and
equally grateful that I could retire while I still loved my work.
Doug and I know how fortunate we are to be healthy and able to enjoy our life
together. We live on a small lake in the metropolis of Mead, Colorado (population
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3,405) where we see beautiful sunsets and meteor showers and are constantly
entertained by the wildlife of the lake. We like to travel, we like to hike; simple
things make us happy. While our life has not been perfect, our happiness by far
outweighs our problems. I thank God everyday for the life we have.

Jerry Gruber
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Debbie Gutzmer
Name Today: Debbie Holmes
(360) 773-5058 (Mobile)
PO Box 11
Amboy, WA 98601 United States
Email: debannholmes@hotmail.com
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David E. Hadsell
Name Today: Dave Hadsell
(479) 936-4286 (Mobile)
1010 S. 22nd St.
Rogers, AR 72758 United States
Email: jdjhadsell@juno.com

Dave Haflich
(707) 799-6565 (Mobile)
8100 Brand Ln.
Penngrove, CA 94951 United States
Email: edhaflich@gmail.com

Gregg Hagerman
Classmate requested information not be published.

Caroline Hall
(612) 669-5384 (Mobile)
38 So. Forty Pier
Sausalito, CA 94965 United States
Email: caroline@macadvisors.com
My husband Michael and I live in Sausalito
on a floating house and on the beach in
SoCal. We've been married 10 years (I was
married 28 years the first time) and we
have 12 grandchildren between us—mostly
in Minneapolis where I raised my sons.
(Sheff, 42, has nine children). I'm an
executive coach, adjunct faculty at Stanford Graduate School of Business, and
faculty for Coaches Training Institute for 20 years. Before that I used to
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ghost-write books for psychologists while raising the boys (who are now 42 and
36). My work has taken me to 27 countries and I don’t care if I ever cross an
ocean again. Retirement holds little appeal, though my latest project is to help
successful Baby Boomers make that leap to whatever’s next. (I just eavesdrop on
their good ideas.) My beautiful mother died of Alzheimer’s in 2015 and my
90-year-old father lives at the Academy in Boulder. My brother Richard, a pilot,
lives in Boulder, too. And my sisters Annie and Sara have adjoining hobby farms
in Loveland where they raise adorable plants and animals, so I visit Colorado
every two months or so to hang out with Dad and frolic on the farms. I love
California but am coming to appreciate Colorado more than I ever did when I
grew up there. It will be good to connect with some BHS classmates again--we
grew up at a singular and wild time in American history (I was reminded of this
by the recent 50th anniversary of the Summer of Love in San Francisco) and it
will be so interesting to bump heads around how we all managed to turn out.

David Hall
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Mike Hallmark
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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John Hardin
Became a departed panther in 1997.

Dave Hardon
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

James Harford
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Harry Hargrave
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Lynn Harms
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Cheryl Hart
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Cheryl Hartman
Classmate requested information not be published.
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Cristie Hatcher
Became a departed panther in 2015.

Diane Hauser
Became a departed panther in 1986.
From the 20th Reunion Panther Tracks.
Submitted by her father, Richard Hauser:
After 3 years of illness, Diane Hauser passed away in
1986 from cancer. She had graduated from high school
in Wichita, KS as co-valedictorian. In 1973, she
graduated Magna Cum Laude from Trinity College in IL,
majoring in music. She was highly sought after in the
Chicago area as a piano accompanist.
She married Dan Grell from Richvale, CA in 1973 and
had 3 sons. They lived in Austria for a few years before
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returning to CA. Just 3 weeks prior to her death she was honored as "Alumnus of
the Year" from Trinity College. She is survived by her husband and sons, as well
as her parents and 2 brothers. The entire family has been comforted throughout
this situation because of their personal faith in Jesus and the many promises He
gives us.

Gregg Hawkins
Classmate requested information not be published.

Paula Hawkins
Became a departed panther in 2013.
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Paul Haynes
(303) 494-9154 (Landline)
2105 Dartmouth Ave.
Boulder, CO 80305 United States
Email: haynes.51.paul@gmail.com
CU alumnus, BA in mathematics. Retired programmer-analyst. Now directing
duplicate bridge games at the Boulder Elks Lodge. Also a duplicate bridge player.
Sing bass with the Boulder Chorale (since 1995). Surprisingly, BHS alumni are
rare in the Chorale, although Marian Bussey is one.
The Chorale's biennial overseas tours prompted me to get a passport in 2003.
Visited Italy, Austria, Greece, Costa Rica, Hawaii, Czechia, Poland, and France.
Hawaii and France were family trips, not the Boulder Chorale.
You haven't seen a fireworks show until you have been at the Eiffel Tower on
Bastille Day. (The French don't call it Bastille Day, but I do.)
Planning to go to Holland with the Chorale in June 2019.
Long-divorced (ex-wife in Florida), three kids, the best, all in their 40s. One
grandchild -- he is a freshman at CU, majoring in music. Benji is a jazz drummer.

Jamie Hedgecock
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Phil Heim
Became a departed panther in 2001.
Prepared by Warren Heim, Phil’s younger brother:
Among Phil Heim’s many fine qualities were his loving
nature, charming manners, kindness, and fascination
with animals. Phil had the intrinsic ability to make
other people feel special, a quality that served him well
as he moved into life after Boulder High. For example,
he worked as a driver for Special Transit and was
selected Employee of the Year and received the award at
an all employees’ banquet. I am certain that every one of
his passengers knew that Phil saw them as individuals
worthy of special attention and courtesy. That was Phil’s nature.
As a youth, Phil grew up with pets, including beagles, ducks, tortoises, and
lizards. Time with the dogs included time on the plains and the Red Desert of
Wyoming rockhounding and arrowhead hunting. Phil had keen vision and was
outstanding at both of those pursuits.
Phil tremendously enjoyed the outdoors. As part of being outdoors, as a teenager
he would head out northeast of Boulder to farmland of friendly farmers to hunt
rabbits with a single shot .22 rifle (back then there was a lot of open territory on
farms not far from town). He would generally bring back some game that he
shot. Most people hunt rabbits with shotguns, not Phil. His keen vision allowed
him to see the rabbits sitting quietly in the distance and he would carefully aim
and get his quarry. More remarkably, Phil would hit them on the run with that
single shot .22 rifle. I saw him do it and that was a special bit of marksmanship.
Fishing and Phil went together. He would spend hours confirming that a day
fishing was a day well spent.
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Phil moved to rural Nebraska with his family. Among other activities, he repaired
farm equipment and was a respected member of the maintenance crew for a local
college. Those endeavors allowed him to use his knack for debugging and fixing
mechanical apparatus.
With Phil’s passing those whose lives he touched lost a kind and loving person
whose charm dignified many hours of companionship.

Warren Heim
(303) 546-6400 (Mobile)
300 15th St.
Boulder, CO 80302-7809 United States
Email: Team@TeamMedical.us

Jackie and I have been married since 1975. Our family has four sons, three of
whom are married. They have continued to help us enjoy the magic of Christmas
and other special times with 10 grandchildren. At one time, all of “the brothers”
(as they call themselves) lived in the south (SC, GA, FL) but two now live in
Boulder, one with two children to make sure that Jackie and I have some
grandkids nearby in case we need a fix.
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In the fall of 1969 I headed out east and spent six years at Dartmouth College. In
January 1975 I headed out to Washington state with several degrees and knowing
that Jackie and I would be married in April. Son number one came after we had
moved to Washington, D.C. where I worked with a consulting company. All of the
work in the Washingtons was related to alternative energy and much of it is now
worthless, but was cutting edge at the time. If you want to know about how to
convert coal into substitute natural gas or liquid fuels you should go back to bed
and sleep it off. If that does not cure you, ask me for help. In D.C. I had the
opportunity to work with fascinating people, including White House staff. Jackie
and I moved back to Boulder about 40 years ago and I migrated from energy
work to medical devices.
I have been inventing and designing medical devices and other products for over
35 years, almost always as either a consultant or for companies I started. Those
activities have led to my being an inventor on over 25 United States patents with
others pending. If you have trouble sleeping you can browse a couple of them at
https://teammedical.us/images/patents/US8784327B2.pdf (Method and system
for obtaining dimension related information for a flow channel – this patent
describes how to determine the diameter of the ascending aorta by looking at the
changing distribution of flow rates as blood flows through the aorta during each
heartbeat. Knowing the diameter and flow rate allows non-invasively calculating
cardiac output and cardiac power.) and
https://teammedical.us/images/patents/US7806825B2.pdf (Diagnostic signal
processing method and system – the patent describes how to get the distribution
of flow rates used in the ‘327 patent by calculating a continuous distribution of
the velocities by using a new approach that avoids the problems encountered
using the discrete distributions calculated using traditional techniques). Read
below for the motivation behind those patents. If you remain awake you can find
out more about how I have spent almost four decades inventing and engineering
by going to https://TeamMedical.us.
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Jackie has resigned herself to living with an engineer who has what appears to be
a congenital work defect. The real problem is that I still like playing and I now
have better toys and a bigger sandbox. I have started businesses several times and
after completing those activities I have tried retiring and have been an abject
failure each time I tried retiring. I have all manner of electronic instruments,
machine shop equipment, and laboratory space to design, fabricate, and test
prototypes and those activities are great good fun. So, I continue to do
engineering and inventing for both other companies and for the business that
Jackie and I own. The second floor of our home has been almost entirely
converted into laboratory and machine shop space (the rest is basically my office
and nap in front of computer screens space). I doubt that I will ever retire.
Playing with the toys I have and create is too much fun. I get to learn new things
and play with my toys in the sandbox. Much better than having a real job.
Almost every Sunday, Jackie and I go for a long hike (we live next to a path
leading to Enchanted Mesa), a nice bike ride (all returns are uphill unless we lose
our minds and bike up Flagstaff), or a long walk around town (when the open
space paths are muddy or I feel wimpier than usual). For hobbies, read above
paragraphs about “working.”
I get to see a cardiologist regularly and about every six years an
electrophysiologist. The EP doctor probably views me similarly to how a
mechanic views a car with an old battery. Every six years the battery in the
implanted cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) wears out and the procedure is to
replace the old ICD with a new one. I keep count by the number of scars by the
left pectoral muscle. I am on number four. All of that started 20 years ago when a
virus invaded and caused an autoimmune response that chopped up very
important structural proteins in the myocardium (heart muscle), causing the
myocardium to stretch, leading to spontaneous severe heart rhythm changes that
lead to ventricular fibrillation and effective pumping of blood stops. The more
descriptive name is sudden death and I can attest to the "sudden" part and came
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close enough to the other part to make me believe that the rest of the term is
accurate. Administering a shock with a substantial current through the heart
stops ventricular fibrillation by momentarily stopping the heart muscle's cells
from contracting, with the hope that a heartbeat returns. That implanted
defibrillator administers the shocks, sort of like in the movies where the paddles
go down, the person shouts “clear,” and the patient briefly levitates when
shocked. When the device is implanted the electrodes cause the current to go
straight to the myocardium and no one shouts “clear” before the brief levitation.
After a couple hundred or so shocks I know what it is like living with the Sword of
Damocles.
The trick is to live past the first incident before the defibrillator is implanted. In
my case I was exercising at an athletic club when an ambulance was in the
vicinity. Now, you see those portable defibrillators on site in airports and other
locations. What one really wants to know is whether one is at risk. Hence the
work I did on the patents described above. The goal is make it very easy to test
whether a person’s heart is at risk of having ventricular fibrillation (called sudden
death if that is the outcome). That work is still in progress.

Richard Helart
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Mary Helgoth
Name Today: Mary Noonan
(720) 346-4763 (Mobile)
1360 Lander Ln.
Lafayette, CO 80026 United States
Email: mn012345@aol.com
Just retired in January 2019! Have 3 children. Enjoy reading, watching mystery
movies. Best trip of my life(so far) was a cruise from Venice to Greek Islands with
my 3 children.

Lloyd Hendrickson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register.
Attempted to contact classmate via postcard to have contact information
submitted and to register.
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James Henson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Danny Hereim
Classmate requested information not be published

Donna Hess
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Timothy Higley
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Charles Hill
Became a departed panther in 1980.
From the 20th Reunion Panther Tracks. Submitted by
Barbara (Benton) Hill:
In 1970, Chuck married another BHS '69er, Barbara
Benton, and they moved to Baltimore in 1971. Chuck
immediately began working in civil
engineering and construction, and in 1978 he was able to
open his own utility construction company. Chuck was
the proud father of two sons: Greg, who was born in
1971; and Doug, who was born in 1974. In 1980, Chuck
was killed in a motorcycle accident: his children were 6
and 9 years old at the time.
Those who knew Chuck at BHS knew him to be an intelligent, warm and friendly
teen-ager; those who knew him as an adult knew him to be the same. His
business colleagues looked to him for friendship and advice and he gave of
himself to them and to his family Chuck would be pleased to know that his two
sons are successful young men now: Greg is a freshman at Johns Hopkins
University, and Doug is a freshman in high school. Chuck's father passed away
last year, but his mother continues to live in Boulder.
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Jim Hill
Name Today: James Hill
(623) 399-0742 (Mobile)
PO Box 1886
El Mirage, AZ 85331-1886 United States
Email: jthill2@cox.net
Unfinished Odyssey
I, Jimmy Hill will not be able to attend the 50 year 1969 Graduation Reunion in
Boulder, Colorado because of similar family duties, obligations and
responsibilities that also caused me to miss the actual graduating ceremony at
Boulder High School. However, this time will be much more enjoyable because
my wife Janice and I will be hosting my 99 year old father’s birthday July 19th
celebrations here in Phoenix, Arizona. Then going on to our annual Saginaw
Chippewa Pow Wow in Michigan to be with all the Quigno-Jackson family
members.
I am saddened about the passing of so many from our Class of 1969. For most of
them, as well as us survivors, we had grown up together in Boulder since early
1950s in childhood elementary grade schools with lots of outside activities and on
to Junior High School with its endeavors & afflictions and then arriving at our
very own Boulder High School ...Semper Anticus...
Thank You to those who have blessed me with their lives, their Love, their books,
their ideas and their Teachings. And so grateful for my wife, Janice Quigno
Hill…‘God only knows what I’d be without YOU, God only knows..’.
So, now for those who are curious, on to a few of the memorable moments along
the Way…
After graduating I participated in the 1969 Summer National Science Foundation
Program at Scripps Institute of Oceanography. I remember a very long private
lunch with two mellow intellectuals; the 6 ft 9 inch tall Science Fiction author
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Michael Crichton and the medical researcher / polio virologist Jonas Salk at his
Biological Studies Institute also in La Jolla, California. And then an incredible
SCUBA trip to La Boca, Mexico with fellow classmate (and later FBI field agent at
my wedding) D Hendrix. My parents after the Lunar Landing sold our house next
to Cathy Long’s Iris Gardens and moved to California. (Thank you Cathy for your
yearly poetic & informative Christmas newsletters.) Several in our graduating
class may remember my father, John Hill, who taught at Baseline Junior High, at
the University of Colorado and active with my Boy Scout Troop # 75 where both
Martin Ball and I earned the Eagle Scout Award. You might also remember my
mother, the Reverend Dorothy Hill, at the 1st Congregational Church on Pine
Street and her also teaching Kindergarten at Park Elementary.
You might even remember my brother, Robin Hill, who also went to Boulder
High School three years before I did. We were never in the same school at the
same time; however we both shared the love of hiking, competitive sports, 4-H
agriculture experiences, marching band, Summer YMCA camp in Estes Park and
piano music. For decades he has been an advocate for Mental Health in Colorado
and actively helping the mentally ill in Pueblo, Colorado as founder of Friendly
Harbor who promoted mental wellness by providing a spirit of connection among
consumers, family, supporters and community.
By the early 1970s my parents went on to Santa Monica, California where my
mother wrote three Bank Street Early Childhood Education books while being the
first woman Assistant Minister at the Episcopal St Augustine by the Sea. My
father finishing yet another degree, this time in Library Science worked at UCLA
Library Reference Department.
During the first 2 years at CU, I started part-time work for the Boulder County
Public Health Vector Control Program aiming to prevent the spread of disease
from mosquitoes by introducing top feeding minnows into infested ponds. Then
work/study cultural anthropology curator of the Yale’s Human Relations Area
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Files at our Norlin Library. Then I changed my concentration from Alpine
mountaineering with long distance running to start running restaurants instead.
Starting with managing a tea house in Niwot that had live harp music. Then
several friends and I bought the bankrupt Raven Bookstore on Broadway and
together we moved the stock & bookcases to the Cherry Creek area of Denver.
Transforming a rundown Deli into the eclectic Blue Bird Cafe & Bookstore. My
soon to be wife, Janice started cooking in the kitchen serving two eggs, toast and
coffee for 49 cents. I started buying and selling rare books from all over the world
specializing in Eastern & Western philosophy, Native American and other
Esoteric Spiritual traditions.
We had a lot of very interesting people wander into our business including
Mystical Sufi poets, singer-songwriter Carole King, Denver Bronco linemen
(Bronco’s # 7 was then Craig Morton), Silent Contemplative Trappist Monks and
Overseas out-of-print book collectors, just to name a few. We then expanded to
another restaurant in Estes Park where I hung a bird feeder outside our cabin
window in order to observe neotropical migratory birds. After many severe
winters together in the Colorado Rockies; we started to look for sunnier climes.
Starting with several Christmastimes in Hawaii then later a whirlwind road trip
via England, Mont-Saint-Michel in Normandy, France, ending up in Venice.
Afterwards in 1983, a 6 month sabbatical in NYC working as floor manager for
Himalayan Institute East/West Bookstore that was next door to Andy Warhol on
the west side of Lower Manhattan, in Greenwich Village. And then in 1984 Janice
& I moved permanently to sunny Arizona and started another bookstore/cafe; the
Carefree Blue Bird in yes, Carefree, Arizona north of Phoenix.
My parents moving also in the 1980s to Omaha, Nebraska where mother resumed
working as Assistant Minister at the 1st Congregational UCC, while my father
worked at Creighton Medical Reference Library. They also experienced very
harsh winters there, so they became ‘snowbirds’ and would spend 100 days each
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wintertime with us enjoying our books, Janice’s homey cooking and the Arizona
Sonoran desert warm weather.
2001, while delivering local Phoenix Street Atlases, I was lucky to survive a red
light runner hitting my truck just before 9/11. I was also very fortunate to have
such a loving and caring wife who quit her job to help me full time battle my way
out of a wheelchair. A new library was being built at the same time within walking
distance. When I was finally able to walk again, I was hired immediately by the
City of Phoenix because of my book knowledge & being bilingual from my trip to
Argentina, as well as, those 12 years of Spanish classes. While working at this
Desert Broom Branch Library for ten years I was honored by several Service
Excellence Awards. And academically culminating with a summa cum laude
distinction Baccalaureate from NAU. I was very moved by the symbolic sash
presented to me at the same time by the Native American tribes of Arizona. Many
of you may be surprised to know that through my father’s genealogy, I am an
Oklahoma Cherokee Tribal Member. My wife & I took early retirement in order to
take care of my Mother who later peaceably died in 2012 and then moved my
father locally to a nearby Assisted Living Home run by very caring family from
the Transylvania area of Romania.
We’d love to hear from you all, especially your recommendations of your favorite
books and movies. We are liquidating over 10,000 Out-of-Print titles from our
personal collection for your enjoyment and instruction. Please email your wish
list to:
GreatSpiritBooks@cox.net
All our best wishes,
James & Janice Quigno Hill
PO Box 1886
El Mirage, AZ 85335-1886
text 623-399-0742
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"Siempre me he imaginado que el Paraíso será una especie de biblioteca"... Jorge
Luis Borges

Pat Hink
Name Today: Patricia Vera-Hink
(720) 281-0778 (Mobile)
13455 N. Harback Rd.
Bennett, CO 80102 United States
Email: Pvera.hink@gmail.com

Shirley Hockett
(720) 271-2597 (Mobile)
PO Box 192
Hygiene, CO 80533 United States
Email: tshirl77@gmail.com
I'm not yet retired. I am still self employed as a professional seamstress and
board horses on my 6 acres near Boulder. Nothing fancy. I have an amazing son
and daughter in law and a beautiful 9 month old granddaughter!
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Kathleen Hodgson
Name Today: Kathleen Bischoff
(970) 219-9054 (Mobile)
2500 East Harmony Road
#342
Fort Collins, CO 80528 United States
Email: bischoffkathy51@gmail.com
I retired from working 17 years at Walmart, in January 2019. Most spent as a
Dept. Manager. Am looking forward to lots of changes happening soon. In fact
that is why I will not be attending, even though I really want to. After 68 years
living in Boulder and Fort Collins I am moving to Texas! Before you question my
sanity, let me tell you a little more. My husband David passed away in 2014. My
son Lucas moved in with me to help with his care and has stayed on. My daughter
Emily lives in Richardson with her hubby Don, and my only grandbaby
Francesca. They have a very profitable photography business which I have an
opportunity to be a part of. The Dallas metro area has a healthy arts community
which I am excited to be a part of. Lucas and I will be moving the weekend of the
reunion. My address will obviously be changing, just not certain exactly where. I
will definitely miss catching up with "you all"!

David Hoedel
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Bill Hoge
(901) 326-1378 (Mobile)
(901) 457-7211(other phone)
2790 Halle Parkway
Collierville, TN 38017 United States
Email: bill.hoge@fedex.com
Have now spent over 40 years in the aviation business buying, selling and leasing
commercial aircraft, the last 13 of which have been at Federal Express, Airline
Operating Division. Have a fabulous wife, now for over 38 years, and two
wonderful grown daughters, thanks to my wife.

Len Hoinski
Became a departed panther in 2008.
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Cynthia Holloway
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

JaneLee Holloway
Name today: JaneLee Mitchell
(720) 597-4370 (Mobile)

(303) 682-9206 (other phone)
810 Snowberry St.
Longmont, CO 80503 United States
Email: janeleelarry@comcast.net

Daniel Honstein
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Penny Hoover
Name Today: Zia Parker
(303) 530-2566 (Landline)
(720) 690-3381 (Mobile)
Via Jorupe
Vilcabamba, Loja Province, Ecuador
Email: ziaparker@zoho.com

Yo Panthers olders! I am here in Boulder for a short time. I’ve been living in S.
Ecuador since 2013, happily married, and loving it.
There are two public presentations/gatherings about our work in Ecuador if
you are interested in learning more, go to my Facebook page, Zia Parker for
Details.
Also, you may get jazzed by our Patreon campaign and want to join the
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Yupaichani Network here: www.patreon.com/YupaichaniNetwork
I’ve loaded a couple of photos of my sweet rascal husband and me, and our life in
Ecuador. I’ve been teaching the Permaculture Design Course in various countries
since 1990. : www.vidaverde.info
And you?

Dudley Hopkins
(303) 817-0264 (Mobile)
P.O. Box 19619
Boulder, CO 80308 United States
Email: dorightho@aol.com

Geoff Hoyl
(303) 885-8365 (Mobile)
2655 Peak to Peak Highway
Los Lagos Ranch
Rollinsville, CO 80474 United States
Email: geoffhoyl@gmail.com
I've been married to my fabulous wife, Christy, for 38 years. We have two
children and three grandchildren. I have lived in many, many places in the world
but came back to Colorado in the 90's and now live on the ranch near Nederland
where I grew up. I'm still employed and serve on various non-profit boards.
I'll be out of the country during the reunion and will miss catching up with you
all. Party on!
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Patrick Hubbard
(303) 641-6486 (Mobile)
PO Box 457
Collbran, CO 81624 United States
Email: pat.hubbard@comcast.net
After 20-some years in the music
business, my wife Annie and I left
California in 1991 in order to raise our
new daughter in a better place:
Louisville. Once that was accomplished, we moved in 2012 to a beautiful ranch in
the Plateau Valley north of Grand Mesa, otherwise known as the Middle of
Nowhere. We have built a greenhouse and started an organic farm. We are still in
love, and this summer we'll celebrate our 43rd anniversary. Our daughter Erin
Rose and her
husband were
married at
Chautauqua last
summer; they live
in Montreal and
are professional
musicians. We
can't seem to
convince them of
their mistake.
(Only joking, we
are extremely
proud.) Life is
good!
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Susan Hubbard
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Sharon Hubbell
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Danny Hughes
Classmate requested information not be published.

Martha Hughes
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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William Hughes
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Jill Huibregtse
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Bill Humphries
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Rose Huntley
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Gary Inscore
Became a departed panther in 2013(?).

Susan Irey
Became a departed panther in 1981.
From the 20th Reunion Panther Tracks. Submitted by
her mother, Charlotte Irey:
Following graduation from high school, Susan attended
CSU where she majored in jewelry design and minored
in photography and painting.
She was married to John Charles Byrne in Boulder July
19, 1975. They established residency in Denver where
she continued her work in the arts. A scholarship in
Fine Arts was established by her parents in her memory
at the University of Colorado Boulder. Susan suffered a
cerebral hemorrhage the summer of 1981.
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Mary Jacobs
Name today: Mary Anne Meyer
(805) 540-0718 (Mobile)
481 Rosina Dr
Los Osos, California 93402 United States
Email: maryanne1003@gmail.com

Mark Jacobsen
Name Today: Mark Chase-Jacobsen
(720) 810-5960 (Mobile)
(303) 443-7769(other phone)
990 Poplar Ave.
Boulder, CO 80304 United States
Email: welovepaint@gmail.com
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Bob Jaeger
Name Today: Rob Jaeger
(770) 533-0020 (Mobile)
3430 Banks Mountain Dr.
Gainesville, GA 30506 United States
Email: robertjaeger55@gmail.com

I started in the real estate appraisal business in 1980. We were real busy during
the run-up of the early 2000's. By 2009, our last high school reunion, we were
busy with the real estate crash. It was 90% foreclosure work which meant I spent
too much time in court testifying about failed loans. Fatiguing. October 2013 was
a big month for me. On the 1st I sold Metro Appraisals Inc., on the 5th our
daughter got married to a wonderful man and on the 27th my dad passed. He was
90. He'd had a full life.
I spent a lot of time reading with our Bichon dog in my lap, napping and
traveling. I retired completely from the appraisal business in 2015. I'm still
engaged in various projects but nothing stressful. Easy does it. Living in
gratitude.
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My wife sold her Landscape Architecture business in 2015. She continues to
practice. Our grandson arrived in 2018. We celebrated our 42nd wedding
anniversary in 2018. We return to Colorado frequently to see my mom and other
family members plus skiing and Glenwood Springs.

Don James
(303) 875-4045 (Mobile)
5631 Steeplechase Dr.
Longmont, CO 80503 United States
Email: djames@jamespm.com
Owned and operated James TravelPoints for 35 years. Sold the business in 2010
and am now managing some real estate properties. Have been married for 40
years and have two sons who are both in the area, but no grandkids yet. In the
winter I like to downhill and cross country ski, in the warmer months I enjoy
playing golf, fly fishing and hiking. I also enjoy woodworking, classic cars and of
course travel.

Kathy James
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Kathy Jeffers
Name Today: Katie Covington
(703) 217-1689 (Mobile)
(904) 310-6816(other phone)
2666 Long Boat Dr.
Fernandina Beach, FL 32034 United States
Email: jefkass@aol.com
Thoroughly enjoying retirement.

Gretchen Johnson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Robert Johnston
Became a departed panther in 2015.
Compiled from Bob’s obituary:
Bob was born on July 6, 1951 in Denver, CO to Howard
Daniel Johnston and Geraldine Mae Cowan, one of two
sons. He passed away on March 21, 2015.
In 1988, Bob married Roberta Baker in Lafayette, CO.
They had two sons and a daughter; Nicholas Howard
Johnston of Longmont, CO; Daniel Robert (Cari Lynn)
Johnston of Firestone, CO; and Crystal Lynn (Dan)
Privett of San Diego, CA. Crystal and Dan have two sons
of their own, Luke and Landon.
Bob's professional experience includes Commercial
Maintenance and Electrician. His specialty was the time he volunteered to the
community at Calvary Baptist Church of Longmont, Citizen’s Volunteer Patrol,
and sharing his love and training with the Longmont Humane Society animals.
His hobbies included scuba diving, photography, bicycling, hunting, fishing,
camping, piloting glider planes, and riding as well as racing his motorcycles.
Bob is survived by his wife, Roberta, two sons, and a daughter, two grandsons,
two brothers Tom (Theresa) Johnston of Denver, CO and Dennis (Cheri Kay)
Shannon of Penrose, CO.
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Carolyn Jones
Became a departed panther in 1975.
From the 20th Reunion Panther Tracks. Submitted by
her mother, Ruth Jones.
Carolyn attended CU one year, then went to a geology
camp in the summer, and transferred to Iowa State
University, graduating in 1973 with majors in geology
and education. She married another ISU student, James
Eiler. They moved to Stanwood, Iowa and Carolyn was
teaching math in the Tipton, Iowa high school.
On April 9, 1975, on an icy morning, Carolyn's car
collided with a truck and she died instantly. A memorial
service was held in Tipton, and many students and other
faculty spoke very well of Carolyn's cheerful personality and her care in helping
individual students.

Kim Jones
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Sandy Joyce
Name Today: Sandy Atkins
(720) 851-9015 (Landline)
(303) 921-4046(other phone)
5119 Pine River Trail
Castle Rock, CO 80108 United States
Email: j_satkins@msn.com
John and I live about half time at our home in The
Village at Castle Pines and half time in Steamboat
Springs. The summer and fall are my favorite
seasons in the mountains!
We love to travel and we have a fairly long bucket list of destinations yet to be
explored!
Our greatest joy is spending time with our six grandkids - ages one to fifteen. We
are truly blessed!

Hadassah Karl
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Denis Kaufman
(301) 514-3251 (Mobile)
4634 Specks Run Rd.
Bunker Hill, WV 25413 United States
Email: denis.kaufman@gmail.com

From July 1969 to January 1990, I served as a Hospital Corpsman and Preventive
Medicine Technician in the Navy. I retired from the Navy in January, 1990 and
went to work as a civil servant in the Armed Forces Medical Intelligence Center
(AFMIC) at Fort Detrick, MD (memorialized--if inaccurately--in the movie
Outbreak).
AFMIC became part of the Defense Intelligence Agency in 1992 and I continued
working at that agency in various capacities until the end of 2017. The highlight
of my service was probably a three-year stint as Visiting Professor and Chair of
Defense Intelligence at the U.S. Army War College.
I became a grandfather in 2013 and, since retiring from the U.S Government,
plan to make being "Grandpa Denis" my next career.
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Timothy Kautzer
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Gordon Kemmer
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Elaine Kerr
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Patti Kiefer
Name Today: Patti Dowding
Phone number not provided
2684 Paramount Parkway
Wheat Ridge, CO 80215 United States
Email: patdowding@live.com
I loved teaching and subbing 28+ years in elementary and middle school. I am
enjoying retirement, especially when friends and family are around...and when
the Colorado meteorologists try to make us believe we will not survive a normal
snowstorm. I just stay in and watch it from my lazy chair. Life is good! Current
motto: “Gray Pride: We’re old. We’re tired. Get off our lawn!”

Wendy Kildahl
Name Today: Wendy Waugh
(919) 477-6524 (Landline)
22 Bushmill Court
Hillsborough, NC 27278 United States
Email: rev.wendywaugh@gmail.com
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Christina King
Name Today: Christina McNamara
(720) 209-8251 (Mobile)
8025 Grasmere Dr.
Boulder, CO 80301 United States
Email: chrismcnamara5@yahoo.com
I would love to attend the reunion however, my daughter’s wedding is also on
July 20th. She is the youngest of my three children and the first to marry.
I have had a great life and I was so blessed to have been married to Christopher
McNamara for almost 30 years. Shortly before we both retired from teaching in
Westminster, he passed away from leukemia. After my husband passed away I
continued teaching for several years in Denver Public Schools.
I finally retired after 37 years of teaching special needs students. I don’t miss the
paperwork, the meetings, and the long commute but I do miss working with my
students.
Now that I am retired, I am learning some new skills now doing many of the
activities I enjoyed in high school and college.
I still live in Boulder and I live in Arizona for about four months during the
winter where I spend lots of time in the pottery and glass arts studio, playing
pickleball, water volleyball, taking my golden doodle to the dog park, learning to
line dance, exercising and making many new friends from all over the US and
Canada.
While back in Boulder, I spend time with my family, friends, my dog, and
volunteering with hospice and my church. I enjoy traveling and visiting friends.
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I hope to spend more time this summer traveling here in Colorado,visiting a
friend and exploring Vancouver Island.
I will miss seeing everyone at the reunion but I know that will be having a
wonderful time at my daughter’s wedding.

Jean Kline
Name Today: Jean Thomson
(303) 520-9229 (Mobile)
1601 High Meadow Ln.
Hendersonville, NC 28739 United States
Email: jeanthomson99@msn.com
I spent the 1970s in and out of
college at CU Boulder. When I
finally realized I’d make a lot
more money with a degree in
Accounting, I moved back in
with Mom and Dad to finish
the last two years of my
coursework. It was interesting
being in the Business School as
my father was a professor there
and many of the other
professors I had for classes had
known me since I was born. I even had Dad for a class. Talk about pressure!
The 1980s started with a move to San Diego for my first accounting job. After a
couple of years, I moved back to Boulder and worked at various jobs before
earning my CPA license in 1986. In the mid-80s I started playing golf and
married a fellow golfer in 1987. Since golf was our shared passion, we tied the
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knot in St. Andrews, Scotland, the honorary birthplace of golf. While we were
there, we played The Old Course, Royal Troon, Turnberry, Largs, and Carnoustie
(in gale force winds). In 1989 I took a part time job at the CU Law School to
supplement my accounting practice. This job led to bigger and better things in
the 90s!
In the 1990s, my husband and I returned to Scotland in 1991, this time to play the
highlands. We spend several days at Royal Dornock, then played Brora, Wick,
and Nairn. It was our last big golf outing as he died in 1995. The part time job at
the Law School turned into a full-time position as Budget Officer and Chief of
Staff in 1996. It was the beginning of the 20 years I worked for the University.
The early 2000s brought romance back into my life! I met Doug in 2000 and
lucky for me he’s a golfer! He’s from California so we had many trips to visit
family and the Napa Valley for great wine and food. We married in January 2004,
then my beloved mother died right before I became Bursar for the Boulder
campus, and we moved to Westminster. Marrying Doug was the best day of my
life. The next best day was when I had a hole in one at Fossil Trace in Golden
during one of the worst rounds I’ve ever played!
In September 2016 Doug and I retired. He had a long career as Chief Financial
Officer in both the transportation and import sectors. In late September 2017 we
took a trip to western North Carolina to visit one of my sisters. I fell in love with
the area and gently persuaded Doug to move there. We hired a realtor, looked at
houses on line, and sent my sister to look at promising listings. We put an offer
on a house in Cummings Cove Golf and Country Club that we hadn’t seen in
person. It was the best decision we’ve ever made (other than getting married). By
mid-December 2017 we had moved to Hendersonville in the Blue Ridge
Mountains. We own a golf cart that we drive all over the gated community as well
as the golf course and have many new friends. We’ve found paradise!
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Beverly Klundt
Name Today: Beverly Marquart
(970) 556-9783 (Mobile)
3007 Appaloosa Court
Fort Collins, CO 80526 United States
Email: beverly.marquart@gmail.com
I live in Fort Collins with Rick, my husband of 45 years. We have two children
and four grandchildren.
For the past 29 years, I have worked as a research associate at Colorado State
University in Fort Collins. I have a Ph.D. in Education and have published several
peer-reviewed articles on educational and sociological topics. Recently, I
published a novel of historical fiction, Finding Safehaven.

Margaret Kneebone
(303) 530-2104 (Landline)
(303) 519-6307(other phone)
7850 Durham Way
Boulder, CO 80301 United States
Email: miriam.kneebone@colorado.edu
I worked at the University of Colorado for 33 yrs. in Admissions, Physics, and
College of Music. Then after I retired I worked as a retiree for the University of
Colorado for another 15 yrs doing temporary positions for vacation, maternity,
medical leave, and special projects in 16 different departments. During my time
at the University of Colorado I also served on the University of Colorado-Boulder
Staff Council for 26 years and on 5 committees during that time. During the 26
years, I coordinated the CU-Boulder campus blood drives held twice a year for 3
days each which involved recruiting for each blood drive of 150 volunteers
comprising of CU-students and CU-staff to assist at the blood drives. While
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working at CU-Boulder, I was nominated and selected as Employee of the Year at
CU-Boulder. For the last 16 yrs. I have worked for Boulder County elections as an
election judge and as an election judge at a Voting Polling Center. When not
working for the county elections, I worked as a seasonal employee for H&R Block
as a receptionist the last 15 yrs. In my spare time over the last three years I have
been the executive administrative assistant for the Alpha Chapter of the
University of Colorado Phi Beta Kappa organization. Currently I am working full
time as an administrative assistant for a local company.
Over the years I have been and currently am active in my church choir, Deacon at
the church, President of the church women’s group for 14 yrs., assisting in
Vacation Bible School for 4 yr olds to 5th graders, 11 yrs. on the leadership core
for the singles group, and several adult Bible studies and groups. The church
choir went on tour to Scotland and England where we performed in several
cathedrals and saw much of the country from London to Isle of Iona in Scotland.
Currently I am active in the IOOF Rebekah lodge at the local, district, state, and
international level holding several offices and serving on several committees over
the last 35 yrs. I was co-director of the planning of the Colorado IOOF and
Rebekah state meeting for 3 years. I am currently the secretary for the local lodge.
For 5 yrs. I have been in the IOOF IARA international choir for their annual
meetings.
In 1976 the Boulder High School marching band had a trip to the Orange Bowl in
Orlando and in 1980 they went to Mexico City where they performed in both
places which I was one of the adult chaperones for both trips. Over the last 50 yrs.
I have traveled to 4 countries and 27 states including D.C. I never married but am
an aunt to two nephews and one niece. Also I was one of the caregivers for both of
my parents and a grandparent until their deaths. I enjoy gardening, traveling,
doing crafts, being with friends and family, and reading.
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Dolores Knobel
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Nancy Knotts
Name Today: Nancy Angel
(323) 434-4445 (Mobile)
1856 Fair Park Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90041 United States
Email: angeltastic@gmail.com
I am currently teaching Spanish and French at a private K-8 school in Pasadena,
California. I have lived in Los Angeles for 13 years. I moved here to marry my
husband, Ron Wilson. He is a retired videographer and improvisor (an original
Groundling). I live close to my son, David Angel, who works in the movie
industry. He and his wife, India, have one daughter, Lucy, 15 months old and I
get to see her nearly every day. I know how blessed I am!
I moved here from Cheyenne, Wyoming, where I lived and taught for 15 years.
Before that I moved many many times. I have lived and taught in Mexico,
Ecuador, France, Panama, Texas and Virginia. I got my Bachelor's degree at
Colorado College (with a one-year exchange to Quito, Ecuador). I got my Master's
degree from the Sorbonne in Paris, France.

Gail Ann Kopina
Name Today: Gail Ann Loving
(317) 457-4245 (Mobile)
209 Ironwood Circle
Noblesville, IN 46062 United States
Email: gail.loving@yahoo.com
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Retired since October, 2014. Mother of two: Joseph D Meier, CMDR USN &
Jeremy D. Meier (Meier Photography), married to David Loving for the past 27
years. I enjoy working with kids, sewing, crafting, quilting and the fiber arts.
Camping is our main shared activity when the weather permits. Grandmother to
six (aged 8, 17, 19, 21, 23 & 25). . Four engineering types and two who are more
on the artsy side . . . .just like their dads.
Please send a friend request to me on Facebook if you would like to read about
what’s happened in my life. Have a good reunion. . . Sad to see so many friends
are gone. . . .
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Korky Kor
Name Today: Korky Vault
(720) 616-0197 (Mobile)
(303) 384-2707(other phone)
2000 W 92nd Ave.
Lot 513
Federal Heights, CO 80260 United States
Email: kr_vault@msn.com
After high school I started at CU, when a car accident and subsequent injury put
the education on hold. I married in my mid-twenties and had two boys, but that
was a short-lived marriage. A second marriage in my late twenties to a Navy man
lasted 30 years and produced an adopted daughter. As a result of my three
children I now have seven grandchildren and a great granddaughter.
The 22 year career that lasted during our various moves with the Navy was
working in an environmental laboratory performing hazardous waste analysis.
During that time I finally finished my education, a BS in Environmental
Engineering and an MBA focusing on Project Management.
We landed in Arizona after my ex-husband retired where I worked for 8 years at a
copper mine as a mining health and safety trainer before I came back to Colorado
in late 2014.
I tried retirement, but discovered that I am not ready to give up my passion,
safety training, just yet. So I am currently with the Colorado School of Mines
working in a program that trains people in industry before they work on a mine
site. I absolutely love what I am doing just now, but don't intend to work beyond
age 70, so roughly 3 more years before I hang it up.
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Thomas Krasomil
(720) 282-9545 (Mobile)
PO Box 222
Niwot, CO 80544 United States
Email: minion@ourcampfire.com

Susan Kropschot
Classmate requested information not be published.

Peter Kuettner
Classmate requested information not be published.

Barbara Lalonde
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Marie Langseth
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Cynthia Laughlin
(720) 341-1012 (Mobile)
736 Cottage Lane
Boulder, CO 80304 United States
Email: cinwil@comcast.net
I'm still in Boulder! Still working, still running, still hiking! My son is in Madison,
WI working for Wisconsin Public Radio. I wish he were closer. I can't believe it is
our 50th Reunion! Looking forward to it.

Irene Lederer
Became a departed panther in 1995.

Marc Lee
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Mark Legvold
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Buddy Lewis
Name today: Bud Lewis
Red Deer, AB, Canada
No Panther Tracks info provided.
Email: Withheld at classmate's request
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Terry Lick
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Rich London
(925) 253-1467 (Landline)
8 Parklane Dr.
Orinda, CA 94563 United States
Email: Judyandrich@gmail.com
After graduation, I went off to Oberlin College
in Ohio, along with BHS classmates Pat
Hubbard, Dorothy Crow, and Lynn Walker.
Thanks to BHS German teacher Bill Cline for
recommending Oberlin. I thought I was
interested in sociology and literature but
found those subjects difficult. When I took
physics 2nd semester, it seemed much easier. Have been doing physics ever since.
Also picked up interest in music (listening, not playing), photography and
backpacking. I returned to Boulder for a PhD at CU. Then a 2-year postdoc at the
Center for Astrophysics in Cambridge, MA. Met my future wife, Judy Feins on an
Appalachian Mountain Club weekend excursion.
We moved together to Oakland, CA for a job at Lawrence Livermore Lab. I am
still working there, having recently cut back to 1/2 time as a transition to retiring.
I have worked on research in astrophysics and laser physics.
We now live in Orinda, CA. Judy is devoting full time to painting, mainly
landscapes. We have two daughters, both within a 2-hour drive, after living away
for many years. Our oldest is getting married in September. In our spare time we
enjoy museums, music, hiking and visiting daughter and friends. I still like
skiing, both in Lake Tahoe region and recently on trips to other western ski areas.
I look forward to reconnecting with Boulder classmates.
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Catherine Long
Name Today: Catherine Long Gates
(303) 489-1863 (Mobile)
(303) 442-4801(other phone)
PO Box 19
Boulder, CO 80306 United States
Email: irisfarmer51@gmail.com
Probably not many (or any?) of my
classmates live in the same house they
grew up in. Not only do I live in the same
house, but I do the same work I did as a
kid. I’ve been fortunate to be able to carry on the family iris business, Long’s
Gardens, www.longsgardens.com. We are celebrating our 114th year in business
here in Boulder and 103 years on our same farm on Broadway.
I did journey away from the farm for a few years. After graduating from CU
Boulder in 1973, I married fellow CU geography major, Dennis Gates, in 1974.
While Dennis was a pilot in the Air Force we lived in Lubbock, Texas; Altus,
Oklahoma and Tacoma, Washington. Dennis continued his life in the sky as a
commercial pilot, the last 20 years at Frontier Airlines. His flying career gave us
the opportunity for some travels to the UK, Italy, Australia and New Zealand.
These days we are pretty well “grounded” at the farm.
I’ve served as Secretary/Treasurer of the Silver Lake Ditch for many years. Water
resources, soil health, historic preservation and climate change are some of my
major interests – not too surprising for a farmer. I recharge and relax with a good
book, a movie, or a quiet walk.
Over the years our 25 acre farm has become completely encircled by urban
development. We’ve been working for the last 12 years or so to have the city
purchase a conservation easement on our property, which would keep it from
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ever being developed and allow the agricultural uses to continue.
Besides being the home to our family iris business the farm also serves as the
home to two wonderful non-profits, Growing Gardens and Mountain Flower Goat
Dairy. These two organizations serve to educate people of all ages about growing
food, animal husbandry and sustainable agriculture.
We never got around to having any children but we look at the farm and the
people served by these non-profits as the next generation.

Devon Long
Name Today: Devon (Dee) Geiger
(719) 429-4952 (Mobile)
3950 E Hawser St. try 37
Tucson, AZ 85739 United States
Email: Deegei51@gmail.com
Semi retired, living in a seniors park in a small community named Catalina, at the
foot of the Catalina Mountain Range, below Mount Lemmon, 9150 feet, I get to
see snow, but I don't have to drive in it or shovel it. I moved to be closer to my
daughter. I have two grown kids and five grandkids.
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Christina (Tina) Lopez
Name Today: Christina Ball
(970) 391-9493 (Mobile)
705 E 7th St.
Loveland, CO 80537 United States
Email: apachetrails@msn.com
Well, this will be everything in a nutshell!! After graduation I attended CU
Boulder. Married and have 5 (yes 5) beautiful daughters. I have 9 grandchildren.
Divorced in 1989. I retired from my position at the United Postal Service in 2013.
I now have a small business, doing chair caning, Apache chair seat caning, I also
am a deep water instructor with the City of Loveland , and a caretaker for my 91
year old mother. I travel to Europe once a year to different countries and to Maui,
Hawaii twice a year. I never remarried, enjoying retirement and my family, I do
keep very busy all the time! Sorry to miss everyone, but I will be swimming the
oceans in Maui.

Margaret Lovelace
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Vickie Low
Name Today: Victoria Brownlow
(503) 307-8986 (Mobile)
255 SW Harrison St.
#16H
Portland, OR 97201 United States
Email: victoria.brownlow@gmail.com
Long, long career as Cardiology Physician Assistant - still hard at it...
3 children! 2 sons,1 daughter. All very much grown and very much gone though
youngest son not too far away, still in Portland area. 2 granddaughters, 3 and 1
yrs old - BOTH RED HEADS (!!!) and sadly far away in NY.
No longer married - story for another time maybe.
Started college at CU but broke my leg into many pieces during 1st few weeks, big
surgery, big cast and crutches for a full year. Forced to move to Portland with my
parents when they left Boulder after many years for new job for my father at
Portland State University which believe it or not was the ONLY university in this
country at that time that was fully accessible to the disabled.
Majored in French and Spanish with best year ever in South of France.
Graduate degree in teaching French and ESL in Vermont. Married in Portland
soon thereafter and moved immediately to NYC for reasons that are part of the
story for another time maybe.
Within months of arrival, lost both parents in plane crash - still trying to recover.
Medical degree in NYC where I lived for 17 yrs before and after several years in
Germany and France. Oldest son born in France, next 2 in NYC.
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Back to Portland in 1993 with family where somehow, I still am.
Condo looking onto Willamette River. 2 cats. Work all week long hours. Pilates
every weekend.

Chuck Lucero
Became a departed panther in 2009.
Compiled from Chuck’s obituary:
Charles "Chuck" Lucero of Longmont, Colorado, died
February 21, 2009, after a courageous battle with
cancer. Chuck was born on June 27, 1950, in Boulder,
Colorado to Albert J. Lucero and
Jane Varos Lucero. Following a
year of schooling at the
University of Colorado, he
joined the field of hard rock
mining, affiliated with the
Henderson mine. He worked
around the state and western
area for a number of years. He later worked for Bestop,
before joining Ball Aerospace as their maintenance
supervisor. A devoted father, his time with his children
was precious and valuable. He had recently enjoyed being a grandfather with his
granddaughter. He loved hiking, archery, fishing, reading and watching movies.
His time with family and friends, especially camping trips were a joy in his life.

Mike Luke
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Robert Lundeen
Became a departed panther in 2018.
Compiled from Bob’s obituary:
Robert C. Lundeen passed away on January 16, 2018 at
Boulder Community Hospital. He was 67 years old. He
was born on October 20, 1950 in Burlington, Iowa, the
son of Eugene Carl Lundeen and Loretta Helen
(Bohemann). Bob's family moved to Glenwood Springs,
CO in 1955 and later relocated to Boulder, CO in 1958.
Bob graduated from Boulder High School in 1969 and
went on to earn a Business/Finance degree from the
University of Colorado-Boulder in 1973. Before
beginning a career in the oil and gas industry, Bob
pursued his passion for skiing while living and working
in Vail, CO. In addition to spending time with his family and beloved "old boys",
Bob enjoyed hiking, skiing, camping, tennis and handball. He was a loyal fan of
the Buffs, Broncos and Rockies. Bob was also a long-time member of the Boulder
Valley Rotary Club, where he served as President for a period of time. He proudly
contributed to countless community service projects in and around Boulder for
many years. On August 23, 1980 Bob married Rose (Ripple) in the backyard of
their newly purchased home in Boulder. Shortly after, they welcomed three
children, Sam, Jens & Lisa. Bob took great pride in the family home, which he
helped build. The home continued to be a gathering place for his family until his
passing. Bob's son (Sam), sister (Vicki), spouse (Rose) and mother (Loretta)
preceded him in death. Bob is survived by his father Eugene; son Jens and wife
Lesley; daughter Lisa Kassaii and husband Neema; sister Rita Dart and husband
Doug; and grandchildren Ellie & Mollie Lundeen, and Leila & Era Kassaii. Bob
was also excited to be welcoming a fifth granddaughter in February.
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Roger Lyle
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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John MacKay
(303) 330-7004 (Mobile)
15 3rd Ave.
Apt. 21
Longmont, CO 80501 United States
1) I worked for the City of Boulder Silver Lake Watershed from 1968-1972 during
the summer. This is where I fell in love with the mountains and fly fishing.
Thanks to Dave Beeson for introducing me to fly fishing.
2) Graduated from Western State College in 1975 with B.A. in Business
Administration/Accounting.
3) Two main jobs since graduation.
a) Treehouse nursery -- 15 years Nursery Manager, bidding, residential and
commercial jobs, pruning, transplanting, plant doctor.
b) ConAgra Purchasing -- 15 years. Production Supplier Manager, buying all
production materials, boxes, bags, spices, cleaning materials
4) Hobbies: Rodeo, Camping, Hiking, Fishing, Swimming, Cliff Diving, and all
other outdoor sports.
5) 1969-1988 Backpacking and Fly Fishing -- Colorado, Wyoming, Montana,
South Dakota. Sometimes hiking 30 miles in and 30 miles out.
6) 1988-2008 Professional Rodeo Cowboy -- Wild Horse Race. Mainly Cheyenne
Frontier Days (The Daddy of Them All), also, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah,
Nebraska, South Dakota, and Arkansas. Won some rodeos and buckles, also had
a few trips to the Emergency Room.
Since, retired, enjoying life even with pains of old age! It will be nice to see
everyone and all the changes after 50 years.
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Rita Malvestuto
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Theo Mandel
(480) 220-5157 (Mobile)
10824 N 82ND PL
Scottsdale, AZ 85260 United States
Email: theo@theomandel.com
Still living in Boulder
seasonally
(May-through
September) and in
Scottsdale AZ during the
winter (October through
April). I'm still playing
competitive nationallevel tennis and am still
working as an
independent consultant
in software user
experience design and user research. My website is www.theomandel.com.
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Steve Manka
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Sharon Marchant
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Ronald Marovich
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Ricky Marquart
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Judy Marsh
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Paul Marsh
(303) 641-6493 (Mobile)
4626 River Cv
Kings Mills, OH 45034 United States
Email: pmarsh27@gmail.com
After spending 42 years on campus with Campus Ambassadors working with
students I am now training younger staff. We have moved to Ohio to be near our
grandchildren but we really miss Colorado.
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John Martin
Became a departed panther in 2006.

Larry Mason
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Lawrence F Matarrese
Name Today: Larry Matarrese
(303) 343-3228 (Landline)
14832 E Kansas Pl.
Aurora, CO 80012-4747 United States
Email: ralphgate@q.com
Outspoken Social Commentator and Music
Creator

Gail Maxwell
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Susan McCamish
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Linda McConnell
Name Today: Linda Williams
(415) 601-9121 (Mobile)
(415) 282-8582(other phone)
4025 20th St.
San Francisco, CA 94114 United States
Email: sf9patch@sbcglobal.net
My husband Chet and I are still active real estate brokers in San Francisco,
operating independently as Buena Vista Realty, which is approaching its 43rd
anniversary. We are glad to have both of our children living nearby: Amanda
moved back to San Francisco three years ago after an eight-year stint in Portland,
OR, and Chet and his family live about 45 miles from us in the East Bay. Amanda
works in the finance industry, and Chet is an air traffic controller. We have two
grandchildren: Alana is 5 (going on 15) and Chet IV, who was born 101 years to
the day after his original namesake, is 3! We enjoy seeing them, especially during
football season, when the whole Williams clan gets together for all of the Cal
home games (Go Bears!). We just spent several weeks in France visiting Paris,
Normandy and some of the countryside and its fabulous wineries. I look forward
to seeing everyone again!

Cindy McCrum
Name Today: Cindy Sabotnik
(303) 810-9084 (Mobile)
(303) 741-9149(other phone
2917 E. Geddes Ave.
Centennial, CO 80122 United States
Email: rsabotnik@outlook.com
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Ed McGill
Became a departed Panther in 2018.

Kevin McMahon
(303) 500-3346 (Mobile)
1133 Race Street, Suite 11S
Denver, CO 80206 United States
Email: kmm@kmmllc.com
Still working, married to Rebecca, 2 daughters, Kristine in Lexington, KY and
Regan in Tucson, AZ. 3 grandchildren.

Gary McMillion
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Beth McMorris
Name Today: Liz Applegate
(909) 936-3604 (Mobile)
(406) 682-3288(other phone)
3 Hilltop Trail
Ennis, MT 59729 United States
Email: liz.billapplegate@gmail.com

Lived in SoCal for many years, raised two children, one in San Francisco and the
other in Philadelphia, two grandchildren. Married Bill Applegate in 1991. Worked
for several civil engineering firms in SoCal as a graphic designer/drafter. After
the last recession, we decided it was time to leave Redlands and move to our
rental property in Ennis, MT. It's a great place to live, quite the opposite from
SoCal and the wind and winters can get a bit old, nice to snowbird it sometimes!!
It's a world of hunting, fishing, boating, hiking, county fairs, rodeos, etc, quite the
opposite of SoCal and so beautiful! We've traveled a bit and enjoyed seeing the
world. I started a small needle felting business called "Felt So Fine" and make
gifts and sell to local gift shops. Keeps me busy and out of trouble! Party on
without me!
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Nancy McNeill
(303) 995-0193 (Mobile)
407 West Simpson
Lafayette, CO 80026 United States
Email: nancymcneill@mac.com
I am still playing and teaching music. I am a member of the Boulder
Philharmonic. A recent highlight was a performance at the Kennedy Center. I
have a private music studio in Lafayette and in Dillon. I am on the faculty at the
Center for Musical Arts in Lafayette. I am on the volunteer staff at A-Basin
leading guided ski tours and working in conjunction with the White River
National Forest Service in the Ski With a Ranger program. I love to hike, camp,
fish, hunt, go back-packing, kayak, swim (and sometimes surf) in the ocean and
garden. For the last 10 years I have been a full-time caretaker in my home for my
mom who will be celebrating her 100th birthday soon! My four children are doing
well and I have two grandchildren. My 9 year old granddaughter loves to come to
"camp nana" in the summer. We have all kinds of adventures.
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Patricia McTurk
Name Today: Trisha Aitken
(530) 284-7480 (Landline)
549 Genesee Indian Ck. Rd.
Taylorsville, CA 95983 United States
Email: tridon@frontiernet.net
Left Colorado in 1969. Hitchhiked to California. Met
a
long haired drug dealer. Hung out with him 13
years. Had lots of fun. Had 2 kids. Divorced the
drug dealer before I ended up in jail....really didn't
want to go there! Meet a carpenter at the local
bar.....much safer. Instant love. He built us a nice
house in Northern California. Started 3 Thrift Stores.....then sold them and
retired before everyone and their brother started a thrift store. The 2 kids had
kids. Now I spend a lot of time creating 'Dreamy Spirit Catchers'.....I call them
that because they reflect my life so far....dreamy and full of spirit. You can visit
my FB page #trishaaitkenfiberart.

Gene Mercer
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Kent Messick
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Dolores Mestas
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Mary Meyer
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Candace Milburn
Name Today: Candace Van Ark
(303) 519-7008 (Mobile)
(303) 494-1100(other phone)
1 Continental View Dr
Boulder, CO 80303 United States
Email: candace.vanark@gmail.com
Still married to my High School sweetheart (who graduated from Fairview High
School class of '69). I'm bringing him along because he spent more of his high
school years at BHS seeing me, than attending his classes at FHS.
We have two grown boys (Noah and
Schuyler) both married and living in
Boulder County, and two grandsons
(Bram & Berg). I have been the
Teaching Leader for over 30 years for
the international Ministry of Bible
Study Fellowship in Boulder. Other
interests over the years - camping and
many white water raft trips down the
Colorado River along with road trips
with the family.
And I'm still singing. Unfortunately, not so much at weddings but more at
funerals these days. But one of my sweetest joys is singing for my grandsons and
giving them the love of music.
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Deborah Miller
Became a departed panther in 2006.

Rodney Miller
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Larry Mitchell
(720) 597-4370 (Mobile)
(303) 682-9206(other phone)
810 Snowberry St.
Longmont, CO 80503 United States
Email: janeleelarry@comcast.net
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Becky Mittan
(417) 766-6786 (Mobile)
(417) 736-2427 (other phone)
200 Harriman Blvd.
Strafford, MO 65757 United States
Email: hbrb632@outlook.co
I moved from Ft.Collins, CO to Strafford, MO in 2004. My husband and I
thought we would retire and slow down. That lasted a few months. I work from
home as a vacation planner with a large company. My husband Red passed away
3 yrs ago after 45 great years together. No kids but do have 4 fur babies all rescue.
Everyone needs a second chance. As I write this my house is for sale and hope to
be back to CO by summer. Looking forward to the reunion and seeing everyone.

Martha Mitterling
Name Today: Martha Potyondy
(713) 898-2994 (Mobile)
452 Athens Way
Grand Junction, CO 81507-4521
Email: imp7@att.net

Gail Mock
(303) 888-7039 (Mobile)
880 Willowbrook Rd.
Boulder, CO 80302 United States
Email: gailmock@mockrealty.com
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Lynne Montgomery
Name Today: Lynne Yates
(352) 568-0379 (Landline)
8209 CR 632
Bushnell, FL 33513 United States
Email: jcvc@sum.net
Fifty years. Time has slipped into the future, no? Steve Miller, that musical sage,
also told us tomorrow was our saving grace.
It's humbling to read what everyone has accomplished but also sad to read of the
lives cut short.
As for me, at some date, I realized that it was too late to figure out what I wanted
to be when I grew up because I had gotten old. It was a relief. Despite my inability
to add or subtract I had managed to keep track of our personal and business
finances for a long time by then and could call myself a "bookkeeper."
I've been married to my husband Mark for 48 years, because, I like to joke,
neither one of us has found a better deal. Our children have grown up, left home,
grown up some more, and now barely need us. Of course there's always a troop of
pets who need us a little too much.
We've spent the last 30 years in the Florida swampy woods. However,
Alternate-Universe Lynne is still in Fort Collins, eating at decent restaurants,
hiking mountain trails, and riding around town on a bike. Who has never
experienced the stress and inconvenience of a hurricane or observed the
many-splendored varieties of Florida cockroaches, the atmospheric
Spanish-moss-draped trees. Who could maybe compose a sentence without so
many hyphens.
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And who was closer to Boulder and could have made the trip for the 50th
Reunion! Sorry to have missed it. It looks like it was grand.

Larry Moorhead
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Hope Morrissett
(303) 449-8566 (Landline)
1033 5th Street
Boulder, CO 80302 United States
Email: hopemore@mac.com
Still living in Boulder; 2 stepchildren and 2 biological children and partners all
live close by. Two grandchildren at last.
Life has been challenging but more good than bad.

Mimi Moskovit
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Colleen Mullen
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Linda Mullen
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Frank Murray
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Pamela Murray
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Linda Musser
Name Today: Linda Caulder
(303) 420-0701 (Landline)
8171 Everett St.
Arvada, CO 80005 United States
Email: wendysmom@hotmail.com
CU 69-74 BS in Elementary Education. Church trip with high schoolers and
Janice Estey (we were the adults) to Europe 1973. Married Dave Caulder 1976.
Still married! Daughter Wendy born 1980. Stay-at-home mom helping with my
husband's appraisal business and preschool teacher at YMCA in Arvada. 1997-I
applied for a pera job in Jeffco and was hired. 1999-job as a classroom teacher in
Jeffco. Masters in Education in 2001. Retired from Jeffco 2018. Returned to my
elementary school to be a reading interventionist part-time. Just couldn't give up
the kids. Dave and I are grandparents to David Ramchand, age 19.

Dale Nasalroad
Classmate requested information not be published.
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Susan Neavor
Became a departed panther in 1968.
From the 20th Reunion Panther Tracks. Submitted by
her mother, Martha Neavor:
Deceased on Feb. 28, 1968. One of Susan's "trademarks"
was her lovely red hair. Perhaps that's where she got her
fiery loyalty to her friends. Like so many teenagers, she
enjoyed swimming at Boulder Reservoir, roller-skating,
and especially horseback riding. Susan also loved
animals and always had lots of pets. She talked of
someday becoming a veterinarian. However, this dream
was not be, as Susan died in February of her junior year
in a car accident between Nederland and Boulder.

Marilyn Neel
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Arden Nelson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Joe Novosad
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Mary Ann Nuttall
Name Today: Mary Ann Eliasson
(303) 442-8909 (Landline)
4412 Nicklaus Ct.
Longmont, CO 80503 United States
Email: MaryannEliasson@gmail.com

Dan Nykamp
Became a departed panther in 2015.
Compiled from Dan’s obituary:
Daniel Edward Nykamp passed away at his home on
January 25, 2015. He was born in Grand Rapids,
Michigan on October 14, 1950. He was an amazing
father; grandfather, brother, friend and man. Dan was a
simple man. He enjoyed watching sports, barbequing,
fishing, camping, and most importantly, being
surrounded by his friends and family he held dear. An
accomplished stonemason, former owner of Greeley
Pools and Spa, and farmer, Dan was a man of many talents. Those who knew Dan
will attest that he was always welcoming, forgiving, honest, and incredibly loving
to his family and friends. He had open arms and an open mind to anyone who
entered his home. Dan is survived by his sons, Wyatt Nykamp and Derek
Nykamp, both of Greeley; and his daughter, Amanda Nykamp of Lake Mary, Fla.;
his grandson Dante Villano-Nykamp; and his siblings, Carl Nykamp of Idaho
Falls, Idaho, Beverly Welch of Howells, Neb., Dick Nykamp of Loveland, and
Robert Nykamp of Louisville. He is preceded in death by his wife, Joann; and his
parents, Robert and Florence Nykamp.
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Bill O’Donnell
(303) 579-5708 (Mobile)
(303) 447-1477(other phone)
3973 Nimbus Road
Niwot, CO 80503 United States
Email: RockinOD@aol.com
I've been a builder in Boulder for forty years. I have been married for 44, have
two children and three grandchildren.

Timothy O'Donnell
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Mary Lou Olivas
Became a departed panther in 1986.
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Christine Olson
(413) 586-4012 (Landline)
12 Forbes Ave.
Northampton, MA 1060 United States
Email: christine@theforbesstudio.com
Hello BHS Classmates. I just had a dream about one of you and felt inspired to
add a note to the Panther Tracks. A current interest is Jungian psychology so that
makes sense, right?
Some facts and figures:
Finished undergrad in music at CU. Went to grad school at U of Redlands in S
California then on to U of MI. 10 years total studying music at several colleges.
Good grief.
Married to the same guy since 1981. We have 2 grown children; no grandchildren.
I was lucky raising kids at a time when I did not have to work and I loved
immersing in family life.
I teach piano in my private studio which has been a great gig for the last decade
or so. I live in what’s called the Five-College area of Western Massachusetts
(Smith, Mt Holyoke, Amherst College, UMass and Hampshire College) so there is
no shortage of parents who value music lessons for their kids. Personally I enjoy
giving small piano concerts every year or so. The piano literature is a treasure I’ve
come to appreciate much more as I’ve aged.
My mom still owns that house up on Sunset Blvd. and my sister Barb and
brothers live in the Boulder-Denver area so I’ve seen the crazy changes all over
town.
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I enjoy excellent health and reside in a beautiful and interesting part of the
country. Life is good! I look forward to hearing about other classmates and
thanks to the organizers.

John Oster
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Linda Oster
Name Today: Linda Baker
(480) 352-0480 (Mobile)
4202 E Broadway Rd.
Unit 48
Mesa, AZ 85205 United States
Email: LJOYBAK@GMAIL.COM

Patrick Ott
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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John Paddock
Became a departed panther in 2012.
Compiled from John’s obituary:
John R. Paddock, Jr. May 25, 1951-October 14, 2012
John Paddock’s life was too short and too hard, but he
lived it with grace, courage and humor and he is already
sorely missed by all who were blessed to call him father,
husband, brother, nephew, cousin, friend, or colleague.
John died on October 14, 2012 as the direct result of a
stroke, and as an indirect result of the cancer which
proved too much even for his indomitable spirit. John
was born 61 years ago in Boulder, to parents Kathleen
(formally Alice Kathleen Andrew) and John R. Paddock,
Sr., attended Boulder
High School and the University of Colorado.
After a stint teaching outside the state, he
returned to attend law school at the University
of Colorado in Boulder. John excelled as a law
student, achieving the coveted title of Editor of
the Law Review and earning a clerkship with a
federal judge on the 10th Circuit Court of
Appeals. At the same time, as he would do
throughout his professional career, John put his
family first, caring for his aging grandmother,
Annie Laurie Paddock, and enabling her to stay
in her home during her last years. His scholarly
work will stand as a fitting memorial to his intelligence, dedication and
pragmatism. The law was only one of John’s many talents and interests. He
loved being on a bicycle, working in the garden, traveling, skiing, and having his
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favorite dog on his lap. He was very musical, and a great athlete. Perhaps he was
such a gentle and wonderful man because he had two older sisters, Kitty
(Thompson) and Judy (Cloyd), who were integral parts of his life from the
moment he was born until the day he died. Their mother, Kathleen (formally
Alice Kathleen Andrew Paddock) died when John was only 6, so if not for Kitty
and Judy, John might never have been housebroken. (John was also wickedly
funny). John’s greatest gift was his wife, Catherine, who was by his side as he
passed. John previously was married to Dee (Hubbard) Paddock, with whom he
adopted three children: Cortney, Turner and Cody. John is preceded in death by
his parents, John Sr. and Kathleen Paddock, and a child, Sara Kathleen Paddock,
who was born and died on December 6, 1986.

Roger Paddock
(719) 433-3114 (Mobile)
(702) 449-7881(other phone)
3401 Cactus Mtn. St.
Unit 104
Las Vegas, NV 89129 United States
Email: rognanpad@hotmail.com
50 years WOW.
Still married to Nancy Freeman
(49 years) 1st date was our 69’
Prom... kids Joshua and
Jessica...4 grandkids. Retired
from NaHoku in 2014 and
currently live in Las Vegas. Our
best days now are spent on the
road, we haven’t been
everywhere yet but it’s on our
list!
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Warren Paetow
(303) 653-2183 (Mobile)
498 Illinois St.
Penrose, CO 81240 United States
Email: wpaetow@msn.com
I moved to Fremont County Colorado with my wife and grandson. We have
become my Mother-in-Law’s caregivers. My wife and I work part time as a
Non-Medical Home Caregiver for Firstlight of Pueblo. We are very active with
The Howling Huskies Band that our Grandson is in at Florence High School. We
have 4 Children, 5 Grandchildren, and 8 Grand Cats.

Ron Parker
(573) 489-1009 (Mobile)
5840 E Sing Drive
Columbia, MO 65202 United States
Email: ronparker@centurytel.net
Married to Helen 33 years, Two sons Zakquery
(Mylan) in Corpus Christi, Blaise (Kristin) in
Colorado Springs. Network Engineer - University
of Missouri 21 years, Senior Program Manager Hewlett-Packard/DXC Technology 17 years. MBA
Columbia College, Director - Heart of Missouri
HOG.
I did a lot of skiing after graduating from Boulder
High. Skiing took precedence over college and I
was drafted in 1971, but due to a pin in my ankle
from a broken leg, never served. Gail Maxwell's
father, Dr. Maxwell inserted the pin at
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Community Hospital. Married-divorced and moved to Columbia Missouri in
1977. Met Helen while working at the University and we were married in
Columbia, we traveled on our honeymoon and subsequent vacations in several
different years and models of VW Campers throughout the United States
collecting rocks, camping and windsurfing. Our oldest son Zakquery was a
Deputy in Boone County (Columbia) and is now a police officer in Corpus Christi.
Our youngest son Blaise, played soccer through high school and was selected to
the Olympic Development Squad. He now works for a large apartment complex in
Colorado Springs as their Facilities Manager. My work at HP/DXC has allowed
me to travel around the globe and work with different people and cultures.

Larry Parrish
(720) 314-9600 (Mobile)
340 Inca Parkway
Boulder, CO 80303 United States
Email: larry.parrish@me.com
Widowed June 2017 after
42 year marriage. Also
retired and working on
Larry 2.0. I look forward
to seeing all my old
friends, and making some
new ones at the reunion.
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Linda Patten
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Alexander Patterson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Balfour Patterson
Name Today: Bal Patterson
(720) 938-5250 (Mobile)
1413 Bradley Dr.
Boulder, CO 80305 United States
Email: bal43rd@gmail.com
I'm happily married to Elisabeth for almost 36 years, and we have two lovely
daughters, Esme (33,) and Genevieve (31.) Still working, still singing, still rooting
for the Buffs, and playing disc golf whenever I can.

Kerin Patterson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Nancy Paulman
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Kathleen Pauly
Classmate requested information not be published.

Carol Pearson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Craig Pearson
(720) 454-6132 (Mobile)
(303) 665-7041(other phone)
1555 Sagrimore Cr.
Lafayette, CO 80026 United States
Email: craigp51@q.com
A couple of kids, a few grandchildren and trying to find a place to play golf
year-round... any suggestions?
Seriously, I hope all of you are well; we had an incredible class and one of my
regrets is not keeping in closer contact.
Someone once told me that growing old is not for wimps; I trust that none of us
find out! I look forward to seeing all of you again; please find a way to make it
happen.
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Lynne Peppler
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Peter Perez
Became a departed panther in 2013.
No photograph available.
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Robert Perry
(303) 717-2213 (Mobile)
16622 W 56th Dr.
Golden, CO 80403 United States
Email: bperrygeo@gmail.com
I entered CU in the fall of 1969 as much to delay getting drafted as for any desire
to learn. My first 2 years were a difficult adjustment as I had to, at that late date,
actually learn how to learn. Gradually it all came together resulting in a Bachelors
in geology in 1973 and Masters in geology in 1977.
I met and married Lisa (1976) and on graduation, we moved to Grand Junction
for 4 years. In 1981, we capped our west slope experience with the birth of twin
boys and moved the 1-month olds back to the Golden area to start a new job. In
1984, we had our 3rd son and decided that 3 was the perfect number.
Most of my career was focused on gold (and other minerals) exploration and we
mostly managed to weather the dramatic ups and downs of the commodity
business. Work was initially focused in central and western Colorado then
gradually expanded westward through Utah, Nevada, California and then
Arizona, Montana and Idaho. Over time, job changes brought new geography
including Mexico, Ecuador, Romania, Uzbekistan, Australia, Indonesia and
finally a tour of Canada from Quebec to British Columbia.
One of the highlights of my work was managing a helicopter-supported camp
among the glaciers of northern BC and hiring my twin sons (the youngest son was
at that point banned from Canada after way overstaying his visa to ski and work
in Whistler, BC) to sample cliff faces hanging from ropes with a gas-powered rock
saw. It was high adventure including many bears and dramatic helicopter
exploits.
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Mineral exploration is an odd business affording exotic travels, a wild diversity of
people and unique access to many remote parts of the world. Among the more
memorable events, I recall 5 separate times being held at gun-point. Those
unpleasant experiences were offset so many times by breathtaking generosity and
kindness from people with almost nothing but their meager clothing and
surviving cheerfully in conditions that we can hardly imagine.
During one of the deeper slow periods in the exploration business, my company
lost its funding and I found an opportunity to pursue a path that had always been
just an improbable dream – to be a teacher. Some bravado, salesmanship and
two weeks of training landed me, as teacher, in a 7th grade science classroom
with 150 of the not GT students. The students provided most of the learning that
year and the teacher, to his credit and desire to survive, realized that teaching
should be just a 1 year vocational sidetrack. Teaching was followed by 4 years
buying future park lands for Jefferson County Open Space and I can see and
appreciate some of my work from our house.
From 2008 through about 2015 found me consulting for several small companies
and spending nearly half of my time working out of Vancouver. As those groups
all gradually faded away, I made a fairly graceful transition to retirement.
My wife Lisa did an amazing job of being an almost single parent during my
travels and thankfully had the patience and good will to stick with me through all
of the changes.
We have 3 grand kids who keep us busy, excited and growing and rock climbing,
hiking and lots of home projects round out my “this must be a dream” schedule.
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(Mary) Laurie Phillips
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Daniel Phillips
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Karen Pierson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Sharon Potter
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Gerald Powell
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Peggy Powell
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Kenneth Pringle
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Sally Pyles
Became a departed panther in 2016.
*Submitted by Steve Schreiber, Sally’s husband:
“Bubbly” and “out-going” were two words that described
Sally all her life, not just during her years at Boulder
High. After high school, Sally set off for California,
where she met and married Harvey Nevins. They had a
daughter who, now decades later, lives with her husband
and two children in nearby Lyons, CO. Business took
Sally and Harvey to Tucson, AZ, where they later
divorced.
Sally became the manager of a seniors’ mobile home
park. Several of those residents insisted that Sally
introduce herself to
their beloved postal carrier, Steve Schreiber.
The two eventually met, and the rest was
history! Sally and Steve married a year later
and began a very happy life together as
husband and wife, as well as best friends. From
time to time, they returned to visit the Boulder
area. Playing with Sally’s grandchildren in the
fountains on the Pearl Street Mall was always a
highlight.
Sally began to struggle with health issues,
mostly stemming from her life-long battle with
asthma. Finally, on July 6, 2016, Sally passed
away quietly in her sleep.
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At her celebration-of-life service, Steve reminded Sally’s friends and family that
Sally “never met a stranger.” He said, “She weighed 95 pounds—and her big heart
accounted for at least 90 of them!”

Becky Rains
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Donald Randall
Became a departed panther in 1997.
From the 30th Reunion Panther Tracks. Submitted by
Don's wife Anne Randall:
Don sold insurance for several years before getting into
the construction business in Greeley. His daughter from
his first marriage, Shauna, now has two children
of her own. Don married Anne Randall and had two
more children, John and Sarah. He enjoyed playing the
guitar, writing poetry, and helping with Boy Scouts.
Anne described Don as "lots of fun and good to his
friends".
On March 21, 1997, Don died of a heart attack. His ashes
were scattered over the mountains he loved.
Also from the 30th Reunion Panther Tracks is the following Reflection submitted
by Daniel Renlund:
you could always make them laugh
no matter your actions, be they good or bad
the plus or the minuses, in the life that you had
whether you left us, happy or sad
the chuckles & chortles, that you could make
could wipe the gloom, from a desperate man's face
the humor that came, from deep in your heart
you would be on your way, but leave a small part
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with the short life you had
you may have left too much
the final gathering started, started with tears
first smiles then laughter, grew to reach all ears
a bottle was passed, in your memory
the knowing of you was never for free
the final count, in our mountains was made
your ashes were spread, but you will never fade
when my time comes I wish they could say
I kept them laughing, laughter never goes away
don we should all be envious of your epitaph
for you could always make them laugh
Daniel (c)1999 M.C. Pub.

Lakshmi Rao
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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John Reilly
(303) 332-8488 (Mobile)
643 Augusta Drive
Louisville, Colorado 80027 United States
Email: peachrules@gmail.com

I'm retired, still live here, and been married 37 years to Lisa who for some reason
still likes me. So far it's all boys in this family, two sons and two grandsons, a two
year old I get to see quite often and a one year old nieto that is stuck in Mexico so
I study Spanish once a week. Un pero.
I golf about twice a week, travel south in the winter but stick around in the
summer. We were lucky to grow up here.
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Daniel Renlund
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Rudy Resendez
Became a departed panther in 1997.

William Revnell
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Kim Richardson
Became a departed panther in 2013.

Merritt Ringer
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks.
Attempted to contact classmate via phone to have contact information submitted
and to register. Attempted to contact classmate via postcard to have contact
information submitted and to register.
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Gary Rippberger
Became a departed panther in 2015.
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Steve Roach
Became a departed panther in 2010.
A tribute from others does not exist for Steven Roach.
Following is the biographical sketch that Steven Roach
submitted for the 30th Reunion Panther Tracks. It
forcefully speaks to his character and strengths.
To my Classmates and Fellow Graduates:
In 1968 and 1969, I was your classmate -- the one who
you observed from a distance but didn't want to get to
know. To you, I seemed aloof, angry and unapproachable
-- I was probably the wrong element, the guy who grew
up on the wrong side of the tracks. Unbeknownst to you,
I was begging for someone, anyone to reach out and want
to get to know me, to find out that I was really a good
person and a quality human being.
I did get to know one underclassman, who ultimately, at age 16, became my wife
and the mother of two of my wonderful children. I was 17 and desperate to be
loved and to love someone. I found comfort in this relationship because I wasn't
successful in attracting any other friends among you. You couldn't have known
my plight, after all you had your own lives to lead - growing up in Boulder in the
1960's presented many challenges and you were all preoccupied in your own
worlds.
When I was age 16, my father and his wife asked the juvenile court system to
intervene in my life in an effort to prevent me from choosing the wrong direction.
I was adjudged incorrigible and made a ward of the State of Colorado - I became a
young man without a family. You did not know that each day I arrived at school
from the Boulder Juvenile Attention Home. For a two week period, I was
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incarcerated in the Boulder County Jail and was released each morning to go to
school only to return to my 6 foot by 10 foot cell each day after school. You were
unaware that I did my homework each day under the shadows of walls consisting
of bars. Had you known, would it have made any difference? Probably not. I was
guilty of not being loved and I had to pay the price.
It would be unfair for me to say that no one cared, because during the 9 months I
spent in the Attention Home, the house parents came to believe enough in me
and to want more for me. Despite my anger and my lack of trust, they ultimately
convinced me to consider living in a foster home. I overcame my reluctance and
my fears and was welcomed into the England family where I lived for the final
months of my junior year and until I completed High School in January, 1969. I
gained a loving, caring family and for the first time in a long time, I sensed that
someone really did want to get to know me and understand me. I regained some
sense of worth and value.
I did not participate in the commencement exercises with the rest of you which is
the cause for our thirty year celebration this summer. I needed to be removed
from the school environment that seemed to me to be cold and distant - ·it
offered me no solace. I took television credit courses during the summer of 1968
sufficient to enable me to boast enough credits to graduate at semester break of
my senior year. I'll always remember the day that I sat before the then Assistant
Principal, Mr. Ware, when he advised me that despite my accomplishments, I
would not be able to graduate a semester early because Colorado law required six
complete semesters of high school to meet graduation requirements. My need
and desire for freedom was too strong and I proceeded to obtain a court order
from the then presiding Boulder County Juvenile Judge, Horace B. Holmes, and
was ultimately permitted to graduate early in January, 1969.
I was never supposed to make it to graduation and receive a High School
diploma. I certainly was not expected to obtain a college degree. Undoubtedly, I
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was destined for a life of crime and habitual incarceration. I wasn't ever going to
amount to anything -- I had chosen the wrong path in life. The mistakes I had
made obviously predestined me to be unsuccessful. Although my adult life has
not been without trials and tribulations, I am pleased with my life
accomplishments. After graduation from Boulder High School, I spent time in the
United States Army during the Vietnam era. I went on to receive an
undergraduate degree from the University of Colorado in 1975. I have been a
practicing accountant and CPA for the past 24 years. But my most measurable
accomplishment is that I have four wonderful, healthy children. My two oldest
children are college graduates and my two high school sons are doing very well. I
truly have a lot to be grateful for. I am certain that beyond my life that my four
offspring will make positive and valuable contributions to society and will lead
productive and meaningful lives.
Why am I recalling all of these events now? My thoughts have been triggered not
only because of our upcoming thirty year reunion but also because of the recent
tragedy at Columbine High school. I have been struggling with how any human
being can make a choice to inflict physical harm on another human being. I have
never understood the existence of child abuse or domestic abuse or any other
form of afflicting physical harm except in an act of self defense. I can not accept
that society or the schools or that parents are to be blamed for the egregious acts
of violence that are taking place among our youth today. We cannot excuse these
behaviors on the basis of the lack of love and nurturing nor because of peer
rejection or ridicule. I believe that every individual makes choices of their own
free will and that they are capable of rising above adversity. I've been there. I've
done that. So why then are we seemingly confronted on an ongoing basis with
these adversities? Why do our youth feel compelled to act out violently and with
selfish disregard?
I don't have the answers and I don't think that anybody does. Undoubtedly there
are many factors that come into play and there is no one solution to this
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continuing problem. However, I for one believe that we as a society are far too
quick to provide societal excuses for this kind of behavior. We add fuel to the fire
by openly and continually shifting the blame from the individual to
insurmountable events that forged the character of these youth over which they
had no control. We seemingly provide license for these unacceptable behaviors by
casting the blame on anything and anyone but the perpetrator. They accept the
fact that they are victims of circumstance and are obviously being driven by the
external influences. We need to shift their thought processes back to analyzing
their own character and morals and values and integrity and away from the
actions and behaviors of those around them.
We live in a nation that provides significant opportunities for everyone. Where
have we failed as a society in projecting to our youth the tremendous opportunity
they have for success and happiness? In an age where divorce and litigation are
far too prevalent, we are projecting an image that there is change around every
corner. Life is just one unforeseen event after another. There is no stability in life.
What is left to aspire for when fate snatches away our best intentions at every
intersection in life? We might as well react to our circumstances today rather
than strive to improve life's direction when so much seems to be out of our
control and impossible to predict. We need to reestablish the premise that
individuals can and do have the ability to exercise control over their lives and
futures and that instant gratifications are not more important than building a
foundation for a lifetime.
My heart and soul go out to all of those most directly affected by the Columbine
High School tragedy. I feel bad for their pain and suffering, for their
unrecoverable losses. Forgive me for ever having felt sorry for myself for the
events in my life for I have never felt the pain they feel now. If I could I would
erase these disastrous events from their lives because no one deserves their
plight. I hope that life will provide some opportunity for their emotional healing.
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Sydney Roark
(541) 687-7093 (Landline)
1682 Lawrence St
Eugene, OR 97401 United States
Email: sydneyroark1@msn.com

Jonathan Roberts
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Larry Roberts
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Lynn Roberts
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Randal Roberts
Name Today: Randal ( Randy) Roberts
(505) 259-9400 (Mobile)
905 Tramway Lane NE
Albuquerque, NM 87122 United States
Email: Randalr@swcp.com

Retired attorney who is living the dream. We have 4 children, 7 grandchildren.
We are spending retirement with the Grandchildren and seeing the world. I just
thought I would show some travel pictures of my wife and I and one picture of the
family. For Christmas 2018 I rented a castle in Scotland for a week and took the
entire family. The FAQ recommended bringing pictures of children and or
grandchildren rather personal attendance. Accordingly I have attempted to
comply.
As an aside my Grandfather worked on BHS as one one of the WPA type projects
and helped set Jake and Minnie.
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JD Robinson
(303) 494-8123 (Landline)
(720) 244-3807(other phone)
1772 Eldorado Dr.
Superior, CO 80027 United States
Email: jjktrobinson@msn.com
Since graduation I have been building and remodeling homes in the Boulder and
surrounding area and still doing it. I have been married to my wife Jeannie for 44
years, she is a 1971 graduate of Fairview, I have two kids, a daughter living in
Phoenix Ariz. 32 years old and a son married and living in Keensberg Co. 25 years
old. We live in Superior because Boulder is not the same town we grew up in.

Debbie Rodgers
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Barbara Rogers
Name Today: Barbara Diehl
(303) 440-6798 (Landline)
(720) 412-7395(other phone)
2729 Juniper Ave.
Boulder, CO 80304 United States
Email: diehl@colorado.edu

Laurie Rogers
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Geraldine Rohde
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact

information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Renee Rohrer
Name Today: Renee Ellison
(970) 385-1809 (Landline)
190 Vista Linda Ave.
Durango, CO 81303 United States
Email: ellisons3@hotmail.com
Renee (married to Todd Ellison for 30
years) resides in Durango next to their
daughter Melanie (age 27). Melanie is an
accomplished cellist and works as a doula.
Todd is the records manager for the City
of Durango. Renee conducts teacher
training at homeschool conventions and is
a private tutor.
The Ellison family loves Jesus Christ and
believes that He alone has the ultimate
answers to life's puzzles. Just as colonial
Americans used to ask their children
"What is the chief end of man?" so we,
too, have asked ourselves that question
and have come up with the same answer
that their children gave way back then:
"To glorify God and enjoy Him forever!" (taken from the Westminster
Catechism).
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Ken Rose
Became a departed panther in 2012.
Compiled from Ken’s obituary:
Kenneth Donald Rose, son of Donald Kenneth Rose and
Patricia Paulson Rose, passed away Monday, Sept. 17,
2012.
Ken was born in Palo Alto, Calif., on Oct. 10, 1950, was
raised in Idaho Falls, Idaho, and led a life of adventure.
Most recently, Kenneth worked for Fort Knox Gold Mine
in Fairbanks as safety trainer, 2007-2010.
Ken graduated from Boulder High School, Boulder Colo.,
in 1969. He served in the U.S. Army from 1969 to 1979,
in the Merchant Marine from 1979 to 1984, and the Army and Alaska Air
National Guard, from 1986 to 2007, holding many vehicle maintenance and
environmental positions and traveling all over the world. He was a Vietnam and
Iraq war veteran who served his nation and state honorably. There was hardly
any place on the planet he hadn't visited or knew some details about.
Ken enjoyed gunsmithing and explosives, skiing,
hiking and hunting. He loved Alaska, moving
there first in the early 1970s and again in 1985 and
enjoyed teaching newcomers about the various
living things unique to the land. He had a
generous spirit, giving back to active military
members, whether in line at the commissary or
shoppette, by paying for their purchases or
contributing to various charities. Most of all, he
adored his children.
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Ken was a Master Mason from North Pole Lodge No. 16, F&AM of Alaska and a
Noble of Alaska Shrine Temple of Alaska.
He is survived by his fiancée, friend and caregiver until the end, Adrianne Jewell;
father, Donald Kenneth Rose; three children, William Henry Rose of Gilbert,
Ariz., and Donald Kenneth Rose and Patricia Elizabeth Rose, both of Palmer,
Alaska; a daughter-in-law, Patricia Rose; one grandchild, Miguel Rose both of
Gilbert, Ariz. and a sister, Katherine Mayo of Manassas, Va.

Donald Royer
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Sandra Ruble
Name Today: Sandy Recla
(970) 590-1258 (Mobile)
513 Springwood Ct
Windsor, CO 80550 United States
Email: sandyrecla02@gmail.com
I retired from the Larimer County WIC program in 2014 after working there for
23 years. It was time. I love to quilt, so spend much of my time sewing. My
husband, Dean, finally retired this year (his 3rd). My oldest son and his wife of 20
years, Marc and Christy, have four children. Ages 19, 12, 9 and 7. My youngest
son, Curt, and his wife, Kelsey, had a Florida destination wedding in 2017. He has
2 daughters, 12 and 7. Dean and I own a home in Iron Belt, WI. So we summer
there and winter here.
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Elaine Russell
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Katherine Ryan
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Terry Sabotnik
Name Today: Rex (Teran) Sabotnik
(303) 810-9084 (Mobile)
(303) 741-9149(other phone)
2917 E. Geddes Ave.
Centennial, CO 80122 United States
Email: rsabotnik@outlook.com
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Clay Safford
Became a departed panther in 1988.
Submitted by Bob Perry:
A NOTE IN MEMORY OF EDWARD CLAY SAFFORD
1950-1988.
Clay Safford died on March 12, 1988. I often think of
Clay, and this time we have chosen to reunite, think
back, take stock, and look forward seems a fitting
opportunity to say a few things about his influence on my
life. I try to recognize and grasp the lessons that life
offers, and Clay's death, after a friendship of 35 years,
continues to be a lesson about living and the priorities I
steer by. Perhaps at some level Clay knew he didn't have
70 years to figure it all out. He learned quickly and met life head on with courage
and faith. Looking back, I think he had a good handle on life as early as junior
high, although it is only recently that I have begun to really recognize his wisdom.
As I learn more, I marvel at how powerfully Clay moved through the world. He
managed to see and live by a set of standards that were his own and that most of
us would find difficult to top. Clay traveled the globe, created businesses, tinkered
in farming, worked at odd jobs and could with equal ease garner the love and
respect of heads of state or the elderly lady next door. He possessed a warm and
keen humor that was at once charming and humble. He managed to live the
concept of personal liberty - of being, doing and having what he chose to be, do or
have at any time.
Clay touched the lives of so many and I think all of us remember him with
warmth and deep respect. I find it difficult to define what qualities Clay possessed
that were so powerful. Perhaps it was his independence tempered by a real caring
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for others. Or maybe it was his often irreverent sense of humor. Whatever it was,
Clay will always remain a very special person to me. I sometimes sense his
presence, chuckling in knowing humor at the detours I so often seem to take. It is
easy to hear his banter offering a better perspective than I am capable of seeing at
the time.
In the last months of his life, Clay struggled heroically with his fatigue and
discomfort and maintained a delightful attitude. His calm and good humor in the
face of a losing battle was a testament to his great courage It is my hope that all of
us can achieve Clay's level of wisdom and mastery of life at an early enough point
to laugh at our trials and spread some good will in the world.
Clay loved life and flowed with its currents with a sense of trust and adventure.
He seemed to regard the end of this life as one more part of a great journey. Clay,
I am sure, sends love and a laughing warm challenge to us all as we take this time
to reflect. He serves as a reminder to me that the numbers say that age 35-40 is
half-time in the game of life. The second half is starting and it will go more
quickly than the first has.
Even more importantly, none of us have any better guarantee than Clay that we
will get all of our 75-80 years to master the game. We can learn from Clay's
example and begin today to move toward that life we dream of. We all have a
wonderful opportunity to be better players in this game, as difficult and confusing
as it often seems. I wish for myself and you that we can meet this greatest of all
adventures with love, excitement, courage and humor in honor of ourselves and
Clay.
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Brian Sailer
Became a departed panther in 2015.

Ellen Saiz
Became a departed panther in 2016.
Compiled from Ellen’s obituary:
Ellen Saiz, formerly of Boulder, CO. and McMinnville,
OR. passed away peacefully in her childhood home in
Boulder on November 6 due to complications from
cancer. She died holding her mother's hand in the
presence of her loving sisters, Marti Saiz Lynch and
Laurie Saiz Parks.
Ellen was born April 30, 1951, to Fred and Kathryn Saiz
in Boulder, Co. She attended the University of Colorado
where she majored in English. Ellen married Sal Peralta
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in 1972, and gave birth to their son, Salvador, they later divorced. In 1974, Ellen
moved to Cookham, England, where she worked as a fashion model and traveled
to many European countries, Spain being one of her favorites.
Ellen had a lifelong passion for dogs and a unique
ability to build relationships with new people, she
was a regular visitor to the local dog parks, and
was passionate about animal rights and rescue.
Ellen was known as a woman of great empathy
and compassion and volunteered her time at
senior care centers, children’s hospitals, and
veteran hospitals with her Yorkie service dog,
Hug-a-Bug.
Ellen is survived by her Mother, Katheryn Saiz,
her sisters, Marti (Barry) Lynch, Karen (Scott)
Decker, Laurie Saiz Parks, her son and daughter-in-law, Sal Peralta and Tanya
Tompkins, as well as the joy of her life, her granddaughter Isabella Peralta.

Wayne Salmen
(303) 772-5917 (Landline)
(303) 591-0462(other phone)
2204 Gay Street
Longmont, Colorado 80501 United States
Email: Sunduck66@msn.com
Connie and I have been married 48 years ( married after our first year of college).
We have 4 children, 3 of our own and one adopted and 13 grandchildren. All but
three are out of state and we are glad because we get to see them more than we
initially thought. Connie is now retired from being a school health clerk and a
Sunday School administrator and I am still working at Columbine Appliance and
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Fireplaces (32 years). I am waiting for our classes 52nd reunion to retire (lol). I
have been very blessed with a wonderful family, work environment and God woke
me up in 1984 while going to a bible study, Bible Study Fellowship, to realize all
of this was not possibly without him so I committed my life to His son, Jesus
Christ, as my Lord and savior.

Karlin Sammons
(435) 773-3313 (Mobile)
Montrose, CO 81401 United States
Email: kasamm51@hotmail.com
After a delayed exit from BHS, I spent time at Metro St & Colo. Institute of Art.
While at the CIA I worked for Neusteters building props for displays which led to
a career in the Exhibits and Trade show industry. Productions include State,
National Park visitor centers, traveling exhibits for the Solar Industries, major
companies- Coke, Reebok, Panasonic, GP, GM among the many. A nuclear
control room and a few simulators, Ebcot, Universal Studios were a few fun jobs.
Along the way I contracted many side cabinet jobs, custom furniture, model
making, plastic fabrication, mold making and prototypes.
I spent 10 yrs. in Denver, 18 in Atlanta, 7 in Tampa, 12 in St. George, UT before
returning to western Colorado to retire and have fun doing creative arts and
Splinterpicking.
All is good, Peace

Mary Sander
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Connie Sandrin
Connie Isenberg
Became a departed panther in 2017.
Submitted by Connie’s husband, Jim Isenberg:

Didn't we almost have it all
When love was all we had worth giving
The ride with you was worth the fall my friend
Loving you makes life worth living – Whitney Houston ry1987

-

With a smile and an infectious laugh that could light up a room,
Connie would befriend anyone, anytime.
Bachelor of Science – UNC. Teaching Certificate, Elementary School
Educator. The best I ever saw.
Master of Science – CSU. Type D Certificate. Declined Administrative
positions, preferring classrooms and kids.
What can I say, ‘I’m a Teacher’, her mantra to retirement in 2000,
age 50, after 30 years as “La Maestra”.
Director of District Outdoor Education Program for hundreds of 6th
graders, themed “Caring and Sharing”.
District Science Coordinator. Promoting Hands-on Fun Science
Education - STEM before it was STEM.
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-

First Hands-on Science Ambassador Award – Regis University
Summer Hands-On Science Program.
Presented at National Science Teacher conferences in Denver and the
U.S. with Steve Spangler Science.
“Raised” hundreds of elementary students from diverse economic,
ethnic, social and family environments.
Mentored many college student interns, new teachers and colleagues.
But her students always came first.
Colorado finalist for NASA Teacher in Space Program. Recognition
by NASA for furthering Space Education.
During travels, amassed memorabilia to share with students; camped
at Space Shuttle launch and landing.
Co-developed and presented American Manned Space Flight
programs for school classes with all that “stuff”.
Supported numerous charitable organizations and causes.
Transcribed Historic Westminster elders’ stories.
Helped build c1888 Tiny Town Observatory, dedicated in 1988 for
volunteers’ reopening of this historic site.
Provided a caring end-of-life experience in big back yard for older
hard-to-adopt pet dogs; hermit crabs, too.
A traveler of 49 US states, 10 European countries; car camped
thousands of miles in Colorado and the West.
Auto racing fan, besides Bandimere’s, went to Indy 500, Daytona
twice, Georgetown ice races and sand drags.
Loved to play the piano (especially at Tribute of Christmas) and sing
(the latter not so good later, despite concert choir).
Enjoyed travel, camping, skiing, houseboating, softball, bowling, golf,
dice, slots and dancing; loved to garden.
BAR League softball great catcher, lousy thrower. “Put it right in here
baby; OK ump, you throw it back to him.”
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-

An avid Broncos fan and season ticket holder at both stadiums since
Elway and Bowlen came to town in 1983.
Married Jim in 1984. A love story run of 33 years. After 3-year
courtship, it was, “Marry me or move out.”
Connie loved each music box I gave her for 37 Christmases; I still buy
her the yellow roses and daisies she liked.
She passed away from misdiagnosed medical complications at
4:33 p.m. July 24, 2017. Her energy lives on.
Connie’s kids, school or pets, friends, love, above all, family was her
beautiful world. “A la Familia! Te amo.”
“Live, Laugh, Love – Everyday – It’s the Law” defined Connie; her life
as so many knew her. It’s a good epitaph.
Memories many, regrets few; never got to sail around the world or
live out our lives somewhere on a beach.
Connie is missed by those who knew her, and all she touched. Her
life was one well lived, taken away too soon.
Respectfully submitted in loving memory by her husband and best
friend forever, Jim Isenburg – Semper Fi.

Looking back on the memory of
The dance we shared 'neath the stars above
For a moment, all the world was right
How could I have known that you'd ever say
goodbye
And now I'm glad I didn't know
The way it all would end, the way it all would
go
Our lives are better left to chance
I could have missed the pain
But I'd have had to miss the dance. - Garth Brooks - ry1990
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Berniece Sapp
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Eric Saunders
(919) 533-3030 (Landline)
485 Fearrington Post
Pittsboro, NC 27312 United States
Email: esaunders@nc.rr.com
My life has not been what I expected or hoped for, but
I am here (but a three day weekend in Colorado
coming from North Carolina is not compatible with
my budget at the moment, although I would come if I
lived closer to Boulder).
Hope everyone has a good time at the reunion.

Linda Saunders
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Lance Sawyer
(719) 395-4119 (Landline)
26695 County Road 342
Buena Vista, Colorado 81211 United States
Email: sawyer342@yahoo.com
My wife of 38 years, Alice, and I have both been retired for awhile now and are
enjoying a much more relaxed lifestyle. We purchased a travel trailer and have
spent a fair amount of time traveling around most of the western US, mainly
during the winter months.
We keep busy while at home hiking, snowshoeing and making items for our
small, in-home business. Alice is an accomplished jewelry artist and I have been
making decorative and functional wooden vessels on a lathe for the past
seventeen years. We don’t travel to shows, or maintain a business website, so all
of our sales are through local shows and contacts. Keeps it simple.
I resumed my affair with motorcycles almost twenty years ago and still enjoy
getting out on my current one as often as possible. Living where we do it is pretty
close to motorcycle heaven, on both paved and dirt roads, as long as it’s not
snowing.
I have been accused of having hermit-like tendencies and I guess it might be true.
The idea of spending three days in Boulder socializing with classmates from 50
Years Ago! just doesn’t appeal to me, although I’m sure there will be folks there
that I would really enjoy catching up with.
Hope you all have a great time. Lance
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JoDe Scalpone
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Rhonda Schielke
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Bill Schlager
Classmate requested information not be published.

Carol Schlaile
Name Today: Carol Kastning
(970) 349-6258 (Landline)
(970) 596-5011(other phone)
PO Box 1125
Crested Butte, CO 81224 United States
Email: bckastning@gmail.com
My husband, Bill Kastning and I have lived in Crested Butte, CO for the past forty
years where we raised a son and a daughter. We are retired public school teachers
and multiple odd job workers ( in order to live in a ski area). We have enjoyed the
wilds of Colorado and the rural lifestyle: skiing, hiking, biking etc. It's been a
good place and life in which to land.

Jeanette Schmelzer
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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James Schmitz
Became a departed panther in 1975.
From the 20th Reunion Panther Tracks. Submitted by
Denis Kaufman:
I met Jim Schmitz for the first time when I walked into
the 9th grade classroom in the old Sacred Heart Junior
High School. I was the "new kid", a recent transplant
from Poughkeepsie, New York. I was wearing a suit everybody was in blue jeans or cords. In some ways there
is a galaxy's distance between Catholic schools in
Poughkeepsie and Boulder. Jimmy came over to my
desk, introduced himself, and told me what was
happening in the 13-14 year old scene. I learned, for
instance, that The Tikki Club was the place to hang out if you were fourteen. I was
thirteen unfortunately. By the time I turned fourteen, the Tikki was a memoryand on its way to being the first of Boulder's many restored warehouses.
Jimmy Schmitz, even at fourteen, possessed a quality I'd never run into before and still can't describe to my satisfaction today. He always seemed confident,
almost arrogant - but not really arrogant - more sure that he could do whatever
he set his mind to. He was rebellious the way he suffered the constraints of being
fourteen. I suspect that he had a personal difference with God for not bringing
him into the world already in his twenties. And, he had values and scruples. He
liked to look out for the underdogs; maybe that's why he went out of his way to
make friends with a new kid trying desperately hard to be "cool".
Jimmy was ambitious and a hard worker. It went with his confidence. He was
going to be in the catbird seat- on his terms, and he didn't mind working for it.
That meant the Pizza Hut Restaurant chain. He had family connections and used
them - to get an entry-level job and work his way up through the chain. The
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summer we graduated from high school, Jimmy and I worked at the old Pizza
Hut in University Plaza. I learned a lot about responsibility and earning your way
that summer. I also got to watch Jimmy swing into action against obnoxious
customers. A booth full of drunks was pestering the waitress while they waited for
Jim to fix their pizza. I watched him mix half a shaker of ground pepper into their
tomato sauce before he spread it on the pizza. The customers, understandably
disturbed that their pizza was a scorcher, complained. Jim offered to taste a small
piece, declared it a bit on the mild side, and suggested that they weren't use to the
kind of hot foods people liked in Colorado. The customers proceeded to choke
down the rest of the pizza, and Jimmy slipped out of view and gulped down a
pitcher of water.
I left for boot camp in San Diego later that summer. I saw Jimmy when I came
home for recruit leave. We built a fireplace for his parents up in Nederland. We
spent the night in an old unheated house, just as the nights turned cold. My blood
was thinned out in San Diego's summer of course. After a freezing night, we left ran out of gas just near Barker Dam, and coasted
home down Boulder Canyon. I only saw Jimmy a few times after that.
He and my brother, Stephen, headed off to Texas to make their fortunes. "Butch
Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" was a hit about that time; Stephen was Butch and
Jimmy was Sundance. After a month or so in Fort Worth, Stephen returned to
Boulder; Jimmy stayed on in Texas.
I saw Jimmy for the last time when my brother got married. Jimmy was living in
Kansas City then and drove straight through to Boulder so he could be there. He
was a little more subdued than I remembered, but otherwise was the same Jim
Schmitz as always. He signed the guest book and left shortly after the reception.
The signature read, "Never stop ... Jim".
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Two years later, May 1975, I was stationed in California and got a message that
Stephen was in a coma following a serious car accident. The next week, in
mid-May, I heard that Jimmy was killed in a car wreck in Fort Scott, Kansas. He
was going home to pack a few things and head back to Boulder to see Stephen. I
remember thinking it was Butch and Sundance's last ride.

Pat Schneider
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Craig Schons
Name Today: Cynthia Sherman
(303) 776-1352 (Landline)
Firestone, CO 80504 United States
Email: csher987@gmail.com
Retired, married (still) 40 years, 2 kids, 2 granddaughters. 6 years in Navy, BS in
computer science at CU Denver, my specialty was "walking the line" between
hardware and software. Did a lot of contract work for companies like Honeywell,
Careidian, Electromedics, Direct TV, John Deere. Worked direct for Ball
Aerospace, Exabyte.

Ronald Schrader
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Evelyn Schulz
Name Today: Evelyn Schulz (Maloney)
(602) 881-2940 (Mobile)
17226 N Lindgren Ave
Sun City, Arizona 85373 United States
Email: azevelyn33@gmail.com
I am semi-retired. When opportunities present
itself I do photography projects. As a
photographer I work with those that normally can
not afford a professional, this allows me to give
back for all the blessings I've received in my life.
I am a proud grandmother of a nine year old boy. I
worked for a company for 25 years. A portion of
that time was in the Travel division, allowing me
to visit many places in the world, which otherwise
I would not be able to have traveled to.

Ann Schweninger
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Steven Schwenn
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

David Sears
(505) 227-5099 (Mobile)
201 Aliso SE #7
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108 United States
Email: dsears1969@gmail.com
I'm a doctor, recently
retired. I'm divorced, have
four kids all doing good. For
fun I dance tango. I was
sorry to see that some old
school friends have died.

Christine Sells
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Mary Seltmann
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

William Shafer
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Kathryn Shaw
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Brenda Shelton
Name Today: Brenda Larter
(508) 648-5939 (Mobile)
(508) 435-5889 (other phone)
230 Wood St Box 142
Woodville, MA 1784 United States
Email: dragonmom27@yahoo.com
Retired, worked in customer service at Shaws Market for 28 years, before that I
had 2 children Alexis and Jason with my husband Paul. I met Paul while teaching
in Navajo, New Mexico. We enjoy traveling and looking at antiques and
collectables we don't need.

Randy Sherman
Name Today: Randall Sherman
(415) 336-7505 (Mobile)
337 Clay St.
Nevada City, CA 95959 United States
Email: rsherman21@comcast.net
Randy Sherman and partner Joanne Wang
at Versailles, France in 2016

It's hard to believe that so many of us have made
it to the 50th! I am sad to see how many have
not.
I have many episodes of experience that can be
seen on Facebook (which is open to the public) that don't need repeating here,
except for perhaps a few comments.
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I spent so much of my life wondering what I am going to do when I grew up? This
question hadn't begun to be answered until I was approximately 45 years old
when I found myself running my own company that did market research on high
tech electronics products. Happily, I was in Silicon Valley - in the heart of
technology innovation. Still, nothing significantly great came about this until I
settled down and accepted that I wasn't going to be fabulously rich or famous and
that what I had and was good enough.
I ended up divorcing my famous wife and settled for an ordinary but beautiful
Chinese partner that matched my needs perfectly. Only then did I start to
understand and restrain my wild ambitions and dreams.
Regardless, it is the old friends that I remember the most now, along with the
images and feelings of times past. South Boulder was first among them along
with gymnastics in high school, and the great CU college images that are still
vivid to me today.
World travels are chief among my other memories. Today as I am privileged to
roam Europe in pleasure and Asia in work. My business is successful and I have
no regrets - only positive memories.
I am healthy and satisfied overall, with many good friends to remind me of the
old and good times. I have come to accept the shortcomings that always appeared
to be so big and unfilled.
I go by the name Randall now, as "Randy" was always associated with my
childhood. But I'm happy to hear this now as it reminds me of a different time
and I sincerely enjoy speaking with old friends who still call me this as it brings
back warm memories.
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Georgette Shinn
Name Today: Georgette Ferrera
(775) 378-1173 (Mobile)
9960 Vintage Dr
Reno, NV 89506 United States
Email: lionhearted729@hotmail.com

Sondra Shipley
Became a departed panther in 1987.
From the 20th Reunion Panther Tracks. Submitted by
some of her friends:
A neighbor described Sondra as "incredibly kind,
someone who would do anything to help others". Those
of us who knew Sondra from elementary school days
would agree that such a description fit her all her life.
Sondra's life ended abruptly June 5, 1987, after several
months' battle with Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (Lou
Gehrig's disease). She married Bill Busch shortly after
college, worked for awhile as a dental assistant, and then
had two sons - Billy and Bobby, now 10 and 6. Sondra
was extremely outgoing, organizing a Neighborhood
Watch program where she lived in Broomfield. She enjoyed aerobics and crafts,
often crocheting baby items to sell in Estes Park. Many of us knew Sondra long
before our Boulder High years and find her absence at this reunion a great loss.
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Kurt Shupe
Became a departed panther in 2006.

Mike Simms
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Margaret Simons
Became a departed panther in 2015.

Susan Sinclair
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Rick Sinner
(720) 526-6166 (Landline)
2186 Summerlin Lane
Longmont, CO 80503 United States
Email: rsinner@comcast.net
Karen & I have been retired from Boulder Valley Schools for 14 years now. Along
the way old age commenced, and we find it difficult to remember ever teaching.
However, we fully enjoyed receiving our Medicare cards, and look forward to
using them as often as possible. I am still actively collecting Boulder County
advertising pieces, and still enjoy doing historical county research. We still have
our cabin in Gold Hill and try to get there as often as possible. But, after living in
Boulder for the past 63 years, we finally moved to Longmont. The “Old Boulder”
that both of us grew up with just isn’t there anymore. How very sad.

James Sipes
Became a departed panther in 2005.
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Elaine Sisemore
Name Today: Elaine Johnson
(719) 256-4381 (Landline)
(719) 588-8117(other phone)
70661 County Rd T
PO Box 399
Crestone, CO 81131 United States
Email: etjohnsonlaw@aol.com
I was a trial attorney for many years and retired to become busier than ever
owning several businesses in the town of Crestone, Colorado. I have two children
and three grandchildren and can't believe it has been fifty years since graduation
from high school! I'm so sorry not to be at the reunion but have travel plans to
France at that time. Please extend my best wishes to the class of '69!!!!

Andy Smith
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Cathy Smith
Name Today: Cathy Morehead
(720) 442-6927 (Mobile)
214 Bross St
Longmont, CO 80501 United States
Email: kyle.morehead@yahoo.com
I still live in Longmont with my husband of fifty years. I retired this year from
house cleaning. I spend time with my family and my four year old great grandson
Easton. He is the center of our lives. Still love to go bowling, camping, and travel
some. I also enjoy having lunch with my girlfriends. I am looking forward to this
reunion.

David Smith
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

James Smith
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Karen Smith
Became a departed panther in 2017.

Phil Smith
(720) 887-4775 (Landline)
10060 Shoshone Way
Thornton, CO 80260 United States
Email: philandglenda@q.com
Well, let's talk about
career choices. Mine have
been questionable in
economic terms, but
rewarding in terms of life
satisfaction.
After graduating from CU
I went into the
newspaper business. It
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was journalism's golden age in the wake of Woodward and Bernstein, though
there was never any money in it to speak of. I was in the field for 22 years,
working in Nebraska, Montana and Idaho, mostly as a sportswriter. By and large
I enjoyed it tremendously, but by the time I quit the business in 1994, the internet
was beginning to erode the industry's foundation and it wasn't much fun to work
in anymore.
In 1992 I married Glenda Helbert, a fellow newspaper wretch from Olympia.
Two years later we moved back to the Colorado Front Range and eventually I got
a job as a corporate writer and editor for a global real estate corporation: another
career choice that ultimately turned bad with the 2008 real estate-led crash. For
about 12 of the 14 years I enjoyed it before organizational and management
changes turned it sour. In 2011 I was involuntarily retired from the corporate
world, and two years later I formed my own company, Your Family Storyteller.
The foundation of the business is writing family stories and turning them into
published books.
I've written five family books and ghost-written two business books for
networking acquaintances. My pride and joy is soon to be published. It's an
account of my friend Sedin Omeragic and his family. Sedin was a teenager in
Bosnia during the Serbian genocide of the 1990s. He and his family went through
hell for three years but eventually came to America, where they are thriving. This
book is a very human story: the Omeragics belong(ed) to three groups that are
widely feared and hated in today's toxic political atmosphere: Muslims, refugees
and immigrants. The book puts a human face on these people and I hope will, in a
small way, serve to un-demonize them.
Currently I'm Glenda's caregiver. She had a big stroke in 2015 and has now been
diagnosed with symptoms of Parkinson's. She can get around the house with the
help of a walker, but outside is wheelchair-bound. All I can say is this: Thank you,
LBJ and Congress in the '60s, for Medicare. Without it we'd be sunk.
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Scot Smith
(720) 351-8243 (Mobile)
9982 Plateau Road
Longmont, CO 80504 United States
Email: bss@coloradogroup.com

Terry Smith
(703) 868-2023 (Mobile)
21 S. Pennsylvania St.
Webb City, MO 64870 United States
Email: brotsmith@gmail.com
Married to Sandi for 40 years with two sons (Scott...wife, Mary Jo...two children,
Grayson and Mollie Kate...they live in Missouri) (Jeremy...wife, Christina...three
children, Adelyn, Everett, and Silas. They live in Thailand). Retiring as of
September 1 and moving from Fairfax, Virginia (just outside of Washington, D.C.
to Webb City, MO to be near grandchildren. I've been a pastor for the past 40
years, living in Louisiana, Oklahoma, and Virginia. My hobby is shooting and
hunting. I've had the opportunity to travel to over 30 countries during my
ministry.
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Wayne Smith
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Sarah Snow
Name Today: Sarah Williams
(303) 404-2986 (Landline)
1355 Daphne St.
Broomfield, CO 80020 United States
Email: rrrswilliams@yahoo.com
I have been retired since '09 from Boulder Valley Schools where I worked as a
literacy and special education para-educator for eighteen years. My passion in
retirement has been as a volunteer at Humane Society Boulder Valley. I serve as a
dog kennel assistant, handler for website photos, and facilitate dog and cat
adoptions.
I've been married for thirty-five years and we have twin sons who live in the area.
We have a grand dog but no grandkids, and the grand-dog hangs out with us
while everyone is working.
I continue to love reading, hiking, and try to stay strong by working out in the
local rec. center with the other Silver Sneaker folks. I'm so grateful for good
health and content to greet each day by every gift of nature, family and friends.
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Kris Solheim
Name Today: Kristina Solheim
(520) 282-1073 (Mobile)
2222 E. Seneca
Tucson, AZ 85719 United States
Email: krysiasolheim@hotmail.com
I'm retired but working 40+ hours a week. I spent 3 months (Dec -Feb. 2019)
travelling in Morocco with my daughter, working and visiting friends in Greece
and staying with my daughter in London where she lives and works now. Then I
came home to Tucson and started teaching Spanish 20 hours a week and
volunteering helping the immigrants 20+ hours a week. Mostly I'm translating
but I'm also working in the kitchen. We have about 400 immigrants a day that we
feed, dress, house and help them with their transportation to where their
sponsors live. Even though the situation is quite sad the work is very gratifying.
I keep travelling as much as possible. The next big trip on my bucket list is for
about 4 months going back to visit friends in Thailand then up to Beijing to take
the Trans Siberian train to Moscow. I am thinking about spending 2-3 months
doing that, hopping on and off the train. Anyone up for that?
My daughter, Krysia, is the manager for Great Britain for a German bikeshare
company. She is quite busy but she always seems to find time to travel a bit with
me. I'm proud to say that I don't own a car and haven't for 4years now. I just have
a bicycle. So I try to keep myself in somewhat good shape. I still love being active,
even though it is a bit slower now.

Russell Sompayrac
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.
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Frances Sparkman
Classmate requested information not be published.

Catherine Spear
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number.

Karen Sproul
Name Today: Karen Hassan
(303) 526-6074 (Mobile)
615 Juniper Ave.
Boulder, CO 80304 United States
Email: kshassan@mac.com

Karla Stangoni
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

William Stanton
Name Today: Bill Stanton
(415) 479-1691 (Landline)
357 Peachstone Terrace
San Rafael, CA 94903 United States
Email: bill_stanton60@hotmail.com
Thoroughly enjoying life since retiring six years ago together with Veronica my
sweetheart of the last 19 years.
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Paul Stevens
(610) 291-0912 (Mobile)
(610) 649-0737(other phone)
15 Simpson Road
Ardmore, PA 19003 United States
Email: stevensviolins@comcast.net
I'm running my violin shop in Ardmore PA Paul Stevens Violins I have 3 children
and I am single.

Randy Stokes
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Russ Stone
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Sheila Stone
Classmate requested information not be published.

Lynn Stonebraker
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Clark Story
(206) 525-3397 (Landline)
P.O. Box 19522
Seattle, WA 98109-1522 United States
Email: No email

Hello to Boulder High School Class of 1969,
Thank you so much for the invite to the reunion . However, I will not be able to
attend the festivities due to work.
Recently, a friend said to me,
" .. So you got up, ate, slept , went to work again - that's all you 've done for the
past forty plus years?" Basically, sad but true . A lot of people live life by their
work schedule, why should I be any different, because I attended Boulder High
School? OK, let me regress, and not regret! My whole family has a history of
being classical musicians, so I played violin in the Boulder High orchestra.
After a year of construction work digging ditches, I decided to practice, practice,
practice my ass off, hours and hours of training my fingers to do what they were
told to do. I finally landed a job in the violin section of the Seattle Symphony
Orchestra in 1978. Yes, it's a real job, six days a week (in top form), over 200
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concerts a year! Billions of notes played to perfection, need a new tuxedo every
season. Very demanding job, yes, but comes with benefits - medical, dental,
pension, and most of all, not having to line up a new gig every week. For a
musician, that's like gold ! And plus, I am the most famous violinist in the Seattle
Symphony because I have played almost every concert for the past 40 years, so I
get recognized in public 3-4 times a week. Fame but not fortune, what can you
do? Well if you 're a musician, you just do it again and again, until you get it right!
Recently I turned 68 years old - how the hell did that happen?!?
I guess it happens to other people too! (hahaha)
To finish the story, I have to add:
Never married - not even Gay!
No children, (well, two terriers - Bert & Ernie - no college tuition to pay!)
The plan is to retire soon to the Oregon Coast, can't afford Boulder, alas.
To you 50th Reunion committee- Barb, Warren, Ernie A lot of work, kudos to your organizational skills , and we appreciate what you
have done for all the rest of us "50'ers". Enclosed you will find a check for $50 to
help with reunion expenses.
Best to you all Clark Story
PS - You will notice from the enclosed photos, there was one thing I did not learn
at Boulder High School. ...
HOW TO SHAVE!
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Phil Streamer
Became a departed panther in 2017.(?)

Terry Sullins
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Betsy Sullivan
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Jane Suzuki
(720) 233-3756 (Mobile)
1150 Quince Avenue
Boulder, CO 80304 United States
Email: jane.nakama@colorado.edu
Was working as a calligrapher at one point. Have moved around the US a fair
amount from the far West to New England to the mid-Atlantic to the Central US!
Retired. Two daughters.

Dan Swenson
(303) 875-1009 (Mobile)
4044 Whetstone Dr.
Broomfield, Colorado 80023 United States
Email: danswenson5@gmail.com

Retired this last January, enjoying some travel, plus all my vices, skiing, flying
glider, wake surfing with Brent Bean, hiking, fishing I guess nothing has changed.
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Dan Talcott
(406) 871-5112 (Mobile)
152 River View Dr.
Kalispell, MT 59901 United States
Email: woodchopper60@gmail.com
Enjoying retirement, my wife and two children.

David Talcott
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Richard Teets
(248) 882-4696 (Mobile)
160 Vorn Ln
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48301 United States
Email:
richard.teets@gmail.com
I am married with one son. My
wife, Mary Pickett, and I
worked at GM Research Labs (I
also worked at Delphi Research
Labs). We are both retired, but
busy with various volunteer
activities. I volunteer at a social
service agency, helping people
sign up for health insurance
(Medicaid and Affordable Care
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Act) and serve on the board of a small foundation that makes grants for health
care for people with low incomes in the metro Detroit area. Mary volunteers at a
small Methodist church that does outreach in an impoverished neighborhood in
Detroit. Our son Alan is married to a wonderful young man named Tyler. They
are both engineers working in R&D for nuclear reactors for Navy submarines. For
the last few years I have been helping a mother and her 9-year-old son who are
Syrian refugees. I enjoy interacting with this “honorary grandson”. It is also an
education on how necessary and yet imperfect are the safety net programs like
Medicaid, food stamps, and welfare.
A bit more on my career: I studied physics at Michigan State University and
Stanford and then took a job at GM Research Labs using lasers to study
combustion (measuring the temperature and chemical concentrations in flames).
While the research was fun, it didn’t give GM a competitive advantage, so I
transitioned to more practical areas including spark ignition, magnetic position
sensors, and metal spray coatings. When GM spun off its component divisions to
make Delphi, I went to Delphi Research Labs and joined a group using computers
to model production machining processes (to improve productivity). Along the
way I worked on various technologies related to fuel economy, and my last few
years at Delphi involved reviewing government research on these technologies.

Walter Teets
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Helen Thimm
Name Today: Helen O'Jack
(307) 389-0381 (Mobile)
(307) 382-5706(other phone)
2725 Cherrywood Lane
Rock Springs, WY 82901 United States
Email: hojack@outlook.com
Retired 4 years ago from being a School Social Worker. Now, I enjoy playing
Pickleball, working out, Qi gong, and my delightful, almost 3 year old grandson.
Married for 24 years. 2 sons and 5 stepchildren.
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Dennis Thompson
(720) 261-4527 (Mobile)
12952 Grant Cir E
Thornton, CO 80241 United States
Email: thompsonden@gmail.com

Marc Thompson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Gordon Thomson
(303) 883-2700 (Mobile)
313 Peery Pkwy
Golden, CO 80403-1541 United States
Email: torythomson@comcast.net
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Dave Thyfault
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Harold Tibbitts
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Jackie Tidd
(720) 356-2553 (Mobile)
3045 Lowell Blvd.
Denver, CO 80211 United States
Email: toasstidd@gmail.com
Love the guidelines ... don’t write a novel about the past 50 years! So here are my
bullet points:
1). So painfully shy in HS you probably don’t remember me.
2). Got over it in college... CSU and UNC
3). First real job, teaching in a one-room school in mountains of WY ... dream
come true. Eventually taught and ended my career in an amazing school in the
mountains near Aspen.
4). Married and divorced, but inherited two beautiful lifelong stepsons and
grandkids.
5). Sooo guess I’m not supposed to fill in the juicy parts of the ‘novel’ here…
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6). Moved to Denver 10 years ago, diagnosed with MS..... but I’m totally cool with
it, just had to adjust my thinking.
7). Hard to believe it’s been friggin 50 years since HS ....but I actually love being
on this side of life!! I’m really hoping I can make this reunion.
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Barbara Tisserat
Became a departed panther in 2017.
Compiled from “Remembering Tisserat”, published in
the Richmondmag, and written by Harry Kollatz Jr.:
Barbara Tisserat, a lithographer and longtime Virginia
Commonwealth University professor much admired by
her colleagues and students, died in her home state of
Colorado on Monday after a more than two-year struggle
with lung cancer. She was 66.
She joined VCU’s Department of Painting and
Printmaking in 1978. When the school moved into its new
Broad Street building, she organized and implemented
the lithography studio.
In 2006, Tisserat received a nomination for Richmond magazine’s Theresa Pollak
Prize for Excellence in the Arts. When I called her about the news, she politely
declined to accept, citing her ambivalence and reluctance about public
recognition.
Another consistent subject in
Tisserat's body of work is her
presentation of the Colorado
landscape. She grew up there,
often returned, and with some
wistfulness recorded the
alterations to once-familiar
scenes. “Tremendous changes
are occurring there," she said,
"as open land is turned into
subdivisions. So there’s a certain
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amount of melancholy, which is part, I suppose, of having a certain perspective
over time.”
Patty Parks, who knew Tisserat well, shared her thoughts via social media: "This
is a sadder world for me, but how lucky I was to have Barbara as a good friend in
a world of many wonderful acquaintances. A mutual friend of ours, Masumi
[Seki], a printmaker from Tokyo, gave the perfect description of Barbara, 'I will
always remember her as the calm and witty person that made us feel the world is
what it is, but no matter, we will be fine in her company.' Barbara had that
calming effect on everyone. That is what made her everyone's favorite professor."

Thomas Topczewski
Became a departed panther in 2005.
Compiled from Tom’s obituary:
Age 53, died July 4, 2005. Tom was born on October 19,
1951 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin to Donald J. and Lucy
Topczewski. He moved with his family to Boulder in
1961 where he graduated from Boulder High School.
Tom moved to Longmont in 1978 and lived there until
2001 when he moved to Westminster. Tom worked for
King Soopers for 33 years before he retired in 2001 due
to health problems.
Tom was a member at St. John the Baptist Catholic
Church in Longmont and very active in the church. Tom
is survived by his parents; a twin brother, Timothy
Topczewski, a brother Andrew Topczewski; three sisters: Mary Sarah Burrowes,
Terri Bradshaw, and Rita Rusnock.
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Timothy Topczewski
Became a departed panther in 2009.
Compiled from Tim’s obituary:
Timothy L. “Tim” Topczewski was born Oct. 19, 1951
in Milwaukee, WI to Donald J. & Lucy ( Kalinowski )
Topczewski. Tim graduated from Boulder High
School & Western State College in Gunnison. He
married Mary Denfeld on May 27, 1987 in Boulder.
He was a former plastics mold maker & designer. Tim
was a hunter, golfer and singer. He was a member of
St. John the Baptist Church of Longmont, & the
Knights of Columbus of Longmont. He is survived by
his wife Mary, of Longmont, and son Jacob, of
Longmont.

Rhett Totten
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Dawn Travis
Name Today: Dawn Foltz
(970) 204-1952 (Mobile)
2719 Maroon Court
Fort Collins, CO 80525 United States
Email: greg.foltz@netzero.net
"Living the Dream"
I am a retired Oracle Database Administrator. Worked at Western Area Power
Administration for 20+ years.
My husband and I do a lot of wildlife travel to far away places such as Borneo,
Uganda, Antarctica, Galapagos, Ecuador, Tanzania, etc. We also are eclipse
chasers so will be in Chile the first part of July to view another total eclipse of the
sun.... I have a very large number of "minutes in total darkness".
We are also competitive bridge players. We will be competing at the Summer
Nationals for ACBL (American Contract Bridge League) in Las Vegas the
weekend of the reunion so will not be able to attend.
I have two grown sons, three granddaughters, one great-grandson, and the best
little dog that ever lived.

Rosemary Trigg
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Donald Tripp
Became a departed panther in 1969.
From the 20th Reunion Panther Tracks. Submitted by
Hank Windmoeller:
Donny was a warm and generous classmate. We met at
the age of seven when my family moved in two doors
away. At that age we played with our toy cars, hiked and
camped in the back yard, and played pickup games of
football after school in the middle of the street. It was
really nice to have a friend who made me feel welcome in
Boulder.
At BHS we studied and endured Latin classes together.
Donny, however, found much more satisfaction in
playing golf and working on cars. In fact, Don was a great
mechanic; he could fix anything. I remember how proud he was of the Austin
minicooper that he bought and rebuilt. Although always busy either studying or
working, Don made the time to help with Key Club activities, work at fundraisers
and decorate the gym for school dances.
It's been twenty years, and like most of our classmates I'm sure we'd have gone
our separate ways, but Donny, we still think of you, your smile, your generosity
and we miss you.
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Allen Tucker
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Dave Tuthill
(208) 870-0345 (Mobile)
2918 N El Rancho Place
Boise, ID 83704 United States
Email: dave@idahowaterengineering.com
Wow... summarizing five decades in a couple of paragraphs... but I am interested
in others so here goes.
After BHS, I attended CSU and was fortunate to select water engineering as a
career. I loved Army ROTC and planned to be a career soldier. But senior year I
met Mary Ann and we were married in 1974 . We completed our masters degrees
at CU and headed to Boise, Idaho for a "5 year adventure" (we're still there). Our
son Paul came in 1979, daughter Erin in 1981 and daughter Lara in 1991. I worked
for the Idaho Department of Water Resources for 33 years and retired to form
Idaho Water Engineering -- still at it with no retirement plans. Mary Ann has
been a practicing PA since 1997 -- now part time. I was an Army Reservist for 30
years -- loved the challenge and camaraderie -- still at it with reunions with my
buddies.
We are blessed to have 3 grandchildren -- the youngest, 6 mo. old Mia, just went
back to Baltimore with her parents after 3 lovely weeks in Boise. We took family
photos while all were here -- will post one when available.
I have also been blessed to have my friend Phil Smith as an ongoing buddy since
we met at Casey JH. Margaret Kneebone has been a lifelong friend. I reconnected
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with BHS buddy Mike Warchal a few years ago and we have had good times
together. I have enjoyed meals with Don Brown, Walt Teets and Ken Allen during
the past couple of years. I have warm feelings about the years spent at BHS and I
am grateful for the friends made there.
We are not certain that we will be able to attend the reunion this summer but it
would be great to see more friends. Thanks to the Reunion Committee for making
this happen! - Dave

Douglas Udy
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Dan Unger
(801) 231-7002 (Mobile)
29 East 1800 South
Bountiful, UT 84010 United States
Email: danunger@hotmail.com
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Niles Utlaut
Classmate requested information not be published.

Ted Valentiner, Jr.
(406) 862-4750 (Landline)
(360) 472-1761(other phone)
704 C E 13th St. #425
Whitefish, MT 59937 United States
Email: Traildrive@Hotmail.com
Whitefish, Montana is permanent home after nearly four decades of living around
the world. Rodeo'd (beginning with Little Britches at the Pow Wow grounds
through high school, college (Colorado State) and beyond, primarily saddle
bronco riding. Worked on ranches in Wyoming and So. Dakota then John Deere
and USDA before embarking on an overseas career in project management for
the petroleum industry (while keeping involved with horses and livestock.) Two
children and two grandchildren. Have been married to my amazing New Zealand
Kiwi wife Linda for twenty-two years and counting. We currently run a small B&B
(The Old Wagon Wheel), I keep busy with my horses and community activities
(Whitefish Invitational World Ski Joring Championships), the National Day of
the Cowboy.
We enjoy living In Big Sky country and wouldn't live anywhere else.

Nancy Van Dore
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Linda Vickery
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Emily Vila
Name Today: Emily Haack
(303) 433-2404 (Landline)
(303) 725-2884 (Mobile)
2935 Grove St.
Denver, CO 80211 United States
Email: homerhouse@comcast.net
After graduation from Boulder High School I
matriculated (hah! 50 cent word!) at the CU
College of Music, from which I received a
Bachelor of Music, Vocal Performance in 1974.
Total Ivory Tower degree.
Moved to the big city (Denver) and got married that December, divorced in 1979,
married again in 1982, divorced in 1988, married again in 1993 and bingo! Paul
and I will celebrate our 26th anniversary the week of our reunion! He and I met at
Anderson Mason Dale Architects (AMD) in Denver, where I was at the front desk
and he was the bright young star. By the time I retired from there thirteen years
later, I was Marketing Manager and he was a partner. He is now President! I feel
so full of gratitude for my life. We live in the beautiful house I bought with my ex
in 1977, although it’s barely recognizable after the architect has had his way with
it. We are extremely fortunate and still very much in love.
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Paul and I have visited 29
countries. Looked at a lot of
buildings and art and other cool
stuff. As we are both ocean
people living as far from the
ocean as possible, we do our best
to get to the beach at least once a
year. When he retires in a couple
of years (he’s younger than I),
we’ll be getting there more often.

Along the way: co-founded Denver’s first singing telegram service: Music To Go,
and worked for a couple of veterinarian clinics, which I absolutely loved; was a
professional soloist at a few churches, and a volunteer chorister at the Colorado
Symphony Orchestra Chorus for several years, and now with the Columbine
Chorale. Good soul-feeding music!
After retiring from AMD I decided I’d had enough of deadlines and stress and
became an esthetician with my own practice. There I was able to nurture and
de-stress others until my structurally flawed body forced an end to that. So I
retired for the second time. Since then I’ve done some volunteering at North High
School’s vocal department. But mostly I’m just growing a bigger butt.
I never had children, though Paul has a daughter in her 30’s who has two boys,
ages 4 and 14, who I adore. They live in Idaho. I’m a big animal lover, however, so
have had quite a few four-legged children. Currently have only one 18-year-old
kitty who I am honored to serve. That’s MISS Mariposa to you!
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In writing this bio, I am realizing how difficult it is to summarize 50 years in a
nutshell, and am grateful to all of our classmates who’ve taken the time to do so.
It’s been a delight to read them!
I am so startled and saddened by the number of departed classmates, and would
like to thank the friends, family and classmates who’ve written such poignant and
touching tributes to them.
And thank you to the reunion organizers! They have performed wonders for us in
this gargantuan task! I’m super excited to see many friends from Boulder High!
Gotta go get in shape! My reunion’s next week!

Joseph Vinson
(720) 224-6030 (Mobile)
1327 Lander Lane
Lafayette, CO 80026 United States
Email: josephvinson@gmail.com
After graduation from High School, I spent my first four years in the US Navy
deployed to the Western Pacific supporting a submarine squadron and the
remaining two years of my enlistment a crew member on a nuclear submarine.
Returning to Colorado I spent twenty two years working at the National Center
for Atmospheric Research developing Doppler Radar systems and remote sensing
instruments. The last 11 years at NCAR I worked in IT. After 35 years there I
retired. I am currently married for 41 years and have two children and four
grandchildren that all live in the Boulder/Denver area.
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Dan Violette
(303) 903-3035 (Mobile)
401 Acoma Street
Unit 320
Denver, Colorado 80204 United States
Email: dan.m.violette@gmail.com

Suzan Vitt
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Robert Vratny
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Tim Waldorf
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Lynn Walker
(615) 404-2412 (Mobile)
3411 Hopkins St.
Nashville, TN 37215 United States
Email: lynn.walker@vumc.org
What is important about the last 50
years of my life? I don't know how to
answer that for myself, much less for
people I haven't seen in decades. I've
been thinking about how my life has
changed since 1969 and how
surprised I would have been if I could have foreseen the future.
Here are some of the things I would never have expected: Nashville TN has been
my home for 43 years. I married one of my professors in graduate school and
became stepmother to 3 daughters. I've spent my entire career as a professor of
pediatrics and psychology at Vanderbilt University Medical School, doing
research, teaching and clinical work. My focus has been on mind-body aspects of
persistent pain syndromes (fibromyalgia, irritable bowel syndrome) and helping
teens cope with those conditions -- a rewarding career that makes me reluctant to
retire, though I plan to do that next year.
I had a wonderful marriage for 30 years and lost my husband to the ravages of
Parkinson's Disease in 2013. With much urging by friends, I finally got onto
Match.com and -- beginner's luck -- the second person I met was a keeper! Keith
and I have been together for several years, and I look forward to spending this
next stage of my life with him. As for this next stage, I worry a lot about our
planet and how I should live my life in such challenging times. I'd love to hear
from others about how you are dealing with these issues.
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Michael Walker
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Clay Walter
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address

Michael Warchal
(703) 914-0676 (Landline)
5202 Ferndale St.
N. Springfield, VA 22151-3011 United States
Email: mwarchal@cox.net

Robert Ward
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Do not have valid phone number.
Do not have valid street address.

Carole Warfel
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.
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Star Waring
(303) 437-3738 (Mobile)
1030 Rosehill Drive
Boulder, CO 80302 United States
Email: swaring@dietzedavis.com
I fully expected to retire years ago but something keeps
holding me back so I am still working as a water lawyer
at Dietze and Davis in Boulder. I have been active in
the Boulder County Bar Association (President in
2014) and I taught water law at D.U. for several years. I
have two amazing children, Andrew and Rachel, who
are both in their early 30's and live in Denver. In 2006
I married an amazing guy and we have lived in west
Boulder since then. My husband is a water resources
engineer whose work takes him all over the world so
we have taken advantage of that to travel to many exotic destinations. In addition
to travel, we like to ski, hike, take classes, go to plays and foreign/independent
films and spend time with friends. I am really looking forward to seeing everyone
at the reunion.

James Warner
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Phil Waters
Became a departed panther in 1977.
From the 20th Reunion Panther Tracks. Submitted by
Rick Geesaman:
Phil Waters 1951-1977. Every memory I have of Phil is a
good one. They run the gamut from the ridiculous to the
sublime, and always have the common thread of
friendship. The earliest surviving image I have of Phil
was from an extended fishing trip with our fathers in our
pubescent teen years. I'd spend the days fishing, Phil
would ride horses and become friendlier with the resort
owner's daughter; I didn't understand until later why he
downgraded the priority of fishing.
The next image I have of Phil was skiing. Phil skied the way he did his routines at
gymnastics, with a style and flair few of his peers could approach. Being
terminally graceless, I could only watch with amazement as he gleefully tore
down the slopes of Winter Park, performing an intricate series of acrobatic turns,
jumps, and tip-rolls. Throughout the high school years Phil performed
competently at academics. He lettered in gymnastics, and was actively involved
with social affairs. (I can still remember the incredible Maroon lame' tuxedo he
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wore to the junior prom). Phil's appealing personality and leadership qualities
made it easy for him to become friends with a wide variety of his classmates, male
and female alike.
Following graduation from high school in 1969, Phil attended the University of
Colorado for one year. Soon thereafter, Phil developed a case of chronic
depression and was hospitalized. This depression would continue to haunt Phil
for years to come.
Phil relocated to Aspen and worked at a variety of jobs after leaving the hospital.
After several ski seasons, Phil moved back to Boulder and learned to be a
carpenter, working for a number of different contractors. During the last few
years of his life, he ran his own business. Phil died in the mountains he loved in
November, 1977.

Sheryl Watson
Name Today: Sheryl Alvarez
(615) 400-2424 (Mobile)
8051 Encanterra Rd
Las Vegas, NV 89113 United States
Email: Bgirl5089@gmail.com
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Riley Waugh
(919) 951-8399 (Mobile)
22 Bushmill Ct.
Hillsborough, NC 27278 United States
Email: riley.waugh@gmail.com
Married my high school sweetheart, Wendy Kildahl.
Spent time in the Marine Corps (thank you Richard
Nixon). Served as a police officer in Greeley then
managed non-profit criminal justice programs
including Alternative Incarceration Centers in
Connecticut. Retired from the Virgin Island Police
Department in St. Croix, USVI. Living the retired life in North Carolina.

Steve Weaver
(720) 280-0071 (Mobile)
Box 827
Lafayette, CO 80026 United States
Email: weave@attglobal.net
After high school I went to college for a couple of years. I wasn’t very motivated
so I took a year off to go skiing. After 10 years working for ski areas in Colorado
and Montana I returned to school where I met my former wife and finished my
degree. I have 2 great boys, both in the area. I had a 30 year career doing
international data networking and Internet stuff. I am now retired, live between
Lafayette and Vail where I have a part time job. A friend told me I was going
backwards. I’m OK with that. Looking forward to seeing everyone in 2019!
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Nina Weidner
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Deborah Wheeler
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Carla White
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Veronica Williams
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Tony Willits
Classmate requested information not be published.
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Linda Wilson
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.

Terry Windecker
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Hank Windmoeller
(610) 742-5678 (Mobile)
2226 S Marion St
Denver, Colorado 80210
Email: hwindmoeller@gmail.com
I am currently a ski instructor at Copper Mountain and a soccer coach within the
Colorado Rapids youth organization. I am a retired CPA, having worked in public
accounting and the homebuilding and legal industries for 43 years. I travel to
Guatemala every January for a medical mission and spend a fair amount of time
with other non-profits. Hobbies....I play a lot of squash, enjoy wine and am
learning French and how to play the drums. My son Jason is 33, my
granddaughter Charli is 2.
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William Winsted
(914) 582-8316 (Mobile)
139 Upland Road
Yorktown Heights, New York 10598 United States
Email: wywinsted@gmail.com
I recently retired from the New York Times newspaper in May, 2018, after 22
years. I was in their Financial Department in Manhattan. Before that I spent 3
years in the Boston area teaching part time as an adjunct professor. Prior to that I
was with Public Service Company of Colorado, now Excel Corp, for 16 years. I
worked in their Boulder and Denver offices. I also am retired from the Army
National Guard.
Along the way I graduated from the University of Colorado in Boulder with a
BSBu and received an MBA from their Denver campus. Also I got a Certified
Public Accountant accreditation from Colorado.
I have been married for 31 years and have 3 grown children. My wife is still
working as a full time professor at Pace University. One daughter lives in
Breckenridge, Colorado. She works for a nonprofit there giving counseling to
parents with infants. We visit twice in the winter to ski and once in the summer to
hike/bike. Another daughter lives in the Boston area. She works as a teacher's
aide and hopes to teach elementary school full time. She is 4 hours away so we
visit often. My son lives in California, outside of LA, in the San Bernardino
mountains. He is a camp counselor for Middle School kids near Big Bear Lake.
I have been an adjunct professor for over 25 years and currently teach at two local
colleges in the classroom and online. I also do volunteer work as a counselor
advising low income folks on money management issues. I am also on the Board
of the Directors for the New York Times Employees Credit Union. I was also a
Deacon of our church.
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Since I retired from the corporate life in May, 2018 (just before turning 67 at the
time), I am still in transition on what to do for the next chapter in my life.

Marty Wittstrom
(403) 680-3039 (Mobile)
2 Springshire Place
Calgary, Alberta T3Z 3L2 Canada
Email: rxman77@yahoo.ca
Short Summary:
Osceola Mills PA, til 1964
Baseline Jr. High, Boulder, CO 1964-66
Boulder High School, Boulder, CO 1966-69
Western State College, Gunnison, CO 1969-73 BS-Geology
Colo. Sch. of Mines, 1975-77 MS-Geology
You can also find me on Facebook and LinkedIn.
I'm looking forward to the 50th reunion, although I must confess that this one
will be bitter sweet because I see that some of my close high school friends are no
longer with us. I suppose that everyone has discovered that to some degree. So,
more the reason to reach out to the ones that are still here. In fact, over the past
year I've made a habit of going out of my way to drop by and see some of them
just to say hello and see how they are doing.
I've been living in Calgary, Alberta, Canada going on 24 years now. I didn't plan it
that way; like so many things in life it just happened. Our two boys are out of the
roost, so we have lots of room for visitors ;-). Son #1 works in Atlanta for Delta
airlines and #2 son is a Dr. of Physiotherapy.
My wife, Jan, is also a geologist and teaches at a university in Calgary, Mt. Royal
University. She is always looking for someone to guide on a field trip or just tour
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the mountains geocaching or just taking pictures. I'm always looking for someone
to float the Bow River on a fly fishing trip. We've traveled to Europe, Iceland,
Ireland and Hawaii, where we seem to always focus on the rocks and history.
Except for two years in the mining industry, I have worked in the petroleum
industry my entire career. I have lived and worked in the Alaskan bush north of
the Arctic Circle; Spokane, Washington; Casper, Wyoming; Edmond, Oklahoma;
Midland Texas; Bakersfield, California; Calgary, Canada; Mumbai, India; and
traveled to and worked briefly in a few other countries, Australia, Brazil, Peru,
Mexico, UK, Sweden and others...God bless the USA. Despite my many trips to
Latin America my Spanish and Portuguese still suck.
I continue to fail at retirement. I have three small companies in Brazil related to
the oil and gas industry: an offshore survey company focused on collecting
seismic and other marine data; an exploration and production company; and a
company recently formed to build small refineries to serve the marine fuel
market along Brazil's Atlantic margin. When I'm not dealing with business stuff I
am a Director at the Canadian Global Exploration Forum, a business networking
group, and also the Conference Chairman again this year.
One a personal note, I have joined the ranks of cancer survivors and plan to keep
it that way. I sometimes write about my travels and some of those adventures (or
misadventures) are posted on Classmates.com.
Western State College, Gunnison, CO, was an excellent experience, both
educationally and socially. I don't visit Gunnison much anymore, but I remember
the people and experience fondly. When I started grad school at the Colorado
School of Mines, I found that WSC had prepared me well.
Although the Colorado School of Mines is a small school, its reputation is
worldwide. Can't say I had a lot of fun there, but as a base for launching a
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professional career, it was an amazing experience. I keep track of several old
classmates there and have a pic of them of Facebook when they sported a younger
look.
I have enjoyed the BHS high school reunions; they each had some kind of take
away.
10-year reunion: Didn't make it. I was more interested in chasing after my future
wife.
20-year reunion: Met a lot of great folks that I never hung out with in high school
and was also glad to see so many old friends too.
30-year reunion: Learned that many of us ignored the advice of a certain high
school counselor...we're all glad we did.
40-year reunion: Well, it has come and gone. I've posted my reflections of that
event in the message board on this page.
I used to be very outdoorsie, but now it's only the occasional fishing trip,
camp-out, or drive into the mountains to take some pics.

Chuck Wolzien
(970) 589-7534 (Mobile)
2067 Rim Shadow Court
Grand Junction, CO 81507 United States
Email: wolzien@colorado.edu

Mary Wrapp
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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Victoria Wubben
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Do not have email address. Do not have valid phone number. Do not
have valid street address.

Kristine Yoshida
(719) 528-5217 (Landline)
(719) 271-8597(other phone)
927 Old Dutch Mill Rd.
Colorado Springs, CO 80907 United States
Email: krisyoshida@hotmail.com
Retired. Hobbies: travel, hiking, cross country skiing, snowshoeing, some rock
climbing, yoga, pilates, cycling.

Norm Zaleski
(303) 499-2018 (Landline)
No address for me. Call if you want to reach me
Boulder, CO United States
Email: no_email_for_me@BoulderHS69.com
I would have loved to attend our 50th reunion but medical infirmities overcame
my strong will.

Rick Zier
(970) 222-4713 (Mobile)
5913 Southridge Greens Blvd
Fort Collins, CO 80525 United States
Email: rick.zier549@gmail.com
My love of Colorado has only grown over the past 50 years. I have enjoyed living
in Fort Collins since the late '70's and exploring so many places in this state I'd
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never had the chance to see. My wife, Britt, and I have been married for eight
years and our combined passel of 5 kids (my 3 and her 2) all enjoy each other and
even appear to like both of us. Throw in 4 grandsons, all between ages 3 and 5,
and our family gatherings are a great treat. I've many blessings and hope I will
ever have the good sense to appreciate that.

Connie Zierlein
Do not have confirmed current information. Classmate did not submit contact
information. Contacted about reunion using email. Have email address but no
authorization to include it in Panther Tracks. Attempted to contact classmate via
phone to have contact information submitted and to register. Attempted to
contact classmate via postcard to have contact information submitted and to
register.
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BHS Faculty and Staff
1968-69 School Year
Administration
Wendell Greer
Keith Chambers
Merle Lefferdink
J. Allen Patten
Counselors
Marjorie Baron
Ralph Haddad
Ruth Harrower
Pearl Jones
Pauline Lindbloom
Romie Lundquist
Josephene Newberry
Science
Robert Brown
William Einart
John Fitch
William Geiger
Richard Holland
Dwight Johnson
Phil Ogata
Robert Watkins

English
Joanne Arnold
Ruth Beasley
Gene Buckingham
Sarah Burgess
Shirlee Christensen
Rowena Donelson
Beverly Fields
Phyllis Fitzsimmons
Jacquelyn Goeldner
Jane McPhetres
Betty Meyring
Harriet Noret
Fred Reichert
Edith Reid
Wallace Schneider
Ivan Schweninger
Foreign Language
Carol Blackard
William Cline
Lois English
Linda Fitch
Olga Hoffman
John Hurst
Eunice Morton
Robin Pittendrigh
Alice Yates

Social Studies
John Adams
Philip Cohen
Lucille Fraker
Mike Frink
Robert Hamilton
Del Hessel
Alice Hyerstay
Jeanne Lee
Larry Schultz
Thomas Shaw
Barbara Williams
Emerson Wilson
Math
Robert Autrey
Mildred Beavers
Karl Kildahl
Mary Krom
Roena Schmidt
Maija Siktars
Eilene Stedman
Ed Swinscoe
Charla Windley
Douglas Williams
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Business
Robert McMillan
Doris Pfannenstiel
Robert Raikes
Allan Robb
Sam Steinle
Thomas Williams
Industrial Arts
David Boland
John Ewan
Max Graf
Frederick Pauly
Leif Peterson
Joe Sheely
Home Economics
Harriet Church
Ura Riethmayer

Music
Gary Cox
Edward Kehn
William Seguine
Art
Donald Coen
Kenneth Fisher
Tom Nielsen
Physical E
 ducation
Judy Bodman
Earl Cummings
Joe Dowler
Ken Furman
Fred Johnson
Wanda Leckbee
Fran Mitchell
Susan O’Brien
Sam Pagano
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More Memories
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